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Radial Realism 
From A Name You Trust 

E EVOLUTION" GIA -SCALE RADIAL ENGINES 
Nothing beats the realis a~= a a g•ne adds to a round-cowl subject like;: ,',:::: r a P-47. And now, Evolution has four of the best looking 2- =. -~ ~ -stroke 

radial engines in their c a; 3e.,..,a1 es•gned and engineered, these 7- a.-: ~-c;, nder wonders range in displacement from 35cc all re ~ __ :: :6Jcc. 
And all are manufac ·e: :: ::·acling olerances with: 

• Cylinder heads and crankcases macr -e: '- -a craft-grade alloys • Heavy-du cc::: ::;a bea g crank shafts • Billet aluminum pistors a·:-=.-:-::--=: s:~e p1ston rings 
• Hard-chrom a-: en ed cylinder bores • Hardened s ~ :a-s • ;.::.a-ced carburetor jetting for smooth acce =·=- :-

To learn more abo =-==~ a~d other Evolution engines. go o E on Eng1nes.com or visit the Evolution rea ::· -~::- :_ 

1£' 
EVOLUTION 

horizonhobby.com 

C2011 Hortzon ~ nc Evolutioo. the Evolutloo logo and tne Horlzon Hobby logo are trademarks or registered trademarks of HOfizon Hobby, Inc. 33728 



"Do We Have One Of Your 
Favorite Airplanes?" 

At Dumas Aircraft, we produce over 60 airplane kits 
in 17 -1/2" wi ngspan, 24" wingspan, 30" wingspan, stat
ic display models, and electri c r/c. From civilian to 
military, from Golden Age to modern day jets, we have 
been told we have one of the most un ique selections 

Walnut Scale Rubber 
Powered Airplanes 
(17·1/2" Wingspan) 

201 Mr. Mulligan 
202 Piper J4-E "Cub 

Coupe" 
203 Stinson Voyager 
204 T-34 
205 Citabria 
206 F-82 Twin Mustang 

207 F-4F Wildcat 
208 Tiger Moth . 
209 Spirit Of St. Louts 

21 o Ford Tri-Motor 

211 S\<ymaster 
212 A6M3 Zero 
21 3 F4U Corsair 
214 Staggerwing 

21 5 curtiss Robin 

216 Fairchild FC-2 

217 P-47 Thunderbolt 

21 8 P-518 Mustang 

219 curtiss P-6E Hawk 
220 Lysander 
221 120/140 
222 Fokker Eindecker Ell I 

30" Wingspan Rubber 
Powered Airplanes 

301 Stinson Reliant 
302 Gee Bee Model E 
303 Mr. Mull igan 
304 Aeronca C-3 Master 
305 Curtiss SBC-3 

Helldiver 
306 DH C-2 Beaver 
307 Alpha 4A 
308 Fieseler 156 Storch 
309 FBF-2 Bearcat 
310 PZL P1 1C 
311 Aeronca 7AC 

Champion 
312 Dorn ier 

DO 335 Arrow 
313 Hawker Hurricane 
314 Standard J-1 
315 Type 99 "Val" 
316 CA-12 Boomerang 
317 Vega (Air Express) 
318 Bonanza Model 35 
319 Curtiss F9C-2 

Sparrowhawk 
320 Brewster F2A-3 

Buffalo 
321 Waco CG-4A 
322 Spruce Goose 

of aircraft on the market today. Our 17-1/2", 24", 
and 30" wingspan kits are all rubber powered free 
flight kits. The latest addition to the line are our elec
tric r/c airplane kits. Check out our selection listed 
below, we are sure you will find one of your favorites! 

24" Wingspan Rubber 
Powered Airplanes 

401 
402 

403 
404 
405 
406 
407 

Laird Super Solution 
Grlmore Red Lion 

Racer 
Gee Bee R-1 Racer 
Super Marine S.6B 
Hall 's Bulldog 
Gee Bee z 
Hughes IB Racer 

Static Display Modern 
Airplanes 

501 F-40 Phantom 

502 
(18-5/8" Wingspan) 

F-1 05 Thundercheif 

503 
(15-1/2" Wingspan) 

AV-8B Harrier 
(17" Wingspan) 

Electric RIC Airplanes 
1801 Metro Flyer 

(36" Wingspan) 
Kestrel 
(34" Wingspan) 

1803 Pietenpol 
(36" Wingspan) 

1804 L-19 Bird Dog 
(40" Wingspan) 

1805 Waco ARE 
(35" Wingspan) 

1806 Pilatus Porter 
(40" Wingspan) 

1807 Waco YMF-5 
(35" Wingspan) 

1810 Tiger Moth 
(35" Wingspan) 

1811 Pacer (40" Wingspan) 

du~ 
--,afrcraft 

DUMAS PRODUCTS, INC. 
909FM E. 17th St. 
Tucson, AZ. 85719 
Phone: 520-623-37 42 

223 P-26 Peashooter 

224 Fairchild PT-19 323 B-26 Marauder • ., .. I!!!!!!!I!!!!!I!!!!!!!I!!!!!!!!!!I!!!!!.J 
324 P-38 F/M Ligtning 

Fax: 520-620-1329 
www.dumasproducts.com 

All of our kits are laser cut* 
and include fu ll size plans 
and step by step building 
instructions. Most kits 
include covering material , 
decals, and vacuum formed 
narts. Dumas Aircraft kits, 

·h their laser cut parts, 
csigned to make the 

construction process as easy 
as possible while bringing the 
joy back to building and fly
ing. So go ahead and pick out 
your favorites and add them 
to your squadron. 
Whether you are an r/c 

enthusiast looking to try 
something different or a free 

fligh t junkie loo ·ing to add 
to your collection. we've got 
what you are lookin fo r. 
With kit prices e \·een 
$1 .95 to 64 .95. you can 
afford to build all your 
favorites. \\'e are con tinually 
adding to our line, so check 
us out on the web at 

www.dumasproducts.com 
to see the latest. 

Pick out your favorites and 
enjoy bui lding as well as fly
ing from the ever expanding 
Dumas Aircraft line. 
*Kit # 1801 has some laser cut parts 
but is primarily made from carbon
fiber tubing. 

a complete full line catalog, call us toll free at 1·800·458·2828 or go online to www.dumasproducts.com. 
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J
im Hiller is a consummate modeler , 
one who likes to design and create 
his own models . He's not one to 
quickly dash off model after model. 

Instead h e carefully ca lculates the goals 
he'll set for the plane and how best to incor
porate them in it. Well, this time Jim did it 
in duplicate. Let me explain . 

First of all you have to go back to his Op
tion 120, a sport/Pattern plane he shared 
with us in the July 2007 issue. His strong in
terest in Pattern competition explains the 
carefully considered design aspects of the 
model. When he first proposed it, he took his 
time and discus ed all the essential design 
traits with Dean Pappas, then RIC P attern 
columnist. and a gifted designer in his own 
right . 

Even though the Option 120 was a very 
successful design that met all his goals, J im 
is always ready for a new opportunity. That 
accounts for the Option 55 he presents this 
month. It "as the introduction of the new 
OS .55AX 2-stroke engine that first inspired 
the new model. It seemed the perfect pow
erplant for a ~ood sport plane to use in club 
competition e,·en "· 

Since the original 120 version had proven 
itself so "ell. a downsize was perfectly fea
sible and "ould retain all the good qualit ies. 
That was i:.he plan. 

But you ~ow that the best made plans of
ten go awry. In this case they didn't ; they 
just took a new tack which proved that J im 
also kno"s a good name for a plane when he 
sees it. The .55 _\..'\ Option 55 was built and 
ready to go but the emerging convenience 
and e,·olu ·on o- electric power suggested he 
offer tha as an option. 

o this month we present the Option 55 
and theE .5.5 Op:wn. You can build the mod
el either -a_-. or if you really want to com
pare app;e;; o oranges you can build both 
,-ersions. '\'.nate,·er you choose to do, you'll 
be guaranteed a s perb airplane that fl ies 
more than qui e nicely . Either option will 
proYe an e:xcellen: choice. 

And while we're on the subject of options, 
this might be a ood ime to mention former 
Associate Editor Chris Susicke's latest pro
ject, a re,;ew of tne eagull Models Zlin Z-
50LS. Aside from i:.he fact that it's a very col
orful plane and i • cun·y lines are sinuous, 
it also provides he option-ther e's that 
word again-of u;;mg a .75-.91 2-stroke or 
an equivalent e-power setup. 

To facilitate the !at er option , the kit con
tents include what Chris terms a "secondary 
firewall". It's a mount fo r an electric motor 
tha t can adjust as needed for th e proper 
spinner to backplate clearance. That makes 
the e-power setup much easier. 
· The real plane, designed and manufac
tured in the Czech Republic. was a staple of 
the aerobatic competitions and was used 
several t imes to win the \\"orld Champi
onship decades ago. ot only did it look good 
it flew pret ty good as well. 

Chris , who is pret ty nimble with the 
sticks, set the Zlin up for electric power with 

an E-flite 60 motor and the appropriate E
flite ESC. With a 6S 5000 rnAh battery he 
found that with t he combo h e would only 
pull 1500 rnA out of the 5000 rnAh pack. 

More impressively h e found that even 
with the some pretty potent aerobatic agili
ty, it was pretty docile in slow flight , i.e. no 
warp speed approaches for landing. All in all 
he liked the performance and he also says 
the construction and finish of the model is 
quite good. You might want to look this one 
over carefully. 

Well , we've got more "options" ... okay, ar
ticles that are pretty interesting, one of 
which is a return of another consummate 
modeler , Larry Renger. So it's great to have 
him back. He's got a lot of models under his 
belt including a fair number of original de
signs. And his modeling pedigree goes back 
a ways which brings up the subject of the 
Sky Streak he shares with us this month. 

It seems the model is an evolution of a 
Larry Scarinzi CIL design, the Streak , which 
15-year-old Larry Renger fell in love with , 
maybe because it had a unique forward 
swept wing. Over the years, he built several 
versions of the plane. 

Then, about eight years ago. he won a Bro
dak Little Lightning S treak . As is usually 
the case with inveterate modelers h e had to 
add his own twist, or shall we say sweep to 
it. You'll have to read his ar ticle yourself to 
see how the story ends and with what he 
says about the plane's ability it may just in
cite you to building one yourself. 

This month with have a tour de force from 
Greg Moore. Besides his monthly Fan Fact s 
column. Greg has also provided coverage of 
the World J et Masters tournament, and a 
review of the ElectriF!y F -20 Tigers hark . 
The prestigious World Masters was a first 
ever fo r the U .S. Up until now it was held in 
other parts of the world, and to host it, Roger 
Shipley, Dewey Davenport and the U.S. or
ganizing committee worked h and in glove 
with Dave Thomas of the Air Force Museum 
to field an event that brought more than 60 
spectacular jets to Wright-Patter son Air 
Force Base to join the competition . 

Despite a weather glitch during the initial 
phase of the gathering., it turned out to be a 
huge success and perhaps a templa te for fu
ture Jet Master s . Greg, a long with Bob 
Boswell got some great pictures for your en
joyment. 

And hot on the heels of the Jet Masters, 
Greg went to his shop and quickly put to
gether the F-20 Tigershark. With so many 
foam edfs from all kinds of sources avail
able, it's hard to separate the good from the 
bad, in this case. Greg found that the color
ful Tigershark not only looks good, but flies 
very well, indeed . See for yourself. 

Finally, we turn to Jim Wiggin who got a 
chance to go to his field of dreams this past 
July, Geneseo, for the FAC Non-Nats. He 
went because I "ordered" him to go. If you 
believe that , then you h ad better read his re
port and find out why he really went and 
what he saw. - FRANK FANELLI a:: 
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Vol. 116 No. 11/851 

Features 
18 Option 55 by Jim Hiller 

Take your pick, electric or glow. Either performs great' 

26 Seagull Model's Zlin Z·50LS by Chris Susicke 
An FM Product Review: Curvaceous lines yield slick aerobatics 

36 Sky Streak by Larry Renger 
Looking to lock a corner? Here's a Y2A C/L ship that does it right 

44 World Jet Masters by Greg Moore 
The U.S. hosts some spectacular jets from all over the world 

52 ElectriFiy's F-20 Tigershark by Greg Moore 
An FM Produc Review: edt that can take a lickin' and keep on tickin ' 

62 Flying Aces Club 2011 Non·Nats by Jim Wiggin 
Once more the F clan ga hers for great weather and flyi ng 

Columns 
24 More news from the workshop 

Cross Files by Don Ross 

26 There's a flurry in the shop: the Champs are coming 
Old Timer Topics by Mike Myers 

32 Don't ignore the details even if it's small 
Small Talk by Pat Tritle 

34 Rejuvenating models for additional enjoyment 
FIF Sport by Larry Kru se 

42 E·flite's new Pole Cat and Sbach 342 have some neat setups 
Electric Flight by Stew Meyers 

50 A guest columnist explains e-C/L: Part 1 
C/L Stunt by Dennis Adamisin 

56 It's a wrap: Part 9 
Project Foamy by Dave Lockhart! 

66 This summer was a long and winding road 
Fan Facts by Greg Moore 

Departments 
4 Editorial 16 Airmail 

6 Flying Report 72 Classifieds/Ad Index 

73 Dealer Directory 

On the Cover: So v.nai s your option? Electric or glow. 
It's your pick and you can b ·Ia e. er version of Jim Hiller's 
great sport sh ip, the Option 55. Photo : Jim Hiller 

Visit us online at 
www.flying.models.com 
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Scratch Builders 
Looking for parts? 

90 Canopies 
56 Cowls 
30 Pilots 
28 Engines 

www.parkflyerplastics.com 

Cox International 
Over $1 ,000,000.00 of inventory 

The biggest Cox store in the world 

www.coxengines.ca 

877-769-1779 (toll-free) 
Email: sales@coxengines.ca 

DIELS ENGINEERING, INC. 
P.O. BOX 16701 6, OREGON, OH 43616 

ANNOUNCING ANOTHER 
LASER CUT COMPLETE KIT 

KIT #28-LC THE GRUMMAN F3F-2 LATE 
1930's NAVY FIGHTER & GULFHAWK 2 

6 

Our Kit #28 has been upgraded to laser c wood and 
is now in stock. All other materials remain t e same 
includ ing printed plans, stripwood, decals, lightweight 
tissue, plastic prop and hardware, rubber, and armed 
plastic canopy. 

Introductory Price 
$36.95 for each kit plus $9 each shipP ing. 

Catalog $3.00 or free with order. 
We now accept payment by PayPal 

www.dielsengineeringinc.com 

FlyingRel!_a_rt __ 
FLYING MoDELS publishes new product announcements free of charge on a space avatlable basts Manu
facturers have the optton to subm1t thetr announcements etther online at www.flytng-models.com/new
products and/or vta e-matl to maureenf @flytng-models.com. Ltsttngs must tnclude your company name, 
contact tnformatton tncludtng phone number, pnce tnformatton and a bnef product descnptton. Htgh-qual
tty product tmages 800 ptxels across at 300 dpt are preferred 

Full House 500 Electric R/C Park Flyer 

Overflowing with vintage charm, this modern four-channel kit, by Stevens 
AeroModel, sporrs a wide flight envelope, affordable elecrric power system (SA Sporr 
BL450), and optional float set ro produce a versatile flying partner for student, 
intermediate, and experienced modelers alike. 

From your first student flights ro entry-level aerobatics, pilots of all skill levels will 
appreciate the inherent stab ility offered by this high wing cabin design. Rank 
beginners and low airtime pilots will addi tionally benefi t fro m the shock absorbing 

landing gear, durable airframe, and light wing loading. the hallmark of a superbly 
engineered primary crainer. Intermediate pilo will lnd the Full House 500 to grow 
their developing skill set and ideal for imprompru thermal hunting, entry-level sport 
aerobatics, and epic sorties at the local watering hole. 

T he Full H ouse 500 kit features a beginner men ~- build that is satisfYing enough 
to wow even the most seasoned of modeler . 0 igned and manufactured in the USA 
using industry leading construction methods an innovative laser cutting techniques, 
Stevens AeroModel hand selects only the high · t qual ity AAA balsa and hard woods 
from select state-side mills. To ensure buil er ·u ce s the thoughtful design and 
materials selection is backed by a thorough tep-by-step photo illustrated instruction 
set, clear drawings, and comprehensi\·e rop--helf hardware package. 

SPECIFICATIONS : 

W ing Area: 455 sq. in . 
Wing Span: 50 in . 
Length: 39 in . 
Flying Weighr: 26 oz. 
W ing Loading: 8.2 oz. I q. n. 
Cube Loading: 4.6 
Power Sys tem: SA Sporr BL-! ' 0 (950Kv) I 30A ESC I 11.1 V 1300 mAh Li-Po 

T he Full H ouse 500 is 169.00. 

STEVENS AEROM ODEL, P.O. Box 15347, Colorado Springs, CO 80935, 
719-387-4 187, www.stevensaero.com 

NOVEMBER 2011 



The X4 AC Plus, Four-Channel Multicharger 
with AC Power Supply 

Hirec has raised rhe bar on the X4 and equipped ir with a builr-in AC power 
supply. Their new X4 AC Plus, has four-port computer conrrolled capabiliry with a 
buil t-in 22-amp power supply which can be powered by a standard 120 volt AC 
household current. Simple to use and utterly reliable, this compact charger with 
battery managemenr and integral balancer features four identical and independenr 50-
wart power outputs, for a total output power of 200 watts. Each port of the X4 AC 
Plus can handle up to a 6S lithium pack, 15 Ni-Cd/Ni
MH cells or 6-12 volt lead acid batteries. Four 
individual balancing pons eliminate the 
need for a separate balancer when 
charging lithium batteries. 
Irs twin fan cooling system 
with an internal sensor for 
comrolling fan speed 
provides the utmost in 
efficiency and safery. The X4 
AC Plus can accept a variery of 
power inputs including the option of 
attaching it to a 12-volr car battery or a 
11-15 volt (20-amp minimum) DC power 
supply. 

T he Hitec X4 AC Plus charger offers a complete charging so lution for novice and 
expert RIC enrhusiasts alike. T he multi-tasking versarili ry of rhis new charger makes ir 
a perfect fir for nitro and electric modelers, regardless of what you drive, hover, float 
or fl y. 

H irec X4 AC Plus Four-Channel Multicharger with AC Power Supply has an 
estimated street price of $2 19.99. 

HITEC, 12115 Paine Street, Poway, CA 92064, 
858-7 48-6948, www. hitecrcd. com 

Upgrade "Crystal" Radios to Cutting-Edge 2.4GHz Tech 

With rhe T\1-FH Module, owners ofFuraba 7U, 
SU, 9C and 1 OC systems can enjoy all the advanrages 
of 2.4 GHz spread spectrum technology. Installing the 
module enable rhem to rransmit an inrerference-free 
2.4GHz signal and makes rhem compatible wirh any 
Furaba FHSS or -FH receiver. With the securiry 
and dependabilitY o Futaba FHSS technology onboard, 
convened radios are great for many applications 
including: aircraft, surface models, boars, ranks and 
even robo ts. The T l\1-FH module is available 
separately or with an R2006G FH SS receiver. 

T he Furaba TM-FH l\1odule 2.4 GHz FHSS/S
FH SS (FUTL8915) has a street price of $89.99. 

The Furaba TM-FH Module 2.-i GHz with 
R2006GS FHSS Rx (FUTL8916) has a sn eer of 

129.00. 
Please visit furaba-rc.com to see rhe complete line of 

all fine products offered by Furaba. 

FL 

Fl!TABA, distributed by Great Planes, P.O. Box 902 1, Champaign, IL 61826, 
217-398-363 0, www.futaba-rc.com 
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Double Star Engines, Fox, OS. Sig Fuels , 
Foam Wings, Kits, Hardware 

Over 200 CIL Plans, OTS , Classic & Modern 
Catalog $5.00 

Phone/Fax (770) 592-3279 
Custom Building 

http//members. tripod. com/-TomDixon/tomdixon. htm 

P.A.W DIESELS 
$1 FOR LISTS & INFO. 

ERIC CLUTTON 
913 CEDAR LANE 

TULLAHOMA, TN 37388 
Phone: (931)455-2256 

DOCTOR DIESEL'S DIARY 
all about diesels, $12.00 post f ree. 
www .ca f es. net/docto r d iese l 

MODEL BUILDER Magazine 
Complete collection of more than BOO plans 
from first through last issues of MB most 
with article reprints. No w available. Order 
updated 20-page Price List Booklet. PPD, 
$5 US, $6 Can/Mex, or $9 overseas. 
Also 50-page Illustrated Catalog (prices 
and ordering instructions not valid) . PPD, 
$7 US, $9 Can/Mex, or $12 overseas. 
SCRATCH BUILDER'S ALMANAC #6 
Over 85 scale plans (13 boats) in 1/2-inch 
(1/24) to 4-inch (1/3) scale, in FF, CL, RC, 
gas, rubber, gliders, Bill Northrop and 
Charlie Smith designs, over 90 Vintage RC. 
SBA, ppd. $5 US, $6 Can!Mex, $9 overseas. 

MasterCard or VISA (S15 Min.) 
BILL NORTHROP'S PLANS SERVICE 

2019 Dora! Court, Henderson, NV 89074 
Ph: (702) 896-2162 (1 0-4 PT, Mon. - Fri .) 

Fax: (702) 897-7775 (anytime) 
~----~ ~~--~ 

Actually, the above MB list does not 
include 30 1 plans published full size 
in MB and not previouslv offered in 
the full-s ize plans list. These are a 
mixture of Peanuts, Pistachios, HLGs, 
Bostonians, fun fliers, even a few RIC, 
etc. powered by glow, diesel, C02, 
electric, and strained muscle ... plus 
no Jess than 85 familiar and/or obscure 
sca le views, all of which disappeared 
when the trash man carried away your 
MB collection. Send $5.00 U.S. ($6.00 
Can/Mex. , $9.00 overseas) fo r th is 
price Jist, with ordering ins tructions. 
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Electric Pilots 
Put down the plastic spoons 

and step away from the plane. 

www.parkflyerplastics.com 

Has cooling scoops made 
for your model. 

3 types Naca, High volume 
and low profile. 

Formed in several sizes 
for a total of 17 scoops. 

Old Time Models f,oon tf,., Pasl 
CAD drawn plans, Laser cut parts 

The plan and parts , 
are $17.00 + $6.00 postage "·"'. , .. v••ciiOTH \ ACES • 

list at www.bhplans.com or catalog list for $2.00 
Note: CAD plans and laser cut parts are available for many 

old time gas models from the 30's-40's. Two Stamp SSAE for list. 

BOB HOLMAN PLANS PO BOX 741 SAN BERNARDINO CA 92402 
909 885 3959 • bhplans@aotcom • Website www.bhplans.com 

BRODAK 
Mfg. & Dist. Co., Inc. 

The largest supplier of control-line airplanes 

BUTYRATE 
DOPE PRODUCTS 
"This is the way paint 
is supposed to be!" 

That's what you ' ll be saying when 
you try 
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Brodak Butyrate Products 

Over 50 Colors A vail able 

Colors, Primer, Sanding Sealer, 
Retarder, Thinner, 

Nitrate Thinner, Clear, 
Candy Apple Colors, 

Crystal Clear, B-25 Si lver 

Also available Catalog #18 

Send $7 .99 to: Brodak 
100 Park Avenue 

Carmichaels, PA 15320 

The 9th Jet World Masters Video 

The Jet World Masters is held every two years in a different country. This year 
from July 24th through August 6th, this first class international event was held at the 
historic National Museum of the USAF in Dayton, Ohio, making it to the USA for 
first time. 

Dozens of pilots and their support crews from 
fourteen countries converged on the Dayton 
location to vie for the top position of]et World 
Champion. The SKS crew filmed the outstanding 
scale model competition for the entire two weeks 
in order to capture all the best action and edit it 
down to three hours of outstanding footage. The 
technology and scale realism of these aircraft have 
to be seen to be believed! 

Some of the featured pilots include: Vitaly 
Robertus's amazing YAK 130 (cover), Philip 
Avond's sleek Fouga Magister (cover) , Gianlucca 
De Marchia's huge G-91, Scott Harris's classic F-
86 and Oleg Zahkarov's swing wing MiG-27, pl us 
many, many more. 

From the opening ceremony to the closing awards you \\'On' t ,,·anr to miss a 
minute of this world class event. 

Total run time is approximately three hour on t\\'O disks . 
The 9'h Jet World Masters video sells for 524.9 - for the D\ TI and 529.95 for the 
Blu-ray, plus shipping and handling. 

SKS VIDEO PRO DUCTIONS, 85 Pine Road, .-ibbomtown, PA 17301, 
800-988-6488 US or 717-259--193. uu·w.sb·ideo.com 

IIFI/1.1 Fast and Light 
Combat Plane 

Computer Cut 

ONE 
$75 
lWO 

FoamWing EAsy 
SPEED LIMIT 10 Bifii.D1 

AREA· 460sq. in. SPAN· 48 in. • 

..... $120 
-- ,_) 10+ 

fl~S GRE~l\ F2015A CALL! 
AREA· 430sq. in. SPAN· 44.6 in. 
WEIGHT· 9.5-10.5 oz. airframe WEIGHT-1 1-12 oz. airframe 

Motor, metal mounts , tank available Motor, metal mounts, tank available ------
link. net/ - philcartier 

34 Sweet Arrow DRIVE 

HUMMELSTOWN, PA. 17036 

Our 4-40x1/2" socket caps sell for 
$4.80/100 for alloy steel or $6.65 for 
stainless, or $8.80150 for aluminum. 

For fair prices on sensible quantities of the 
fasteners you need for model building, call, 
write or fax for our FREE CATALOG! 

24 Cokesbury Rd., Suite 2, Lebanon, NJ 08833 
~ Gall1·800·892·6917 Fax 1·908·236·8721 
~ e-mail info@microfasteners.com 

internet http://www. microfasteners.com 
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The New Scale Blade® SR UH-1 Huey Gunship RTF 

This is the SR UH-1 Huey Gunship RTF helicopter. The Huey was the first 
turbine powered helicopter to enter production for the US Mi litary and is most 
famously known for its service in the Vietnam War. This scale licensed Huey body is 
based on that famous helicopter. It is a great helicopter for anyone who has flown a 
single-rotor fixed-pitch 
helicopter. It comes out of 
the box programmed to 
provide a softer climb, pitch 
and roll response around the center 
of stick movement. This, combined 
with the tough, two-piece mainframe and 
lower head speed, makes the Blade SR more 
forgiving and easier to master than most conventional CP 
helis. Plus, it's big enough to fly outdoors even if there's a little wind. 

SPECIFICATIONS: 

Type: Collective Pitch Electric Micro Heli 
Main Rotor Diameter: 21.7 in (552mm) 
Tail Rotor Diameter: 3.23 in (82mm) 
Gross Weight: 14 oz (397 g) 
Length: 19.1 in (485 mm) 
Motor Size: Brushless 3900 Kv (installed) 
Rotor Blade Length: 245mm 
The Blade SR Huey UH- 1 Gunship RTF (BLH 1700) \\·ill be avai lable in late 

October for $239.99. 

HORIZON HOBBY, INC. , 4105 Fieldstone Rd., Champaign, IL 61822, 
2 17-403-3148, www.horizonhobb_).com 

BliP HOBBIES 
New Location with Showroom 

115 S1ryker Lor-. Bttilg 4 Unit 10, Hillsborough, NJ 08844 
90~1-5603 • www.bphobbles.com 

FLY! 

BP Fi-156 Fiesler 
Storch ARF $99.95 

Wing Span: 1335mm /52.5" 
Weight: 26-28 oz 

Functional leading edge slats and 
Fowler Flaps, spring loaded shock 

absorbing landing gear. Pre-covered 
olive drab heat shrink covering. 

Full greenhouse glass, 
German decal set 

8/PMotors 
BP A2212-13 Brushless Outrunner 
50 Watts (1000 RPMIV) 

c- ;nms, APC 9x6E, 1 0.87'1, 12.4A, 
;.a:: 23.1 oz. 134.8W 

A2217 -9 Brushless Outrunner 
(950 RPMN) 

APC 10x7, 10.8V, 17.4A, 
:r..s CIZ. 18fm 

Lanyu Pop Angel Glider 
ARF $44.95 

Wing Span : 41 .5" 
Fuselage length: 26.14" 

Flying Weight: 8 oz -
Brushless Speed Controllers 
Feigao 6-Amp Brushless Speed 
Controller (FG-BLESC-6A) 
5.3 g I 0.19 az, 6AI8A, 0.8A BEC, 2-3 IJ.Poly or 
>9 N A.ulo-Cutolf, Brake, Programmable 

BP 50A ESC Plus BEC 
38 grams 11.35 az, 50A Max, 3A BEC, 
Programmable Brake, For 2-3 IJ.Poly or4-10 NiMH 

BP 18A Brushless ESC 
18.2 grams I 0.94 oz, 18A Max, 2A BEC, 
Programmable Brake, 2-3 IJ.Poly or4-10 NiMH 
BP 40A Brushless ESC 
26.7 grams I 0.94 oz, 40A Max, 3A BEC, 
Programmable Brake, 2-3 LH>oly or 4-10 NiMH 

Prices and Specifications Subject to Change Without Notice 

giveCA 
chance a long 
virgin plastic that the 
made from must be made as 
thick as possible so that it 
provides a good barrier against 
moisture that can actually creep 
through plastic. When CA was 
introduced to the hobby by 
Satellite City, their bottles were 
too thin, which contributed to 
their very short shelf life. If BSI 
used round bottles with a wall 
thickness as large as we use for 
our oval bottles, you could 
barely squeeze them. We felt it 
was better to get complaints 
about the bottles falling over 
than complaints about the CA 
not coming out of the bottles 
or having a shorter shelf life. 

Oval bottles also give us the 
room to add the information in 
a readable form that is required 
by constantly increasing world
wide government regulations. 

BOB SMITH 
INDUSTRIES 
INC ORPORAT E D 

See BSI at your local Hobby Shop. 

Send your questions to: 
info@bsi-inc.com 
fax: (805) 466-3683 
call: (805) 466-1717 
www.bsi-inc.com 

~~ 
fM 

8060 Morro Road • Atascadero, CA 
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Arm Your Bird 
with 

Bombs, Rockets, 
Missiles and Tanks 
Sizes available 
from 1/4 scale 
to peanut. 

www.parkflyerplastics.com 

New Gas Engine from BP Hobbies 

BP Hobbies is pleased to announce the arrival of the new RCGF 111CC gasoline 
engine. This engine produces 11.2 hp and can turn a 27-10 propeller at 6200 rpm. 
All of this in a beautifully machined twin cylinder design. This is a perfect powerplant 
for 33 to 40% aircraft. 

RCGF engines are 
known worldwide for 
their high qualiry, 

e.l..~'· Gasoline Check Valve 
\9 o,... ,... lmab S,.cem• 

power and customer 
support. All engines 
come with prop adapter, 
muffler, motor standoff, 
spark plug, electronic 
CDI ignition and a two
year man ufacrurer' s 
warranry serviced by BP 
Hobbies in the USA. Made from fuel 

~======= proof Nylon, 
the Check Valve 
is excellent for 

use w1th 

Gas 
Kerosene 
Smoke Oil 

............. Diesel and Glow Fuel 
"' ,_-..... ..., ...... ..,.....,.lUI , ........... .., ..... . 

, .. '""-Cllod- ..... - io _ .. .,. ............ 
sp_IUI...,...lh- oltool,_.. 

Gasoline Oleck Valve Product No. FOR 150 

BP Hobbies is the 
exclusive US and 
Canadian disrributor for 
RCGF engines, parts, 
service, and accessories. They carry a full li ne of parts and accessories for all RCGF 
engines from the 15cc up to the 150cc twin. A "ail able at your local hobby store or at 
www.BPHobbies.com. 

-· s~e 111s ilCh 1.0. Prico. $5.95 www 
Ph/fax (IOl)lll·llll FOI/RMOST PROD~JS IOilrmostpr~~ts 
Look for tbs and all othH gm.t products from fourmost at your nnrtSt hobby dultr. 

f oe~"" ordm in<lldo SI.OO I&H 10: 4040 24m A!t, for~< 6111•• Ol 9)116 

BP HOBBIES, 11115 Stryker Lane, Bldg .f Un it 10, H illsborough, Nj 08844 
908-431 -5603, u u 1c . bphobbies. com 
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$3950 
plus $8.00 

S&H 

36" Wingspan 

Area 186 sq. in. 

$9150 
plus $8.00 

S&H 

P.O. Box 1210 
Sharpes, FL 32959 

(321)537-1159 

CLEVELAND MODEL & SUPPLY CO. 
M ODEL ENGINEERS SINCE 19 19 

www.clevelandairline.com 

PO Box 55962FM Indianapolis, IN 46205-0962 
Phone: (317)257-7878 Fax: (317)157-7877 
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The Grumman G-44 Widgeon 

ElecrriFly introduces the Grumman G-44 Widgeon Seaplane EP ARF. Just as full
scale Widgeons carry sportsmen ro remote hunting and fishing locales, this ARF is the 
perfect escort to your next great RIC adventure. Lift-off and land on spectacular lakes 
and enjoy solid sport flight performance in-between . The painted 
fiberglass fuselage includes an easy-access 
hatch for battery installation, 

stabilizing suakes, optimized ~:i~~.-~.,~~~ 
step placement and a water rudder 
for outstanding surface handling. ,. .. _~~;;::;;;;~;,::;, 

With twin ourrunner power, the G- ,..::;;;;. 
44 Widgeon flies as well off small ponds 
as it does from larger lakes. It excels at basic aerobatics while offering unique flying 
sire options. The wing removes with a few nylon bolts for taking the Widgeon ro the 
lake or pond. Ailerons are facrory-hinged for faster assembly. T he outboard floa ts are 
moumed with durable, lightweight aluminum struts. 

The formed, trimmed and paimed nacelles and floats arrive nearly ready to ins tall. 
ElecrriFly also includes scale-shaped, machined aluminum spinner nuts-a crowning 
touch to the Widgeon's sport-scale looks. 

A built-up MonoKote® covered wing and tail , decal sheet and assembly/displa~· 

stand are all pan of the Widgeon package. 
Specification: wingspan, 51 inches; wing area, 373 square inches; weight, 4-4.5 

pounds; wing loading, 25-28 ounces/square foot; length, 36 inches. 
The G-44 Widgeon Seaplane EP ARF (GPMA11 51 ) ha a street price of5i 179.99. 

ELECTRIFLY, from Great Planes, P.O. Box 9021, Champaign, IL 61826, 
217-398-3630, www.electrijly.com 

Chocks For Everv 
Sized Model. 
Prevents your model from rolling 
off a table, during trans or 
while adjustments 
are made. 

Five 
Sizes 

Available. 

www.parkflyerplastics.com 

PLEASE VISIT OUR WEBSITE, 
IT'S JUST FOR MODELERS! 

for the Smart Modeler 
Storage Worl<station 

Flexibility 

=•~w7dl'•• •x--
4 in 1 Fle><ible modular system 

for building, maintenance, transport and storage of model airplanes. 

ll 
-------------- www.standbox.eu --------------- "'''''';""'' 

~cro • L max 1,2 m I W ma x 1,3 m (one piece), Scale and Trainer. L max 1,3 m I W ma x 1,5 m (one pi ece), Glider. L max 1,5 m I W max 3 m (div ided) 
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$23.95 
+ $8 S/H 

22.5" 
WINGSPAN 

LASER CUT RUBBER POWERED BALSA KIT 

COMPETITION WEIGHT BALSA 

HALF-SIZED VERSION OF THE 1939 
W AKEFIELD CANADIAN NATIONAL 

C ONTEST WINNER . FOR THE SERIOUS 

FLYING COMPETITOR , RECOMMENDED 

FOR EXPERI ENCED FINGERS. 

• 
CAD DRAWN PLANS, LASER CUT BALSA 

TISSUECAL'" MARKINGS OF HALF AWAKE 
GIRL, PECK PROP & BUTTON, FAI RUBBER 

Cklmoney order in US dollars. Shipping price good in USA 
& Canada. 48 page color catalog $2. Tel: 334-358-5184 

PO Box 681744 
Prattville, AL 36068-1744 

WWW.EASYBUILTMODELS.COM 
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E·flite® Carbon-Z™ Scimitar™ 

T he E-fli te Carbon-Z Scimitar is true satisfaction for the RIC pilot who desires 
flight performance and adrenaline-pounding excitement. Designed by world aerobatic 
champion Q uique Somenzini, the new fantasy-scale Scimitar bursts open the 
performance envelope with an evolutionary compound-delta flying wing. At the heart 
of the advanced Scimitar is a specially tuned Q-Power system harnessed inside a 
revolutionary single-axis, vectored-thrust propeller system. In combination with the 
precision of carbon rod hinged devons and twin rudders, a refreshing level of 
maneuverabiliry can be explored after less than an evening's worrh of assembly time. 

Features include: dual rudder and vectored-thrust control on the yaw axis; 
exceptionally strong and lightweight Carbon-Z structure, digital high-speed servos 
installed, low-friction carbon rod hinges, single screw access to the electronic 
equipment and effective front and side cooling inlets wi th interior venting; ready to 
accept optional E-flite electric retracts (EFLG110). All components, including the 
nose and control surfaces, are easily replaceable. 

SPECIFICATIONS: 

Wingspan: 42.6 in (1080mm) 
Overall length: 35.0 in (889mm) 
Wing area: 565 sq. in. (36.5 sq. dm. ) 
Flying weight: 4.40 lb (2.0 kg) 
Motor size: 32-size 1010 Kv brushles outrunner (instal led) 
Radio: 6-channel radio system minimum 
Servos: 5 digital high-speed, high-power ub-micro servos; 

1 digital high-power metal-gear mini ser.·o (installed) 
Recommended battery: 4S 14. \ ' 30C 3.::! 00 ITL\h+ Li-Po 

Carbon-Z Scimitar PNP (EFL101 -- ) is 319.99; Carbon-Z Scimitar BNF 
(EFL10180) is $399.99. 

HORIZON HOBBY I C. , -110 - Fie!duone Rd., Champaign, 1L 61822 
217-403-314 , uu·u.horizonhobby.com 

- ~ 

6 

We've got 
your number 
11 sizes and 11 great 
colors pressure sensitive 
& water t ransfer 
svu1.. s4 .oo r ... 44 pa.y
c~ e. c~ Ck.cv..t.! 
www. majordecals.com 

mafor d~cals ~ 
l!lf!U!.HS!fiii.i§ ~ 

NORTHEAST SCR EEN GRAPHICS P.O. BOX 304, EAST LONGME ADO W. MA 01018 TEL: 800-557-5617 FA X: 413 -515-7794 
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Learn to Build with Balsa USA's Student Trainer 

The Balsa USA Student T rainer is intended as a "building trainer". This model is 
designed for those of you that may have learned the basic flyng skills from the various 
ARFs on the market and are looking for something more from the hobby than just 
buying one ARF after another. The Student Trainer is for those that want to become 
"model builders" . 

The Balsa USA Student 
Trainer 4-volume 
manual, with over 
750 photos, 
will take you 
through the basics 
of actually building a 
wooden model airplane from 
starr to finish . Consider it a 
complete course in model 
building, and not just the 
insrructions to a kit. 

In this course, you 
will learn about rhe different glue and adhesives used in building a model, how to 

sand and shape the various pieces that make up a model airplane. You wi ll learn to fir 
pans properly, build straigh t wings, a straight and true fuselage, and to align a model, 
plus a whole lot more. Not just the "how" but the "why" will be explained. You'll be 
offered options and choices with the advantages and disadvantages of each explained. 
Common problems and their solutions will be discussed and explained. In the end, 
you will not only have built this model but you'll have achieved a solid understanding 
of how to build most other models as well and be well on your way to becoming a 
true "model builder". 

The kit features fu ll size rolled plans and instructions, a jig and die-cut parts, pre
bent wire landing gear with nose gear struts, basic hardware package, removable one
piece rubberband-on wings. 

Fl 

SPECIF ICATIONS: 

Wing span, 72 inches; 
W ing area, 840 square inches; 
Flying weigh t, 7-8 pounds; 
Fuselage length, 55 inches; 
Wing loading, 19-24 ounces per square foot; 
Engine size, .40-.46 rwo-stroke or .50-.60 four-stroke. 

Balsa USA's Student Trainer (Kit No. 426) is priced at $159.95. 

BALSA USA, P. 0. Box 164, Marinette, WI 54143, 
800-225-7287, www.balsausa.com 

Winged Shadow St,~stems "Innovative Electronics for Model Aviation" 

• How High RJ'" Altimeter $39.90 
Works on its own, with any receiver, or with telemetry radios. 

• Thermal Scout ·· RIC Glider Lift Finder $49.00 
Visualize thenmats! Wags rudder & rocks wings to indicate lift . 

• How Fast -. Airspeed Instrument S44.90 
15 to 500 MPH. Complete With Pilot & static probes. 

• See How '" Display $34.90 
Optional LCD Display for the How High'" and How Fast'"-

• Smart Bat'" Batte ~~ Board $9.90 
Makes the How High' or How Fast"' portable and self-powered. 

Aulo-011 

• RIC Reporter '" S24.95 
Lost-plane locator • Voltage Monitor • Minimum Voltage Capture 

Shadow Systems • PO Box 432 • Streamwood, IL 60107 WWW. WingedShadow .com 
-gedShadow.com • 630-837-6553 • Made in the USA 
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ARF conversions 
and up grades 

Don't settle for a "cookie cutter" 
mass produced model. 
Your Almost Ready to Fly model 
can stand out at the field. 
Make it you r own with a detail 
upgrade or change it completely 
with a conversion . 
Most popular kits are represented . 

www.parkflyerplastics.com 

Join the Vintage Radio Control Society! 
If you enjoy building and flying the old 

RIC plane designs, the VR/CS is for you. 

VINTAGE 

V ~a 
s 

RADIO CONTROL 

<J>0 ca(':;..-C 

VR/CS membership provides: 
• Bimonthly newsletter 

The Vintage Flier 
Annual Reunions 
Membership in an AMA Special 

Interest Group 

Membership cost is $20 per year 
and $25 per year for non-US members. 

Make your check or money order to VR/CS and mail to; 
Terry Terrenoire, VR!CS Treasurer 

101 Smithfield Dr. , Endicott, N.Y. 13760 

Visit our web site at www.vintagercsociety.org 

Control Line 
WORLD 

The magazine devoted to 
all aspects of Control Line! 

Each issue is packed with pho
tos, results, tips, stories, and 
features on building and flying . 

•!• Carrier •!• Engines 
•!• Combat •!• 1 /2A designs 
·:· Electric ·:· ARFs 
•!• Racing •!• Reviews 
•!• Scale ·:· Build ing Ideas 
•!• Speed •!• Painting Tips 
•!• Stunt ·:· CAD and more! 

Subscription forms are avail
able at www.brodak.com or by 
calling Brodak Manufacturing 
at 724-966-2726. Subscriptions 
are $30 for one year (four 
issues) ($40 for international 
subscriptions). 
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1/3 Scale Fly Baby from Balsa USA 

Balsa USA welcomes back into their line of exclusive Ultimate Series kits, the 1/3 Scale 
Fly Baby Low Wing. It has been designed to be extremely quick and simple to build. 
With scale folding wings, the model is very strong and delightfully simple to transport to 
and from the field. Just unfold the wings, attach the flying wires, and go flying. 

The Fly Baby Bipe was a follow on design to the Bowers Fly 
Baby, a homebuilt, single-seat, open-cockpit wood and fabric 
low-wing monoplane that was designed by famed US 
aircraft designer and Boeing historian, Peter M. Bowers. 
the prototype Fly Baby first flew 
in 1962 and was the winner of 
the Experimental Aircraft Association's 
1962 design competition. 

Due to popular demand, Balsa USA has 
re-released the Fly Baby kit from the early 
1980s. Although the kit is relatively simple to build and a true delight to fly, it is 
recommended for builders with at least some "large scale" model building experience 
under their belt. 

The kit features all-wood construction, ai rcraft quality plywood, premium quality 
hardwoods, quality AAA balsa, full-size rolled plans, jig and die-cur parts, pre-bent 
wire landing gear and struts, step-by-step photo illustrated instructions, name brand 
complete hardware, two removable one-piece wings, and ABS plastic cowl. 

Specifications: wing span, 88 inches; wing area, 2450 square inches; wing loading, 
20-25 ounces/square foot; flying weight, 22-27 pounds; fuselage length, 75 inches; 
engine size, 2.1-3.5 cubic inches or 35-60cc gasoline. T he price is $349.95. 

BALSA USA, P. 0. Box 164, Marinette, WI 54143, 
800-225-7287, www.balsausa.com 

Bob 's Aircraft Documentation contains over 8,200 different color Foto Paaks 
(made up of almost 500,000 photos). Each Foto Paak is designed to 
give the modeler, restorer, or enthusiast photo documentat ion of the 
actual aircraft. Views from various angles, many with interior shots, help 
the modeler create or replace exact replicas of their favorite aircraft. 

The 3-Views are high quality scale drawings many of which provi de the 
enthusiast precise dimensions. There are over 39,000 pages of 3-View line 
drawings in Bob 's col lection . 
Only SS in USA, Canada & Mexico $8. S1 0 all other countries. Price includes shipping! 

Order Online! www.bobsairdoc.com 
Visa/MC/Discover 

Bob's AIRCRAFT DOCUMENTATION • 3114 Yukon Ave . Costa Mesa, CA 92626 • (714)979·8058 

BUILDING WITH FOAM 
A beginners guide to building model airplanes with foam 

by Keith Sparks 
Th is is a step-by-step How- o Guide to bui lding R/C planes 
from foam . It consists of 80 pages of descriptive text and 
graphics for building models of most sizes. Even though it is 
directed toward the novice bu ilder, there are plenty of hints 
and tricks for the intermediate to advanced builders. 
Soft-covered, 8% x 11. $16.95 + s&h 

To Order Call : 1-888-526-5365 (M-F; 9 am to 5 pm est) 

or FAX us at: 973-383-4064 (24/7) 

or online at: www.carstensbookstore .com Carstens Publications, Inc. 
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Hitec's HS-5035HD Digital Ultra Nano 

Great things do come in small packages. Hitec's new, ultra nano HS-5035HD is 
the digital version of their popular HS-35HD and is destined to become a fan 
favorite. Equipped with a fully programmable digital circuit, Metal Karbonite gear 
train and long life po tentiometer, the HS-5035HD provides heavy hitting 
performance in a lightweight package. Pilots of micro 3D and sport aircraft as well as 
small helicopters will find it the perfect servo for their aerial theatrics . Small servo, 
huge performance. 

FEATURES: 

• Ultra light weight nano size 
• Fully programmable digital circuit 
• Long life potentiometer 
• Metal Karbonite™ gear train 
• Multi-directional servo cable joint 
• Available with standard and micro 

connectors 

SPECIFICATIONS: 

Speed: 0.10 
Torque: 11 oz-in 
Weight: 0.16 ounce 
Dimensions: 0.73 x 0.30 x 0.61 inch 

Hitec's HS-5035HD Digital Ultra Nano (stock #350355) has a estimated street 
price of $34.99. 

HITEC, 12115 Paine Street, Poway, CA 92064, 
858-748-6948, www.hitecrcd.com 

WALSTON ~ 
RETRIEVAL SYSTEMS ~- ~ 

VINTAGE R/C PLANS 

Tired of Losing Models? Contact us NOW ••• ! 

~~\ \ Walston Retrieval Systems 
• : 725 Cooper Lake Rd . S.E., Smyrna , GA 30082 

770-434-4905 
www.walstonretrieval.com 

FM SUBSCRIBERS 
Please be sure to advise us at least two is
sues ahead of any mailing address change. 
Send us a copy of your mailing address la
bel plus your new address information to as
sure correct address change. Please allow 
between 6 and 8 weeks for processing to 
take effect. 

1111Y-5il 

~ 
PLAN #105 RC 

$45.95 • 108" W-SPAN 
• .60 SIZE ENGINE 

plus $10.00 s&h US 
• 4 SHEETS 

plus $21.00 s&h Foreign) 

MANY MORE PLANS AVAILABLE 
CATA LOGUE $3.00 (FOREIGN 54.00) 

VINTAGE RIC PLANS 
FRED NOVACK, OWNER 

FLYING MODELS 5105 Pine Hill Circle , Howell , Ml48843 (810)227-1174 

1 08 Phil Hardin Rd., Newton NJ 07860 www.vintagercplans.com 

The Last McCoy 60 built. Not a reproduction. 

JWZ'/JERar/~"60" 
Series 20 Bulge By-Pass McCoy 60 Red Head Racing Engine 
This is a "never-before" produced version of the famous McCoy "Red 
Head Racing Engine" therefore it is not a reproduction. Authorized by 
Dick McCoy before his passing. The McCoy 60 is only available for 
a limited time exclusively from Woody's Model Engines. 

$495.00 less spark plug 
+ $12.00 S&H in the USA (priority mail 

w/insurance). International call or write for S&H. 
Reproduction Parts Catalog 119 is now current: 

S15.00 USA- $16.00 Canada & Mexico- $22.00 International. 

Bore· 
.940" 

Stroke· 
.865" 

Disp. • 
.6072 

FOR BEST DEALS 
ON PREMIUM KITS VISIT 

www .stewartaircraft.com 
and click on model airplane kits. 

Free shipping (US only). 

Sig Hummer 
cox .049 

Combo 

$49.99 miniglowplanes.com 

vetrv vintaae & retro model 
~c... airplane kits, accessorie s 

babe'M()th 

L 

/ 
~ 

- 24"sp<Ul 
- 188sq/in 
- 10 oz 

- all lo.ser-cut wood 
- vel'lj complete kit 
-made in U.s.A 

- 40 ~ 80 W outrunner $54.98 + S&H 

_. www .. _ RetroRC.us.com 
~ ~ (248)212-9666 ~ 
PO Box 193, Keego Harbor, MI 48320 

Please be aware , Don't 
of FRAUD... -__;__)! become a 

.~ r- VICTIM 
~~·-- . _ .. ... .,r;) - - ,~.r~-v,: 

I ' ~., _ - .. , l · 1 I .. ' 
Unauthorized magazine agencies 

may attempt to solicit your 
renewal subscription to 

FLYING MODELS. 
To protect yourself against identity theft, do not dis
close any bank account information or credit card 
information to any company claiming to represent 
our titles. Do not send them checks or money or
ders. We have no relationship with these 
companies and cannot be of assistance in helping 
you obtain a refund. 
If you are unsure of an offer, DO NOT PAY anything . 
Legitimate offers and renewal notices from Carstens 
Publications, Inc. always contain the Carstens Pub
lications logo or the logo of Flying Models clearly 
printed on the notice. Payment should be sent only 
to: Carstens Publications Inc., PO Box 700, New· 
ton, New Jersey 07860. You should always make 
any checks for our magazine subscriptions payable 
only to Carstens Publications, Inc. 

Henry R. Carstens 
Publisher 

For Questions Regarding Your subscription 

1-888-526-5365 
Additional information is available on uur website: 

www. carstens-publications. com 
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PARI(FLYER 
~PLASTICS 

Accessories for flying models 

WE INVITE YOU TO J IN! 
Through our bi-monthly publication, The M ECA 
SWA P SHEET and BULLETIN you will be able to 
conlact people with simi lar interests who wi ll be able 
to help you to: 
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• Learn Engine 
Values 

• Find Rare 
Pieces 

• Locate 
Services 

and 
Parts 

For membership application please write: 
John Lorenz, 704 Flamingo Circle, 

Burleson , TX 76028-5041 
mitecars@gmai l.com 

www.modelenginecollectors.org 

WANT TO TRY 
SOMETHING 
DIFFERENT? 

WANTTO CONNECT 
WITH YOUR A IRPLANE? 

Control line stunt is for you. 
It's the original fly-by-wire. 

PRECISION AEROBATICS 
MODEL PILOTS ASS'N 

Learn more at: 
www.control-line.org 
Or write PAMPA at 
180 Lake Hill Road 
Burnt Hills, NY 12027 
for your free issue of 

Stunt News, 
the premier control line 
aerobatics magazine. 

AirMail 
You can reach FM at 108 Phtl Hardtn Rd , Newton, NJ 07860, or vta e-matl at maureenf@flying-models.com 

Nicely done 
The Boomerang article by Howard Dwyer 

in the most recent FLYING MODELS was out
standing. I have been a fan of "Booms" for a 
number of years and encourage any model 
builder to give one a t ry. They are great for 
tossing in-between model airplane flying or 
on days when you can't get out to the field. 
Boomerangs are indeed "magical" as Howard 
Dwyer writes. 

To me the FLYING MODELS article was 
valuable on a number oflevels. I enjoyed the 
technical discussion that Howard Dwyer in
cluded as it made the piece much more than 
a construction article. Also helpful were the 
references for more information included at 
the end. Where\·er possible, I suggest FLY
INGS MODELS continue this practice . The 
photos were clear and aided understanding. 
Finally, I applaud the continued practice of 
centerfold full-size plans. 

The editorial for this issue calls the 
Boomerang article a "nice change of pace". I 
suggest it is really a continuation of FLYING 
MODELS' traditional pace of providing inter
esting and high-quality information on our 
hobby. Nicely done. 

DAVID Z WOLAK 
via e-mail 

A source needed 
While reading John Rutter's construction 

article on his Arrow in the July 2011 issue 
of F LYI1\G MODELS. l noticed his fu selage 
building jig in the included illustrations. It 
appeared to be a commercially made prod
uct . Would it be po sible to know its source? 

I always look forward to each month's is
sue and marvel at the craftsmanship of the 
contributors. 

James W. Bennett 
Centennial, WY 

The jig is by a British company, SLEC 
(www. slecuk.com). They sell the jig (Ref: 
SL054-S) as a sticky vinyl sheet with plastic 
L shaped support and blind nuts with plas
tic bolts. You provide you own melamine 
sheet to fix everything to, but as this is easi· 
ly found and relatiuely cheap (in the UK at 

Call John: 201-445-0361 

least), this isn't a problem. I was actually 
given mine in completed state by a friend 
who'd given up aeromodelling due to health 
problems but it seems pretty straightforward 
to assemble, if a little time consuming 
drilling all those holes! Not too sure about 
them exporting stuff to the States but it 
wouldn't hurt to ask. -JOHN RUITER 

Hooked and happy 
Wanted to send you a photo of a bunch of 

very happy kids. The photo shows the kids 
at our Summer Adventure Workshop on Au
gust 27, 2011 in the midst of building their 
12-inch span profile P-51 models from the 
plans in the October 2009 FLYING MODELS 
magazine. 

The kids had a blast and were totally 
amazed an "elastic band" model could fly so 
well. At 8 grams without rubber they could 
hardly do anything but fly! 

That's where you guys come in . I'm an old 
stick, tissue and Ambroid guy and this mod
el required foam dinner plates and we didn't 
have a lot oftime to let the old white glue get 
dry. We had to get these models built, 
trimmed and flying in one afternoon! 

When the guys at the model shop showed 
me the Bob Smith Industries CA that was 
safe to use on foam I was a bit skeptical, but 
your advertisements were in the FLYI NG 
MODELS magazine, so I bought a good sized 
bottle and another of accelerator. 

You folks really do deserve some credit 

Why- Pay- a Dollar 
for just 4 Screws'! 
We have the hardware you 
need at a fraction of retai/1 

O rder today at: 

www.rtlfasteners.com 
800-239-60 I 0 

800 S. Battlefield Blvd., Suite I 09 
Chesapeake, VA 23322 
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here. That stuff worked great and it did not 
have the wicked, eye watering sting of reg
ular CyA and with the accelerator it worked 
like a dream. I know Ambroid smells bad too 
but that's got a lot nostalgia built into it as 
well! 

Seriously though . This CyA and accelera
tor has me hooked. It 's great building that 
fast and no eye watering smell. We were 
able to build 17 models with the kids from 
the kits I had made up in a little less than 
two hours. And then we went flying and got 
to use the CyA for a little repair work! 

Hey, the kids went home very happy; the 
local R/C guys came and did a demo for them 
and all my volunteers went home and slept 
very well! 

Thanks for great product guys. Got an old 
dog here with a new trick! 

ED McGuGAN 
Kincardine, ON, Canada 

A wow moment 
I read with interest Laddie Mikulasko's 

SR-71 a rticle (August, 2011, plan #CD424), 
and I plan to build one soon. I had a wow mo
ment when I read how he first flew the mod
el as a glider in his backyard to determine 
e.g. location. The insight this tip gave me 
will h elp me greatly with a design I am 
working on. 

I really enjoy your magazine and this is a 
good example of why I do. 

Keeps him going 

ED MUNDY 
via e-mail 

Love your mag for many years. It always 
brings me up. I look forward to it every 
month. I work as a rail gang railroad work
er and have very little time to myself be
tween excessive travel and long hours. So I 
love your small simple projects which still 
keep me in the hobby I love, till I can retire, 
if I make it alive! 

I like old WWI fighters-so colorful and 
sharp . Would love to see a plan for an 
Eboneezer WWI or whatever , with trimming 
and fl)ing t ips , seaplanes, racers, home
builts. etc. 

STAN DABROWSKI 
Wilbraham, MA 

Maintain the tradition 
Your eptember 2011 issue contained six 

feature a rticles. One of these was about 
building a model airplane, three were about 
plastic ARF store-bought models, and one 
was a picture spread of a commercial model 
show. 

1923 DH.53 Humming Bird 
scal e e lectric Ultra M ic r o 

Electric RC Indoor I Park Flyer Wooc Model Kit 
Interlocking Laser Cut Assembly 

Span 27" -Area 100 sq" - Weight 2.3 oz. 
,1odel and Electronics Available from: 

Please review the format that has kept 
you in print for so long. I've read FM since 
1952 when I bought it for 25¢ at the drug
store, and now having subscribed for the 
past 24 years. 

Yes, if it were easy, anybody could do it! 
There are still model builders out here, and 
FM has been the only publication for a long 
time. 

CHARLES J ACOB 
La Junta, CO 

A pleasant coincidence 
It was a very pleasant surprise to open the 

July issue of FLYING MODELS and see Ian 
Smith's Hard Ship , a clever Australian 
makeover of a vintage British control line 
design from 1950, the Firebrand. 

And the reason for my delight? I had only 
very recently featured the original Fire-

brand in Circle Talk , the newsletter of Bar
ton MFC, England. 

The attached color photograph is of Gra
ham Jubb , a friend since our schooldays, 
who is holding his replica of Ralph Cooke's 
origina l Firebrand Mkll as published in 
Aero Modeller magazine, June 1950. 

Before moving to the Northwest, Graham 
was also a j unior club mate of designer 
Ralph Cooke. 

PETER BRANIGAN 
Liverpool, UK a: 

BALSA, RUBBER POWER PROPS 
Wide variety Sizes a Pitches 

: FREE WHEELING : 
right or left hand; 3 a 4 blade 

:FOLDING: 
Coupe, Wakefield, Gollywoc:k, 
Korda, All 0. T. Folding Props 

Available with Z Bar or 
Old Time Hardware 

Send $1.00 for Catalog 

Superior Props 
SI6 Driftwood Circle, Slidell, LA 70458 

SCALE FLIGHT MODEL CO. 
Repro Rubber Power Kits From The 30's & 40's 
Comet , Megow, Burd, Scientific, Jasco, Jetco, 

Madison + Balsa Props & Wheels 
Other current Mfg. include BMJR, Campbell , 

Easy Built, Diels, Dumas, Florio Flyer, 
Gene Dubois, Guillow's, Golden Age Repro , Herr, 

Peck Polymers , R/N, Todays, Sig , Etc. and 
Supplies + Control Line, RIC and Display Models. 

Penn Valley Hobby Center 
837 W. Main St. Lansdale, PA 19446, 215-368-0770 
www .pennvalleyhobbycenter.com 

E-Mail - pvhc.hobby @verizon .net 

lt)e ~ vintage & retro model 
vc::,. airplane kits, accessories 

- ..U laser-cut parta 
- venJ eo&lJ build 
-made In U.SA 

"" 

Jfews f!asfJ 
$20.99 +S&H 

/ -24'sp4D 

$15.99 +S&H 

~ www.RetroRC.us.com 
~ ~ (248)212-9666 ~ 
PO Box 193, Keego Harbor, MI 48.320 

IT'S BACK!!! 
(And just in time for Christmas) 

Remember when you were a kid and couldn 't 
wait to get up Christmas morning to find a 
model airplane kit under the tree ... Well , thanks 
to Bob Lang and Dave Acton of PAL Model 
Products, one of the greatest P-30's of all 
time ... the Blue Ridge Square Eagle is back and 
better than ever. 
That's right, guys, the Square Eagle is back 
with laser cut fuselage sides and machine cut 
ribs. Be one of the first ones to grab this part of 
histo ry and be that kid again. The Square Eagle 
has won more contests than any other P-30. 
The price is right .... only $36.50 + shipping. 

Now that 's a bargain . 
All PAL model products available from 

Shorty 's Basement 

Check our selection of 
Balsa Strippers and Balsa Planes 

Send $4.00 for Catalog 

Shorty's Basement 
1036 Bexley Ave. , Marion, OH 43302 

(740) 225-8671 
www .shortysbasement. com 

CHECK OUT OUR NEW ON-LINE STORE AT: 

www.carstensbookstore.com 
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W
hen OS offered their 55-AX I 
just had to have one. It was im
mediately apparent that this 
could power a nice sport plane 

for club activities and it was easy to scale 
the Option 120 CAD drawing (FM July 
2007, CD319) to about 80%. Anticipating lo
cal interest I felt an all built-up construction 
would be more desirable than using foam 
cores. The convenience of electric prompted 
me to offer this design using either electric 
or glow power and I asked my friend, Bryan, 
at B&B Hobbies (http://www.bandbhobbies. 
com) to recommend suitable components . E
power has been a viable option for several 
years, and at 81 ounces, theE-55 is equal to 
the glow version (less fuel) and exceeds its 
performance. I liked theE-power version so 
well I sold the glow version I built two years 
ago. With the exception of the front fuselage 
formers the airframes are identical. 

Parts preparation 
Scratchbuilding can be a pleasant and re

warding experience so take your time cut
ting and preparing the parts. A materials 
list and part patterns for both versions are 
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on plan sheet 2, as well as a construction se
quence guide to help organize building ac
tivities. Apply the pat terns to the sheet 
wood with a light dusting of spray contact 
cement (3M-77). Allow the adhesive to dr; 
until it barely sticks to your fingers befor~ 
placing the patterns on the wood or they "ill 
be difficult to remove. I usually cut all the 
parts first in several short sessions to pre
vent fatigue and sloppy work. :.Iany parts 
are cut in pairs by stacking the wood blanks. 

The wing rib leading edge notches. align
ment holes and the edges that recei,·e the 
Yts-inch balsa sheeting are the most critical. 
Extra material can be left on unsheeted rib 
edges to be dressed after assembly. I sand 
the fuselage former edges to the line ''i th an 
angled sanding block to get a t ight joint . 

Trim an edge of a piece of scrap liz-inch 
balsa to 87 degrees and face it wi th 60-grit 
sandpaper. Space the formers on a piece of 
scrap when sanding. Label the formers 
when removing the paper patterns . Position 
the fuselage sides, doublers and fo rmers 
over the drawing and use the extension lines 
as a guide to mark the centerlines and for
mer locations. I preform the curved %2-inch 

sheet balsa by wetting them and wrapping 
them with an Ace bandage on a cardboard 
tube (about 4-inch diameter) obtained from 
a carpet store. 

Fuselage construction 
Prepare the fuselage sides by adding the 

doublers and edge sticks, front former locat
ing keys and rear servo mount plates. Test 
fit the formers to both sides trimming the 
notches if necessary to align the centerlines. 
Fit the wing incidence adjuster assembly 
making sure the center of the brass tube is 
six inches from the wing tube center. Do not 
add the wing tube support donuts at this 
time. 

Using the form er angle gauge glue F-6 
through F-11 to one side and flip it over and 
glue the formers to the other side. Position 
the sides above the drawing top view and 
block the sides to prevent movement. Using 
slow set epoxy, insert the adjuster assembly 
and add formers F-4 and 5. Bend the sides 
together and add the front formers and the 
triangles between the formers and sides. 
maintaining centerline alignment above the 
drawing. Trim the top :V. triangles to match 
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AT A GLANCE 

Type: R/C sporVpattern 

Construction: balsa and ply 

Wing span: 55 inches 

Wing area: 580 sq. in. 

Airfoil: symmetrical 

Length: 55 inches 

Weight: 5 pounds 1 ounce 

Wing loading: 20.1 oz./sq .ft. 

Prop: APC EP 14-10 (electric) 

Engine: 0 .8. 55 AX 

Motor: E-flite Power 46 

ESC: Castle Creations Phoenix ICE-75 

Battery : Thunder Pow~r 4400 48 30C 

d'o: 4-channel, 5 standard servos 

The best way to start is to make up a kit . Jim starts the beveling of the aileron leading edge (above). The 
completed parts are all cut out ready for assembly (below). The author uses a spray adhesive to aid in the 
cutting of the individual parts using a copy of the fu ll size plans. Text has details. 

With the wing now sheeted, the trimming of the trailing edge, aileron spar and leading edge are completed 
just prior to final sanding. Thanks to the reliabili ty of modern day servos, the servos can be mounted within 
the wing, giving the model a much cleaner, aerodynamic look. 
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1 __ ~-------------------------------------------------------=~------~--~----------------------~ 

Option 55 

Final sanding of the trailing edge and aileron leading edge (above left) . 
Location of the wing tube retaining screw is performed by extending tube edges 

to top sheeting and just beyond nb R·1 (above ri ght). A block of foam to keep 
the wing flat as well as a square and an alluminum yard stick aid in this function . 

the curved sides and epoxy in place . The 
fuselage curve should now be stabilized and 
so it now can be removed from the drawing. 
Add the curved turtle deck sides , bottom 
front triangles and landing gear mount 
rails . Sand the top and bottom surfaces 
flush and add the bottom sheeting and wing 
incidence adjuster guide tubes. Add the re
maining cap blocks and rough shape them. 

Before final shaping we need to install the 
motor and mount the spinner to mark the 
nose for final shaping. For the glow version 
use the engine cutout template to cut anini
tial opening. Install the engine mount and 
trim the opening as necessary to install the 

engine. The electric motor will need the 
sh aft positioned for front mounting and can 
be installed through the open hatch. Slip
ping a brass tube over the shaft helps guide 
it into position. 

Canopy construction 
Fit and glue an oversize %2-inch balsa 

canopy floor blank to the plywood frame 
rails and trim the front and rear of the fuse
lage opening to match the plywood frame. 
Mter fitting the hold down cleat and adding 
the canopy ends you can trim the edges to 
match the fuselage. Leave a little extra on 
the top edge to accommodate the canopy an-

gle. After installing the latch, fit a \1\s-inch 
plywood reinforcement washer. 

Rough cut the canopy and press the base 
assembly into it using a backup block 
against the plywood fr ame to prevent twist
ing. Cut the can opy slightly oversize all 
around and glue it with foam safe CyA and 
carefully trim the excess material flush . 

Wing construction 
:\. few passes ,,·ith a coarse sanding block 

makes quick work of beveling the spars and 
the aileron leading edge angle can be 
trimmed using a block plane. The drawings 
on sheet 2 show the setup to get the proper 

--~ r .. - ~ I 
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Full Size Plans Available Through Carstens Flying Plans 
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Aileron removal after finish sanding. Using a razor saw, carefully cut both 
ailerons free from the wing (above left). An E-flite Power 46 brushless motor, 

Castle Creations Phoenix ICE-75 ESC and Thunder Power 4400 4S Li-Po 
power the electric version with an all -up weight of 33.2 ounces (above right). 

angle. Preparing and hinging the ailerons 
before glue-up keeps them aligned during fi
nal sanding. Add centerlines to both sides 
and cut the hinge slots. The rib notches can 
be cut with a few strokes of a sanding stick 
made by gluing 60-grit sandpaper to the 
edge of firm %2-inch balsa scrap. 

An adjustable incidence mid-wing design 
is desirable in an aerobatic airplane and 
worth the extra effort. Wing dihedral is built 
into ribs 1 through 3, which have a top/bot
tom orientation . Over the years servos have 
gotten so reliable and trouble free that I just 
build them in. Be sure to power-up the ser
vos and center the rotation before installing 

the arms. I should mention that it's easier to 
add the plywood rib doublers before assem
bling the wing panels. Fit the wing tube 
with minimum clearance and, if they get 
loose, simply paint the edge of the hole "ith 
epoxy and re-sand the fit. The tape wrap on 
the wing tube allows additional clearance in 
the wing root ribs and fuselage sides to pre
vent binding when inserting the tube. 

Thread the ribs onto a V..-inch rod spacing 
them over the drawing and support the rod 
on %-inch blocks. Add the leading edge as
sembly supported on Y2-inch blocks and in
stall the aileron hinge spar aligning the cen
terline with the centerline saw cut in the 

ends of the ribs . Next insert the aileron ribs 
in the a ileron leading edge notches, aligning 
them against a flat surface such as the edge 
of your bench and secure them with thin 
CyA. Insert the hinges but do not glue them 
until after covering. Center the ribs in the 
trailing edge material. After adding the Yt6-
inch top sheeting flip the wing panel over 
and reposition the support blocks and install 
the bottom spar, shear webbing and sheet
ing. Build the left panel over the drawing be
ing sure to position ribs 1 through 3 with the 
top edge down. 

Trim and finish sand the wing panels be
fore cutting the ailerons free. Final blend-
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Order Plan CD427 for $28.00 
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Option 55 

The smooth lines of lhe Option 55 turtle decking is achieved by pre-forming the 
sheet balsa before fitting to the fuselage by using a cardboard tube (above left). 
Once dried, the preformed upper fuselage sides can be applied to the turtle deck 

(above right). Fitting front comer triangles (below left) which will be sanded 
after the installation of the electric components. Motor, Li-Po battery and ESC 
in the final position (below right) pnor to closing in the front of the fuselage. 

ing of the oversize ribs is easier if the pan
el can be held with both hands and moved 
against an abrasive surface. An 8-inch x 4-
foot shelf board covered with 100-grit sand
paper works well . Dress up the ends and 
add the doublers. You will shape the root 
cap material to match the fuselage curve 
and drill and tap the wing tube retaining 
screw holes after alignment with the fuse
lage and stab. 

Wing and stab alignment 
Okay, the h ard work is finished. After 

mounting the stab it's time to align the 
wing. Position the fuselage over the drawing 
top view and install the horizonta l stab us
ing the hinge line reference marks to square 
it up and add the vertical stab. Before trim
ming the wing root caps, align the wing as
sembly with the fuselage centerline and set 
the wing tube . To prevent installing the 

win assembly multiple times, sand extra 
clearance where the wing tube passes 
throu h one side of the fuselage to allow 
mo,·ement of the wing assembly. 

:'.Iount the wing assembly, sliding the ply
wood donuts over the tube as it passes 
through he fuse lage. The wing root rib and 
pl~"ood donuts should be a snug fit over the 
tape wrapped tube. The slightly larger di
ameter ofthe taped tube simplifies inserting 

The fitt ing and construction of the canopy base is shown here (above left). 
Notice the plywood frame rai ls wh ich provide both rigidity and aid in alignment. 

Horizontal and vertical stab alignment is aided with the use of a few bloc c 

squares and two bricks to keep the fuse from moving (above right). 
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the tube without binding. Insert the '14-inch 
dowels , but do not glue them, and adjust the 
incidence. Block the wing tips until they are 
level with the horizontal stab by viewing the 
two from directly behind the fuselage. Mea
sure from the vertical stab hinge line to the 
aileron hinge spar at the tip, adjusting as 
necessary to get equal measurements and 
recheck everything. 

When satisfied with the alignment, epoxy 
the plywood donuts in place being careful 
not to glue the tube. A small bead of epoxy 
near the outer edge is sufficient. Rotating 
the donuts against the fuselage sides 
spreads the epoxy nicely. Finally, mark and 
fit the wing root caps and glue the '14-inch 
dowels . 

Trimming and flying 
Before leaving the shop balance the as

sembled airplane laterally by adding weight 

COMPARATIVE WEIGHTS AND COSTS 

E -POWER G LOW POWER 

Weight (oz) Price Weight (oz) Price 
Motor 10 $ 90 18.5 $160 

Motor Mount N/A $ 5 

Battery 17 $165 4 $ 18 

BESEC 2.4 $120 N/A 
Fuel Tank N/A 5 $ 5 

Servo N/A 1.5 $ 11 

Spinner 3 s 27 1.5 $ 7 

Total 32.4 S402 31.5 $206 

The completed Option 55 is held by its creator and is ready lor its lirst flight (at left) . With such smooth lines, 
the Option 55 will certainly get a lot of attention and will stand out from all those Almost Ready to Fly airplanes, 
so common at the flying field. A comparison in cost and performance (above) shows that electric technology 
has come a long way. Performance is close to consistant with either option. 

to the lighter wing tip and longitudinally to 
get close to the recommended e.g. location. 
Adjust the wing incidence and left and right 
as well as up and down aileron traYel to be 
equal. The easiest way is to use two trans
mitter channels and adjust the endpoints. 
I've always found that a little more down 
than up elevator travel is desirable to get a 
more equal stick feel. The control deflections 
shown on the drawings should get you in the 
air uneventfully provided the t rm·el direc
tion is correct, double check it. 

The 34% e.g. location shown on the dra,,· . 
ing is a good starting point. Elevator neutral 
trim can vary between models due to weight. 
e.g. location and flying style. Adj usting the 
wing incidence easily re-center s the eleYator 
and aileron neutral position. For example. if 
right roll trim is needed clear it by reducing 
incidence on the right wing panel. If up ele
vator trim is needed, add wing incidence by 

adjusting both wing trailing edges down the 
same amount. A half turn on the adjusting 
screws should be noticeable but not 
excessi,·e. 

E-power info 
I used the Castle-Link to review current 

draw running several different props on 
the ground, inst a lling an APC 13-10E for 
initial tes t fl ights . The vertical perfor
mance exceeded the glow version without 
exceeding the recommended motor amper
age leading me to believe this prop , al
though adequate may be a little conserva
tive. I'm currently running a 14-10E using 
abou t 3000 mAh, 70% of the battery ca
pacity in an average 10-minute flight . The 
power system is running cool and comfort
able. I didn't try to get by with inexpensive 
or marginal components and this is where 
it paid off. CE 



Cross files by don ross 

You can reach Don Ross at 817 Ames H1ll Dnve, Tewksbury, MA 01876, or v1a e-ma1l at flywords @comcast.net 

M
ore bad news from Superior 
Props. Harold Davidson writes 
to tell us that he has waited 
over six months for an order 

that has yet to be filled . Others have said 
the same. I've talked with the proprietor 
and he offered some explantions but so far , 
no props. Fortunately, a new kid has just 
arrived on the block and he seems to have 
a lot of the stuff we need. He operates un
der http:/ /hobbyspecial ties. com/index. ph p. 
I was incorrect in a previous column when 
I listed him as hobbyspecialists-my bad. 

Alan carries lots of good F/F stuff includ
ing hand carved props , spoked wheels and 
timers. He lists no street address so you 
computer challenged oldsters will have to 
get your grandkids to help . You can also e
mail him at alan@hobbyspecialties.com. 

More bad news. Don Butman writes to tell 
us that Alan Hunt is now a "No Reply". Alan 
had some fine plans that were not available 
anyplace else. We'll miss him. I'll write and 
try to find out what happened. 

Jack Sarhage writes to ask about a flight 
log for his Beautiful Bess . A flight log is an 
item that can be very useful and can even 
save your airplane, but first let's talk about 
a "Reward for Return" label. 

Over many years I have lost some 22 F/F 
models (real men don't use D.T.'s, they go 
get the model) and got 18 or 19 back-two 
from over 6 miles away! I buy some Avery 
adhesive label sheets at t he loca l Staples 
and make up a label that reads REWARD 
FOR RETUR with my name, address , 
phone number, e-mail address and AMA 
number in small type. I then print up a 
whole sheet (Staples will do this for you if 
needed), laminate a clear sheet on top and 
stick this on each model and wait for a call. 

On one occasion, it took three months, but 
I got the Sparky back and am still flying it. 
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Here's Johann Van Zyllaunching his P-51 , from a Tailspin newsletter plan. He says it flies left-left. Would it 
fly right-right in the Northern Hemisphere? 

This whole project takes less time than mak
ing up and lubing a rubber motor and costs 
less than $5.00. 

Now to a flight log. First the heading 
should describe all the details of your mod
el. Weight, wing area, wing loading, prop 
pitch and diameter, rubber or other power 
and initial incidence and thrust adjust
ments. Then start some columns like date. 
weather, wind (your best guess) glide tests 
and initial results. If you have my book on 
rubber power, make sure you follow the 
proper sequence of flight trim steps
Weight, Balance, Incidence, Flat Glide. 
Torque, Turn, Stop Watch. 

The reason for this sequence is that most 

trim adjustments are interrelated so if not 
done in the proper order, adjustment #3 
might undo adjustment #1. For instance, if 
you increase the wing incidence to flatten 
the glide before balancing the model fore 
and aft. you are looking for a stall and crash 
under power. To help you remember, try 
-Why be in far Germany to trap some 
whales· . The first letter of each word tells 
you the steps. 

:\'ow. list each flight including number or 
turns. adjustments (measure your adjust
ments such as "added hs under wing L.E .". 
etc. Describe the flight results (try to avoid 
-o.O.S:J as it shortens the list. Before your 
nex flight, analyze the previous results and 

Ken Fisher is in his 80s and can still chase F/F models. Here he is (at left) with his Big Pussycat. The plar 
comes from Darcy Whyte's web site. John McCorkle loves the Sparky (a bove), as does Don. He has bu; 
several and all fly well . His latest sports a 12-inch folder. 
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KROUSE 

John Krouse reverses history with his R/C Vapor converted to a F/F Vaporette 
(above). He has cleverly designed equipment that produces a model 30% 
lighter than the original with good flight characteristics. Curtis 0 . Moss is a new 
contributor and has lots of models to show. His "Pink" J-3 Cub (yes, they made 
them in colors other than yellow) spans 50 inches and is scratchbuilt for two
channel R/C (at right top). To show his versatility, Curtis sent three endurance 
models: (at right) .049 powered Mini Pearl on left, 80% T-Bird for .020 by 
Campbell , original .020 by Curtis. 

decide what new adjustments might be needed. I generally make 
three adjustments at the same time which often makes Rich Fiore 
laugh a lot. 

Try to avoid warping the wing or stab as this is hard to repeat 
until you get some more experience . Each flyer ends up with his 
own flight log according to his habits and preferences. The late 
Tony Peters' logs were quite extensive and his flights were usually 
spectacular. 

I think a flight log will make anyone a better modeler as well as 
flyer because you tend to build in the kind of adjustments you pre
fer to make before you fly. At first put in all the info you can think 
of, then later modify or shorten to taste. 

Several have asked how to get in touch with Dan Kuen zel. His e
mail address is dmkuenzel@comcast.net . 

Next, John McCorkle sends his newest Sparky, (one of my very fa
vorite airplanes). It has a 12-inch folding prop and flies on six loops 
of Ys-inch Tan rubber. At a weight of 85 grams, it should be a fine 
flyer (mine is 30 years old, lost twice, covered twice and can still top 
two minutes). Tying into the upper paragraph on flight trimming, 
the Sparky is a good subject. It is stable, forgiving of bad launches 
and reliable. 

You ha\'e seen many of Charles Young's flying efforts. Now, he 
shows us Ken Fisher with his Big Pussycat. Ken is in his 80s and 
has built many scale stick and tissue models over the years . Now he 
is trimming our the Pussycat. It is a stock model with a 6-inch gray 
plastic prop from Peck. two loops of 2mm rubber a bit longer than 
prop to peg. 

Charles uses sequins from the dress department at Walmart for 
prop washers: he say they cost about a dollar for a thousand. He 
also likes Gorilla Glue for modeling. The stuff foams a bit which 
h elps fill gaps . Charles also recommends Darcy Whyte's End
lessLift site for very good building info. 

Charles has been fl)ing indoors in the County Ice Arena building. 
We tried that on Long Island once when Rich Fiore helped get the 
site. However, we found the cold had a bad effect on the thin rubber 
of EZ-B's and other light indoor models. The heavy air didn't help 
our times much either. 

Next, some news from South Africa. Johann Van Zyl shows us a 
launch of his P-51. The photo was taken at a flying site about 50 
km from Capetown. The P-51 i from the T ailspin newsletter. 
(These club newsletters travel all o\·er the world and are worth hav
ing on any builders desk.) The P-51 flies in a very stable left-left 
pattern. 

The 3-bladed prop comes from Niel Anderson via his son, Garth. 
It utilizes a custom-molded 3-blade fitt ing that uses standard plas
:!c blades, probably from K&P and pitch can be easily changed. Jo
i::a..- ~as also finished a Diels P-40 that we'll show soon . 

Krouse has reversed history. He ha taken the Vapor indoor 
e - , ... R and converted it to indoor electric freeflight! He has re
d 'CEC · ·= c.:::ht from 15 to 10.5 grams. resulting in a very low wing 
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loading of 0.70 ounces per square foot . John says the plane has ex
cellent flight characteristics with a steady, gradual climb followed 
by a very slow power-off descent. If you are interested in the details, 
you might contact J ohn at JBKrouseHouse@aol.com. John may do 
an article on the project in the future. 

Every once in a ,,·hile I get a letter from a new builder who tells 
me how he or she has been building since the 1940s. They also in
clude much of their personal history and that makes great reading. 
Curtis 0. Moss is one. He taught advanced electronics and physics 
in the Air Force for over 20 years. He is also a licensed A&P and 
avionics technician who liked working on the older and homebuilt 
aircraft. Curtis sent me a lot of pictures and for now, I'll show you 
a couple . He also mentions that he has developed several helpful 
things for builders and may be able to send sketches for the column. 
Curtis, we a ll look forward to any ideas you may have. The three 
F/F endurance models show Curtis's fine building ability and the J-
3 at 50-inch span for gas RIC shows his versatility. Curtis is an
other who learned to fly full scale in a Cub. 

On a final note, we hear from Copter Concepts that his Commuter 
rubber heli kit will become available by October 30, 2011. C£ 

--chuck's choice---

FRO~ THE ~OR\<.5~0~ 
'Po.i.,.,t- Sma.\\ s~,"~ s\\cl<s a. 'o·n~'-'t eolor so -\\,~ 

ClY'e eo..s'l t o ~ti-.0 Q.W\\6 -\he u.su.o.l c.\t&er Ol'\ -\-lne 
wor\<.'oend. . 

ILLUSTRATION: CHUCK WENLOCK 
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You can reach Mike Myers at 911 K1lmary Lane, Glendale, CA 91207, or v1a e-ma1l at mikemyersgln@charter.net 

A
s I write this, I'm getting ready for 
the SAM Champs held the first 
week of October. Like everyone 
else getting ready for a big contest 

there's a flurry of activity in the shop. While 
many contestants in the 1930s finished their 
models the night before the contest-the 
Champs is five days long-and I plan to get 
some sleep between contest days. 

Alternating the Champs between Muncie 
and Boulder City means that, every year, 
the Champs will be a long way away for 
somebody! Karl Pfister and the boys in In
diana organized a two-day Old Timer con
test in June to accommodate the Eastern 
guys who couldn't make the long trek to 
Boulder City. There's a picture of the Indi
ana guys having fun at that contest in this 
column. Karl , the CD, supplied the photo. 

One good thing about the Champs is that 
you are flying on big fields . There's room to 
"let the big dogs eat" in the unlimited dura
tion "bet your plane" old time F/F events on 
El Dorado Dry Lake. It's a long way to "off 
the field" at El Dorado Dry Lake so the boys 
have lots of fun , and some very long flights . 

In today's society, big fields are hard to 
find. Four of the pictures in this column 
show models that can be flown on small 
fields or city parks . Your columnist has 
flown in the annual Cloud Tramp mass 
launch (held on the first Saturday in Au
gust) for 8 or 9 years. Modelers fly in it all 
over the world-at the same hour. Peter 
Michel's photo of his Cloud Tramp is proof 
that you can build a Tramp from a single 3 
x 36-inch sheet of Vis-inch balsa, plus odds 
and ends from your scrap box. 

Two weeks after the photo was taken, Pe
ter and 30 other English modelers launched 
their Cloud Tramps at Epsom Downs out
side. At the same moment modelers were 
putting their Tramps in the air in New York, 
Virginia, Alabama, Texas, Montana, Ari
zona, California and Alaska- to your colum
nist's personal knowledge-plus a whole 

PHOTO: KARL PFISTER 

The boys in Indiana organized a two-day Midwest SAM Champs event in June. Karl Pfister was the CD and 
he sent this photo of the boys who flew at the contest. 

bunch of other places that your columnist 
can't vouch for. 

Van Wilson of Alaska was one of those 
Cloud Tramp'ers-but the photo here shows 
him letting go of a Cadet towline glider us
ing a small high start. He said the Cadet had 
a great flight on that launch. The high start 
for freeflight towline gliders isn't a new idea. 
See page 160 of the 1938 Zaic Model Year
book where Frank describes the technique 
and calls it a "catapult launch". If, like me, 
you've lost a step or two of foot speed, a cat
apult launch is the way to go . You can 
launch a light F/F towline glider of 36-inch 
wingspan or so using just a 25-foot strip of 
Vis-inch rubber and 100 feet or so of kite 
string. 

There a re also pictures of two Speed 400 
Scale flyers for the new event at this year's 
Champs . The Curtiss Robin and the Stahl 
Interstate Cadet have long been favorite sub· 
jects fo r the F/F Rubber Scale and Gas Scale 
events and either one would make a great 
park sport flyer. Glenn Poole built his Cur· 
tiss Robin for the RJC event from the start. 
Bud :\Iatthews started his Interstate Cade 
in the mistaken belief that there would be a 
F/F Speed 400 Scale event. He used an ESC 
for speed control and motor shutoff, but 
planned to use the radio only to trigger a 
servo actua ted dethermalizer. When he dis· 
covered the event would be R/C only, he 
made up two tails for the airplane. One has 
rudder and elevator controls. The other will 

Peter Michel , of Epsom England, says that a Cloud Tramp (above left) is as 
much fun as you can have with a 3 x 36 sheet of y,, balsa and some bits from 
your scrap box. He's right. Van Wilson, of Alaska (above right), is "caught in the 

act" of releasing a towline Cadet glider- pulled up in this case by a smal l 
start. A small high start made of 25-feet of Y,,-inch rubber and 100 feet of 
string, can easily launch a 36-inch wingspan F/F towline glider. 
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PHOTO GLENN POOLE 

Glenn Poole, of Illinois, built this Curtiss Robin (above left) or e new Speed 
400 Scale Duration event that will be flown at this year's SAM Champs. One of 
Bud Matthews' favorite scale subjects is the Stahl lntersta e Cade . He's bu ilt 

them in several sizes. This one (above right) is set up for this year's Speed 400 
Scale Duration event. Dr. George Shacklett, from Tennessee, always builds a 
"tasty" looking model, and this Lanzo Racer is no exception (below). 

be a F/F tail-no rudder, no elevator and DT 
only. 

Bud is on to something here. There has 
been pressure to have electric powered F/F 
Old Timer events. There is a special Electric 
Tomboy FIF event at this year's Champs. It's 
sort of the "electric camel" slipping its nose 
under the OT F/F rules tent. The 2010 Offi
cial SAM Rule book already allows the use of 
a 2.4 GHz radio to "initiate a dethermalizer 
action" in SAM freeflight events. Right now 
it's possible to get a cheapo full range 2.4 
GHz radio in some of the discount hobby 
shops out here in California for under $50. 
The ability to trigger a DT when it looks like 
your F/F model is going to do a flyaway on a 
small field is a great thing. It wouldn't be a 
surprise if the next revision of the SAM com
petition rules included some F/F electric 
events-even though the spark ignition and 
rubber power boys may scream "heresy". 

But let's leave that argument for a future 
day. Dr. George Shacklett down in Tennessee 
sent a picture of a proper sized Lanzo Rac
er-none of that small "parky" stuff for our 
George, or at least not in this photo. His note 
said he built the Racer for the Foxacoy event. 

Kudos go to long time FLYING MODELS ad
,·ertiser Micro Fasteners. They learned that 
:o !l'e :\Tarines in Afghanistan needed a sup
~-- •mall parts and fasteners to build 

T~ ,.,. sent a few "lifetime supplies" 
..-o::-_:_ _ L the USMC modelers free of 
ch= ~-~ - e_ Dick Fischer , learned of 
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the story and told me about it. I visit Micro 
Fastener's booth at the AMA Convention 
every January and stock up for the year. 
They've got good stuff. 

Andrew Curl from England wrote of his 
success in using UHU "kiddy glue"-the kind 
that comes in a pen-to cover with tissue. 
Quoting Andrew, "It sticks quick, doesn't 
cause discoloration, it stays put when you 

PHOTO: JIM ALLING 

water shrink it, and if you stuff the covering 
up, you can just chuck the offending part in 
a sink of warm water and you can get the tis
sue straight off, too. 

"I've got my wing covering technique to 
the point where I can do both surfaces at 
once with a single sheet now. Never used to 
be able to do that. Glue to the trailing edge, 
put glue on the leading edge and let it dry. 
Pull the sheet right around and secure to the 
trailing edge again, water shrink, then if 
things look okay activate the leading edge 
glue with warm water from a brush before 
doping" 

Bob Langelius has been supplying very 
nice small reproduction engines for quite a 
while. He's now branched out with some part
ners to form Pal Model Products. Their web
site is www.palmodelproducts.com. What 
caught my eye about the new company is that 
they will be supplying the famous Blue Ridge 
Models Square Eagle P-30. The Square Eagle 
was a very competitive P-30 in its day. Blue 
Ridge cut their kits only when they could find 
excellent quality light balsa wood. No good 
wood-no Square Eagle! I sometimes had to 
wait a year to find a replacement Square Ea
gle kit on the local hobby shop shelves after 
a flyaway. a: 

The new compressed air motors offer some great possibilities for scale models. The F4U Corsair was 
sometimes referred to as "Old Hog Nose" and that long snout neatly surrounds the air tank in this "bones shot" 
of Jim Ailing's model. 
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T
he Czech aircraft company Zlin is 
probably best known for their train
ers, and their line of high-perfor
mance aerobatic aircraft. The Z-50, 

which first flew in 1975, was no exception. 
Flown in several World Aerobatic Champi
onships, it carved a name for itself by taking 
home the gold in 1978, 1984 and 1986. Re
spectable placing was achieved in several 
other years as well. 

Several variants have been produced 
(mostly different powerplants), including the 
LS as seen in this review. Although outdat
ed by today's first-class aerobatic standards, 
many Zlin Z-50s still fly, perform and wow 
the crowds to this day. 

I have always thought that the Zlin line of 
aerobats have a certain curvaceous beauty 
to them, but have never had a chance to get 
in some stick time on one. So when I was of
fered the chance to review Seagull Model's 
rendition, I couldn't wait. 

Adding to my excitement was the fact that 
this is not the first Seagull model which I 
have had the pleasure of reviewing. Back in 
the March, 2010 issue of FM I r eviewed 
their Gee Bee Z , which totally impressed me 
with both the quality ofthe finish , build and 
the superb flying experience I got from it. 

The Seagull Models Zlin Z-50LS is a larg
er model, spanning 67.5 inches and falling 
into the .75 to .91 2-stroke class with a 
prospective flying weight of 8.6 to 9.7 
pounds. For this review, I was provided an 
E-flite Power 60 brushless outrunner, E
flite 60-amp ESC and an E-flite 6S 5,000 
mAh Li-Po. With nearly 1,500 watts of pow
er possible with this setup, I was hoping for 
spirited performance . Since I find myself 
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lately moving away from glow due to the 
mess and cost of fuel, and toward larger 
electric and gas power, this was right up my 
alley. 

When I began to unwrap the Zlin, I found 
myself impressed with the covering job 
(which does represent a few full-scale Zlins). 
Since the real aircraft was all-meta l con
struction, the majority of the ARF is silver. 
with some nice red and black trim. What re
ally stood out is that the silver portion has 
panel lines/rivets and other details printed 
r ight onto it. The fuselage is particu larly 
nice, as all of the roundness and curviness 
of the full-size is well captured in balsa. 

As usual , all of the surfaces are pre
hinged and just need glue . Of particular in
terest is that both the canopy and cowling 
(which is perfectly painted) arrived wrapped 
not only in plastic, but also in waxed paper. 
This is totally appreciated by a modeler like 
myself, who has pulled scratched canopies 
out of new kits in the past. 

Construction begins by hinging all of the 
flying surfaces. There were no surprises 
here. The included CyA hinges are of supe
rior quality, and the pre-cut slots accurate
ly centered. Some precision gluing t ips 
(which I always swear by) make thin CyA 
drips a nonissue here. It is worth noting that 
all of the flying surfaces have a fa irly dra
matic bevel on them, allowing for some seri
ous travel. Being an aerobat, I figured this 
would come in handy. 

Next up is the installation of all of the con
trol horns. All of the Seagull Models aircraft 
I h ave worked with have the same style 
horns, which consist simply of a long ma
chine screw, a few washers and a nut. This 

Type: R/C sport scale 

Construction : balsa and ply 

Wing span: 67.5 inches 

Wing area: 780 sq. in . 

Airfoil : symmetrical 

Length: 49 inches 

Weight: 8.9 pounds 

Wing load ing : 15 oz./sq.ft. 

Prop: EP 9-6 

Motor: .75-.91 2-stroke; .91-1 .15 4-stroke 
(E-flite Power 60 provided for review) 

Battery: 68 5000 mAh 

ESC: 60-amp 

Radio : 4-channer, 4 standard servos 
(5 for glow) 

Manufacturer: Seagull Models 
Dist. by: Horizon Hobby 

41 05 Fieldstone Road, 
Champaign, IL 61822 

217-352-1913 
www.horizonhobby.com 

setup is both strong and simple to install -
certainly don't miss three-screw plas -
horns after working with these! 

Powerplant installation comes next. lr; 
structions are provided fo r both glow ar.:. 
electric power . Seagull Models is most CE::

tainly aware of the ever-growing popular: . 
oflarger electric-powered aircraft, as a se;
arate radio tray. motor box and battery .,. 
are included for that purpose. A template 
included that indicates where to drill -
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Unpacking the Seagull Models Zlin reveals an expertly covered model and high 
quality hardware (above left). Chris used an E-flite Power 60 brushless outrunner, 
6S 5,000 mAh E-flite Li-Po, and 60-amp E-flite ESC for power (above right) . Rx 

is a Spektrum AR7010 DSMX and servos are JR DS821 Digital Sport. A hinged 
aileron showing the available travel (below left). Note the counterbalance. A 
typical Seagull Models control horn, here on the rudder (below right). 

firewall for your choice of power setup. 
Since I was given an E-flite Power 60 

brushless outrunner, I went and mounted 
the electric motor box to the glow firewall 
with bolts and blind nuts. The "second" fire
wall of the electric motor box has slots allow
ing it to be moved fore or aft about % inch to 
accommodate electric motors of differing di
mensions. For the Power 60, I found that slid
ing the firewall as far aft as it will go gets you 
closest to the 140mm distance from firewall 
to thrust washer dictated in the manual. In
cluded balsa tri-stock is cut to fit and rein
forces the firewall with some epoxy. 

Next up is ESC and battery placement. 

Although the manual suggests mounting 
the ESC to the outside of the motor box, this 
does not allow for enough slack in the leads 
to be able to easily plug and unplug the bat
tery. Mounting it inside the fuse close to the 
front of th e wing saddle is a much better 
choice. There are enough openings in the 
motor box to allow cooling air to pass over it. 
The battery, which in my case is an E-flite 
6S 5,000 mAh Li-Po, gets attached to the 
plywood battery tray. Some self-adhesive 
hook and loop and two hook and loop straps 
keep it secure. The tray has a tongue that 
slips into the backside of the firewall , with 
the aft end secured with two wood screws for 

relatively quick removal for charging. 
Fitting the cowl required some minor 

trimming to clear the landing gear legs . My 
cordless Dremel with a cut-off wheel made 
quick work of this. Once fitted with the mo
tor centered in the cowl, I found that one of 
the lower red stripes did not line up well 
with the lower painted stripe on the cowl. A 
simple solution was to trim the stripe on the 
fuse with a sharp straight-edge razor. Four 
wood screws hold the cowl on. Note that 
these only go through balsa sheeting, so 
hardening the holes with some thin CyA will 
stop the screws from loosening up. 

Back to the wing: I installed the aileron ser-

Ses.- : -; s e electric motor mount in bare plywood (above left) with the E
r-.z = _ =-== : _ ----e· bolted to it Note how the secondary firewall is slid aft 

in the notches. One of the JR DS821 servos gets attached to an aileron servo 
hatch (above right) . The mounting points are pre-glued on the hatch. 
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Zlin Z·SOLS 

The Zlin utilizes an alumi num wing tube (above left) that al lows for the wing to 
be separated into halves for easy transport. Small machine screws hold the 

halves to the tube. The horizontal stab has had the covering removed at its center 
(above right) to allow adhesion to the fuse and the vertical stab with epoxy. 

vos (JR DS821 digital sport servos in my case). 
They each get mounted to a flush-fitting hatch 
to preserve the sleekness of this airframe. 
These guys provide a healthy 88 ounce-inches 
of torque on 6 volts, and have given me much 
trouble-free service in the past. When rigging 
the pushrods, I found that the longest servo 
arm provided with the DS82ls was still too 
short to achieve maximum travel. 

The wing, which is two pieces, utilizes an 
aluminum wing tube. While I was expecting 
to have to epoxy the halves together, I was 
surprised to find that it is designed to be 
broken down for easy transport. Knowing 
this , I found that using one JR Y-harness 
and one 6-inch extension on one servo allows 
enough play to slide one wing half off of the 
wing tube and still be able to plug/unplug 
the servos. Pre-drilled holes in the wing 
guide you to drill into the wing tube and 
thread in two machine screws. 

The stabs on the Seagull Models Zlin are 
now glued into position. Screwing on the 
wing provides a great point to measure 
from. I was amazed to find that the hori
zonta l stab, which gets attached first , re
quired no sanding or shimming for a perfect 
fit. The vertical stab and rudder get at
tached next. Again, no sanding or cutting 
was r equired for a square stab. Kudos to 
Seagull for having such an accurate fit , as I 
have had much pricier ARFs that required 
significant tweaking to square up. 

The full-scale Zlin has beefy "Y'' braces on 

the underside of the horizontal ta il , and 
Seagull doesn 't skimp. They come with 
shortened CyA hinges on each end of the Y, 
and slide into slots in the stab and fuse. This 
is an interesting way to attach a brace, to be 
sure. The slots are pre-cut in the balsa , and 
fit well with a slight lengthening of the slot 
in the fuse. A few drops of thin CyA hold the 
struts firmly. 

Moving to the inside of the fuse, a problem 
was revealed when I tried to fit the radio 
tray for the e-version. The Zlin has no ex
ternal hatches, so the wing needs to be re
moved to get to the battery before and after 
each flight. This is inconvenient, but I can 
deal with it. However , installing the electr ic 
radio tray per the manual does not leave 
enough room to install or r emove the bat
tery. The radio tray is held in with two ma
chine screws on the aft end, and slots into 
the fuse on the fore. It seemed as if the tray 
is meant to be unscrewed and slid out each 
time the battery was removed, but with ser
vo pushrods installed and wires run, it was 
clear that this needed to be reengineered. 

A simple solution was to flip the radio tray 
180 degrees, so that it now faced aft while 
still using the same bolt holes. I used a piece 
of J.;,i x %-inch hard balsa from my own stock 
as a brace for the r ear portion of the tray. 
Now, the huge 6S 5,000 mAh Li-Po battery 
could be installed and removed easily. 

The pushrods for the rudder and elevator 
go in next. Seagull excels here again as the 

A finished wheel and wheel pant assembly (above left) . The installed pilot and instrument panel are a very 
nice touch (above center). The radio and battery layout in the Zlin , ready for its maiden flight (at right) . Note 
that the radio tray has been flipped over toward the rear to facilitate effective battery access. 
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pushrod guide tubes a re preinstalled. Since 
my radio t ray was now about three inches 
further aft than in the manual some very 
slight bending was required on the elevator 
dual pushrods. Everything was moving 
smoothly and flu idly, so I moved on. The 
Spektrum AR7010 receiver I was provided 
with was also installed, with special atten
tion being paid to mounting the satellite re
ceiver properly. 

Along with the detailed covering job on the 
Zlin, Seagull throws in a matching pilot bust. 
Now I am one of those guys who never puts 
pilots in his planes. as I normally find them 
to be r ather cheesy looking. But this guy 
matched the plane and looked so good I 
couldn't help but throw him in. A plastic in
strument panel. complete with maneuver 
routine, also gets glued into place. The 
canopy, which is both crystal clear and per
fectly pre-trimmed, tops it off. I have never 
liked using screws on canopies, and whene\' · 
er possible use canopy glue. Since the canopy 
fi t the contour of the fuse so well, canopy glue 
it was . I taped it up and let it dry overnight. 

After peeling off the tape and bolting on 
the "'ing, I got a good look at the Zlin, and 
does it ever look sweet. Loaded with curves. 
huge surfaces and a cheeky cowl, it has a 
look all its own. Adding to this already stun
ning model, a pitot tube, antennae and ex
tra decals really polish it off. It is one of 
those models with so much detail that yot: 
really need to look at it for a while to take it 
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all in. I installed my prop (an APC 16-8E 
prop) and the included spinner. As hard as 
I tried, I could not get the spinner perfectly 
true and it retained a slight wobble. 

Prior to flying the Zlin I did all of the pre
flight checks. First, I weighed it. The weight 
range in the manual is 8.6 to 9.7 pounds, 
and, from my experience, that usually tends 
to be optimistic. Considering that e-conver
sions tend to weigh more than their glow 
counterparts, I figured 10 pounds ready to 
fly was a fair guess. 

To my amazement, my Zlin, with battery, 
weighed in at 8.9 pounds. The recommend
ed rates seemed rather tame for an aerobat
ic plane this size (10-12 mm elevator, 12-15 
mm aileron), so I programmed my JR X9503 
with those recommended low and high 
PHOTO: JENNIFER ALLAN 

rates, plus maximum deflection just to see. 
With the 6S 5.000 mAh Li-Po as far forward 
as it would go. the Zlin balanced just slight
ly aft of the recommended starting point. 

Time to hit the field! As I had anticipated, 
bringing an airplane stand (in my case an in
expensive foam Robart job) was invaluable 
when h andling the Zlin and installing the 
battery, since my other option was to lay it 
on the ground. Once armed and ready, I per
formed some quick taxiing tests. Although a 
little touchy, it tracked well. Time to go for 
it! 

With my timer set at 7 minutes, lift-off 
was achieved at a little over half throttle. 
Just a few clicks of up elevator had my Zlin 
flying level hands off. Some quick hands-off 
inverted flying showed that the e.g. (which 

- Z- - a~s has all the flying characteristics you'd want in a sporty low-winger. Superb low speed handling, 
: ~ s=eed and plenty of surtace area for wild aerobatics .. . all in a great looking package! 
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Chris 's lovely fiance and flight-shot expert, Jenn, 
models the Zlin Z-50LS in the bright summer sun (at 
left) . Note the pitot tube on the port wing and 
antenna aft of the canopy (above). 

was slightly further aft than called for ) was 
just about right for my tastes . 

I was quick to find that, because of the ne
cessity of flying shots, the Seagull Models 
Zlin Z-50LS's low-speed characteristics are 
excellent. With all that wing area, tight , 
banked turns at very low speeds were no 
problem with no tendency to snap out. This 
was surprising, as the Zlin is rather short 
coupled. As I had expected, the recommend
ed rates are very humble (for me) with max
imum travel more befitting an aerobat like 
this. I even plan on fitting my Zlin with ex
tra long servo arms to make full use of the 
travel available in the surfaces. 

The power to weight ratio with the E-flite 
Power 60 was very good, with unlimited ver
tical performance on tap. The large 16-8 
prop provides plenty of torque and thrust for 
hovering, snaps and torque rolls. The Zlin 
lands as nicely as it flies , with no tendency 
to drop a wing or do anything unexpected. I 
put two flights on the Zlin on maiden day 
with a total flying time of about 8 minutes . 
Post-flight charging showed that this only 
took about 1,800 mAh out of the 5000 mAh 
pack. 

Overall Seagull Model's Zlin Z-50LS is not 
only a great looking model, but is a truly ex
cellent flier. It has everything you would 
want in a sport-scale aerobat; it flies light, 
tracks on rails , and you can really throw it 
around when jamming the sticks. The only 
complaints about this ARF would be that the 
spinner is difficult to get true (I will end up 
replacing mine) and that the thin black plas
tic instrument panel distorts almost imme
diately in direct sunlight. Other than that, 
you will be hard-pressed to find a model that 
looks and is as capable as the Zlin is. This is 
my second Seagull Models plane, and I can 
say that they really delivered a winner. a;; 
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Small Talk by pat tritle 

You can reach Pat Tritle at 10313 Snowhe1ghts NE, Albuquerque, NM 87112 or v1a e-ma11 at patscustommodels@aol.com 

0 
ne of the things that I've noticed 
with smaller models is that in an 
attempt to keep things light, we 
avoid adding a lot of detail. Actu

ally, a fair amount of detail can be added 
without a significant weight gain. There are 
lots of things out there that can be used that 
are not only very light, but are also easy to 
obtain, and they don't have to be expensive. 

Adding cockpit details 
The main area we tend to avoid is the cock

pit. I know I'm as guilty as anyone of this, 
but adding a pilot is the quickest and easiest 
way to bring your model to life. It can be as 
simple as taking a profile photo of yourself 
against a plain backdrop from mid torso up 
and sending it over to Callie at www.callie
graphics.com with a height dimension and 
have her print them on vinyl in mirror im
age so you'll have both sides. Then stick the 
vinyl onto clear acetate, cut it out and mount 
it in the cockpit. For something a bit more 3-
dimensional , Sparky has vac-formed pilot 
busts in several sizes and types on his web 
site at www.parkflyerplastics.com. 

Next up is the instrument panel (IP). You 
can take a photo of a panel, print it to size 
and stick it to the IP bulkhead in the mod
el. For something a bit more sophisticated, 
you can build up a layered panel using 
styrene plastic or VG• -inch ply. Cut holes in 
the panel, then back it with clear acetate 
and glue the instrument dia ls to the back. 
A quick Google search will bring up sever
al r eference sources for dials and panels. 

The switches, buttons, throttle levers and 
such can be made up from various sizes of 
brass wire, styrene rod, or pins with the ap
propriate size ball ends. Drill the panel \\ith 
a pin vise and glue the pieces in place \\ith 
white glue. You can even add small ball ends 
with a drop of white glue such as Liquid 
Stitch or Tacky Glue. Then once the panel is 
completed it can be glued in place on the IP 
bulkhead. 

Now, if you're looking for a full cockpit 
arrangement, make the floor from the ap-

PHOTO: DAVID PAYNE 

PHOTO: BILL BRADLEY 

Bill Bradley's original design Halberstadt CUI is living proof that just because a model is small doesn't mean 
that it needs to lack detail to fly well. 

propriate thickness of balsa or Depron® 
foam. The rudder pedals can be made from 
either Styrene sheet or rod stock, or a lu
minum tubing. Same goes for sticks or 
yokes. There are several different shapes 
and styles throughout the industry, so look 
for photos of your specific airplane and work 
from there. They don't have to be exact, a 
good approximation is close enough, so ap
ply your "artist's license" as anything is bet
ter than nothing. 

And last but not least are the seats. For 
those, Depron® or blue foam would be an ex
cellent choice. Carve, or better put, sculpt 
the seat cushions using a good sharp X-Acto 
knife and medium grit sandpaper. Once the 
seats are shaped, add the piping around the 
edges with styrene rod or fine insulated elec
trical wire. Seal the foam with a coat of wa
ter based varnish and paint with something 
like Model Master aery! paints or artists 
acrylics to finish them up. They won't weigh 
anything, and will look terrific. 

Then to put it all together, make up the 
pedestals for the seats with anything tha 
works, glue all the components in place, an 
mount the assembly into the fuselage 
Mounting the assembly can be a bit cum
bersome, so plan ahead and don't finish the 
fuselage beyond your ability to access it an 
add the cockpit during the framing proces~ 
Or, mount the floor board first, and assem 
ble the components in the fuselage after th 
basic framing is done. 

In the words of that famous philosopher 
Red Green, "it's just that simple". Howe> 
er, like every other modeling skill that w 
have acquired over the years, adding the: 
kinds of details does take some practice 
perfect, so take your time to develop yo 
own techniques and see what you can co 
up with. 

Builders are busy building 
Considering that we're not into buildinj 

season yet , there's been a lot of building ~ 

David Payne built his C-172 in the lesser known T-41 variant (above left) . The 
markings are homemade on an ink jet printer, and the prominent corrugation on 
the flying surfaces was represented with artists paper. Again , big detail with only 
a small weight penalty, and flight times are still 30 minutes with a 1600 3S 

battery. Len Rozamos bui lt his T-6 Texan (above right) from the old 
Balsa kit. A Rubber Maid bowl serves as a cowling around the Irvine .20, qu 
by a Tatone manifold style muffler. And the bright color scheme should kee= 
model in plain view against the bright sky backdrop. 
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PHOTOS: JOHN POMROY 

John Pomroy really nailed that "classic model airplane" feel with the sun 
shining through the translucent cover of his Dumas Taylorcraft (above left) . 
Somehow that freef light style structure coupled with modern electronics is the 

perfect mix of the old and new. Biplanes have a style all their own, and there's 
just nothing like the elegant lines of the Waco ARE (above right). John 
Pomroy's Dumas ARE really captures that classic style of a by-gone era. 

ing on. There's some terrific stuff come our 
way this month, so let's get started. 

We'll begin with David Payne's 1:8 scale 
Cessna T-41 built from the PCM C-172 short 
kit. The 53-inch span model has an all-up 
weight of 25.6 ounces using a Turnigy 
D2830-111000 Kv motor, 20A Turnigy ESC 
and an APC 9-6 prop. Cover is UltraCote 
Parklite with decals made on an ink j et 
printer on white tissue paper and mounted 
with polyurethane varnish. The corrugated 
panels are fabricated from artist paper. An
tennae are made from miniature steel con
trol cable so they're flexible and won't break 
off. Servos are HXT900 9g with the pull-pull 
system made from Spider line. Flight times 
are about 30 minutes with 1600 3S battery. 
Very nice, and definitely not a color scheme 
you see every day. 

In a completely different vein we have Len 
Rozamos' T-6 Texan. Len just finished the 
model from the old House of Balsa kit, and 
used a Rubber Maid #7 container bowl for 
the cowl. Power is provided by an Irvine .20 
with a Tatone Manifold muffler. If the T-6 
flies half as good as it looks it'll no doubt be 
a real jewel. 

Next up we have the Taylorcraft and 
Waco ARE from John Pomroy, both built 
from Dumas kits. The 40-inch Taylorcraft 

J:lOBERT MILLER 

came first, built last winter. A FrSky 2.4G 
4-channel Rx and two 9-gram HXT servos 
guide the model, powered by a Hextronik 16-
gram 1700 K-outrunner with a 6A Turnigy 
Plush ESC. Power is from a 2S 360 mAh 
Rhino Li-Po battery. Covering is Litespan. 
The model tips the scales at 6.4 ounces with 
battery with durations of around 10 min
utes. J ohn has about 50 flights so far , most
ly in the front yard, and it flies wonderfully. 

The second proj ect is the 35-inch Waco 
ARE, recently finished with only about five
flights logged. Again, the FrSky 2.4G 4-
channel Rx was used, along with a Hextron
ik 24-gram 1300Kv outrunner, a Turnigy 
Plush lOA ESC and a 38 500 mAh Zippy Li
Po battery. A pair of9-gram HXT servos run 
the rudder and elevator controls. Covering 
is Microlite with Krylon paint for blue trim. 
The model fl ies fo r nine minutes on a charge 
and weighs 9.5 ounces ready to fly. Like the 
Taylorcraft, the Waco flies beautifully. Very 
nice! 

And then we have Bill Bradley's original 
design Halberst adt CLII. This model just 
goes to show you just how detailed a Park 
Flyer can be. The 40-inch model is powered 
by a Rimfire 10 with a 35A ESC, 10-5 prop 
and a Rhino 1750 mAh 3S battery. Guidance 
is by way of HXT900 servos with pull!pull 

control for the rudder and elevator. Flying 
weight is 44 ounces. 

Cover is Polyspan with printed tissue over 
the Polyspan. The fuselage was airbrushed 
with latex. The engine and cowl are vac
formed units from Park Flyer Plastics, and 
short kits for this incredible model are avail
able from www.manzanolaser.com. 

Then we have Robert Miller's 40-inchAir
tractor built from an original PCM plan. The 
model is powered by an E-flite Park 250 out
runner, lOA ESC, and 7-3.5DD prop with a 
400 mAh 2S battery. Cover is Coverite Mi
crolite, and at 7.5 ounces the little 4-channel 
duster flies really well. 

And last but not least is Tony Moore's 
Curtiss-Wright XP-55 Ascender. It's no se
cret that Tony has a flair for the unusual, 
and this model is no exception. This is the 
prototype for Tony's design, and looks like 
it's going to be a good little flyer. The model 
has gone together quickly, and we'll defi
nitely keep you posted with more on this 
very unusual model as things progress. 

Well guys, this one filled up quickly, so till 
next month, keep the terrific projects com
ing. And for you bush pilots out there, next 
month we'll talk a little about the t ech
niques used to side slip your model into a 
short field. a:: 

Obert Mil ler's 40-inch span Airtractor (above left) looks right at home at the 
:cc.. ~ s'" :J . And in keeping with a good scale appearance, the battery loads 
- --~ -~ :·emtcal hopper door in the scale location. Tony Moore has been a 

else does one, do it yourself. And that's just what he did with his Curtiss-Wright 
XP-55 (above right). This is the prototype for Tony's design, and it looks like it's 
going to be a good little flier. Tony's track record is pretty good, and Pat can't 
wait to hear how this one turns out. - -:·:-: _s - - s c~oice of unusual airplanes. The way Tony sees it, if nobody 
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F/F SIG_rf_ bylar_rykru_se ___ _ 
You can reach Larry Kruse at 18 NW Heatherstone Dnve, Lawton, Oklahoma 73505, or v1a e-mail at aircats@att.net 

I 

"I am all about recycling my old things 
and finding new and interesting ways to use 
them. "-MAURIZIO M ARANGHJ 

T
his month's column is loosely 
arranged around how we make use 
of models that have been with us 
for some time, but continue to bring 

us pleasure for their simplicity, durability, 
and potential for adaptation. 

John Krouse has been a frequent contrib
utor to these pages with his elegantly tiny 
models that use cutting edge electronics as 
their propulsion systems. This month, John 
has re-cycled his semi-scale 1913 Rumpler 
Taube from its original existence as a rub
ber-powered No-Cal to an electric powered 
indoor ship. Built as a traditional No-Cal 
with a profile fuselage and single-covered 
surfaces, John's Taube served him for sev
eral years as a rubber band powered indoor 
ship. 

His electric conversion extended its life by 
the substitution of a 6x12 pager motor for its 
original loop of rubber. The mini-motor 
spins a direct-drive BP 56 mm diameter 
prop, trimmed to 51 mm (two inches). The 
flight profile is controlled using a 2-function 
(speed and duration) Nick Leichty electro
mechanical timer , manually adjusted prior 
to launch. The motor starts "about 5 seconds 
after the 50 mAh Li-Po Bahoma battery is 
magnetically attached to the DIDEL con
nector." John's 16-inch span Taube now 
weighs 10 grams with its new power system. 

Several interesting low-tech features of 
the conversion are shown in one of the ac
companying photos as John used a paper 
clip as the motor mount for independent ad
justment of side and down-thrust angles. 
and two rubber bands and a piece of office 
tape to keep the wires snug to the fuselage' 
Readers interested in following John's lead 
can find the necessary electronic parts from 
Bob Selman at www.BSDMicroRC.com and 
at Nick Leichty's web site www.MicroFlier 
Radio.com. 

Paper airplane propulsion 
Reader Carl Dowdy of the Carolina Area 
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Jeff Englert bu ilt this nicely done Taylorcraft BC-12 from fellow club member Bill Schmidt's plans. The plane 
spans 30 inches and features a 10-inch Paulownia wood prop up front. 

Free Flight Association (CAFFA) had an 
"Aha!" moment recently when he stumbled 
onto our next item while surfing the web. 
The "Power p .. electric power module pro
vides a pusher propulsion unit for one of the 
oldest and most re,·ered flying models-the 
paper airplane~ \\"hile paper airplanes have 
been part of e\·eryone's life while growing 
up, the only practical power solution has 
been the time-honored hand toss to get them 
in the air. 

:\Tow. Tailor Toys· electric power module 
fo r paper airplanes provides what appears 
to be a ,·iable alterna tive, complete with 
both a construction (if you can describe fold
ing a paper airplane with that term), and an 
action video on their web site with its ac
companying links at http://www.tailor 
toys.com. 

The conversion kit consists of a capacitor 
that clips onto the plane's nose, and a push
er propeller that is mounted at the end of a 
carbon fiber shaft running along the bottom 
crease of the fuselage. The capacitor accepts 
a 20-second charge from a separate battery 
pack containing three AA batteries. One 

charge provides approximately 90 seconds of 
run time. 

The inventive nature of the freeflight com· 
munity will immediately see uses for thi~ 
power unit beyond paper airplanes, I'm 
sure. Given that it won't take modelers ion 
to figure out how to reverse the unit's polar· 
ity, both tractor and pusher application ~ 
will be standard in a very short time. 

Apparently, the units are primarily bein 
sold on e-Bay and Amazon, but there is a 
special price of$17.49 from Tailor Toys herE 
in mid-August as this is being written. 
Check out their web site for current pricing. 
I'm looking forward to publishing a photo or 
two of someone's adaptation of this new 
power system to one of their stick and tissuE 
models. Thanks, Carl, for passing the infor
mation along! 

Charles Hampson Grant 
Charles Hampson Grant was both a pio

neer and an icon of model aviation in its ear
liest years, noted for his extensive 
about model aerodynamics and model air
plane design. He became the editor of thr 

John Krouse re-cycled his traditional stick and tissue semi-scale Rum :> 
Taube No-Cal (at left) by using miniature components to change it fro~ 

rubber-powered ship to an electric one. The close-up photo (above) shows 
arrangement of the timer, connector, and the motor mounted on a paper cl1 s 
easy thrust adjustments. 
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fledgling magazine Model Airplane News in 
1932 and boosted its circulation from 21,000 
to over 300,000 readers when he handed 
over the reins in 1943. During that time he 
published his book, Model Airplane Design , 
and also published his best known design, 
the Cloud Tramp. 

Some seventeen years ago, Canadian Jim 
Moseley organized a postal contest in honor 
of Charles Hampson Grant using the Cloud 
Tramp as the subject of a most unique and 
simultaneous world-wide mass launch on a 
specific day in both hemispheres and across 
all time zones. This year's organizers, Pete 
Money in this country and Mike Parker in 
the UK, set the event for Saturday, August 
6, 2011 with a launch time of 1700 hours 
British Summer Time (GMT + 1 hour), 
which translated to 1200 hours Eastern 
Time and 0900 hours Pacific Time in the US . 

Bill Hannan was kind enough to send this 
entertaining account of his family's partici
pation in the event. "Our crew consisted of 
son Ken, granddaughter Caitlin, Joan and 
yours truly. We had perfect weather with 
zero wind at the school athletic field, how
ever two unanticipated problems material
ized: While we were practicing, two dogs
one large and another tiny and speedy 
-appeared and showed excessive interest 
in our activities. Fortunately, their mistress 
was friendly, understood our apprehen
sions, and took her mascots elsewhere. 

Bill Hannan's venerable Peanut-size Cloud Tramp rests atop his son, Ken's, 
full-size model (at left). Both were flown in the 17th Annual Cloud Tramp World
Wide Mass Launch dedicated to the achievements and memory of Charles 
Hampson Grant. Granddaughter Caitlin Hannan catches her grandfather Bill's 
Peanut-size Cloud Tramp (above) as it climbs for altitude during this year's 17th 
Annual Cloud Tramp World-Wide Mass Launch. 

"The next potential problem was the au
tomatic sequential watering system, which 
began approaching us disturbingly close to 
the 9 a.m . launch time! Luckily we managed 
our flights before getting wet, but with little 
time to spare .. . " 

Bill says the two photos he included show 
Ken's full -size Cloud Tramp with his Peanut 
version setting on top of it. Beneath them 
are two photos taken by John Worth, show
ing the late Charlie Grant enjoying himself, 
"joyfully launching one of his originals." The 
second photo, provided by Bill Warner , is of 
the Hannan Peanut version in flight and 
was taken by the Hannan's granddaughter, 
Caitlin . 

At th is point in the 2011 Cloud Tramp 
mass launch reporting process, 118 people 
world-wide have turned in their flights , rep
resenting Australia, Canada, the Czech Re
public, France, Germany, Sweden, and the 
USA. 

Just for fun 
Mentioning the joy evident in the face of 

Charles Hampson Grant, encapsulates what 
freeflight is all about. The last two photos il
lustrate both the joy of creation and the joy 
of flying a venerable design for over two 
decades. The photo of the nicely built and 
finished Bill Schmidt-designed Taylorcraft 
BC-12 is the work of Jeff Englert, the editor 
of the Wichita His torical Aero Modelers 

(WHAM) club's newsletter. Jeff sent it along 
as evidence that "someone else in Wichita 
builds models", other than Bill, whose work 
has been featured here on many occasions. 
And, while Jeffs creation is new, it has 
every chance to stay in his flying stable for 
a long time. 

The second photo is from competition/du
ration flyer, Mark Troutman, down in south 
Texas who says, ''Yesterday I went out and 
flew my 1942 Earl Stahl Ercoupe powered 
by an OK Cub .14-no timer, just fill the 
tank-and it goes for about 45 seconds. " 
Mark built the model over 20 years ago and 
usually flies it in the mornings in calm air. 

"It flies slowly," he relates, "and in tight 
circles like a cont rol line model. It never 
seems to get higher than 100 feet , after 
which it just rolls out and lands beautifully 
on its tricycle gear ... .It was built strictly for 
fun and after 20 years has more than lived 
up to the designer's and builder's goals . 
Take a tricycle gear low wing twin rudder 
freeflight model out to the field and watch 
all the contest boys stop what they're doing 
and watch ... free- flight the way it was 
meant to be. Pure fun." 

That's a great way to finish up this 
month's column. We'll get back together 
again next month with some more out
standing models , building tips, and projects 
for your workbench. Happy Thanksgiving to 
everyone! a;: 

PHOTO: TAYLOR TOYS 

Competition flyer, Mark Troutman has enjoyed le isurely flights with his Earl Stahl designed, Ercoupe 
aoove) for over twenty years. The model is powered by a venerable OK Cub .14, which provides just enough 
x '= - : 'ealistic early morning flights before the breeze comes up. Tai lor Toys is the supplier of a new 
--::-;--;;·:-: : ·:J.; sion module consisting of a capacitor, motor, and prop intended to power traditional paper 
a-::;_-~ :_ :M;;"~g many other possibilities for small electric freeflight models (at right) . Details in the text. 
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A
bout 50 years ago, Larry Scarinzi 
published a design called the 
Streak. It was in published Model 
A irplane News , an outstanding 

general purpose model magazine at the 
time. His Streak was an Atwood Shriek pow
ered, forward swept, flying wing sport mod
el. I was 15 at the time and fell in love at 
first sight! 

Well, over the years, I have knocked off 
the design in various forms and sizes. About 
eight years ago, I won a Brodak Little Light
ning Streak kit in a club raffle. Our Raffle
meister, Mike Fox, proposed a prize for the 
best model built from one of the kits at that 
particular Christmas Party raffle. I thought 
the basic kit was boring! So, I cut the tail off 
and modified it to be a forward swept flying 
wing, the Frite Streak. Power was a Golden 
Bee .049, and the performance proved excel
lent. Who'd a thunk? 

Well, thus encouraged, I enlarged the 
model from 150 square inches to 180 square 
inches, improved the structure, powered it 
with a Black Widow and won a 1/zA contest 
at Woodland, CA. It took two pit stops and I 
had one second left on the time, but made it! 
Having Brett Buck for pit man may have 
helped the image. 

Further stoked by this performance, I de
cided to "do it right". What is presented here 
is the third variation on a theme, and it is 
just getting better and better! This model 
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was designed from the ground up to use the 
AP Wasp .061 that has proven a competitive 
powerplant in lee and Leprechaun aerobat
ics. The power is r eliable and awesome; the 
durability of the engine is enhanced by 
bronze bushed crankcases . To me, it is the 
engine for small Stunt. 

The size was boosted to 250 square inch
es a nd the fuselage redesigned for bea m 
mou nt engines and fl oppy balloon t a nks 
(more on them later). F inal r esult is a mod
el that weighs in at 7.4 ounces dry, sports 
a 37-inch wingspan and fl ies on 48-foot x 
.008-inch steel lines . 

Yes it flies, no it isn't hard to fly , and yes, 
you really need to have one of your own ' It 
does the full aerobatic pattern in a manner 
such that only the pilot is the limiter on 
possible score. You can see all three models 
in one of the photos and get an idea about 
the trend in size and power. 

The reasons for the exceptional perfor
mance are a variety of benefits from the for
ward swept configuration. First , forward 
swept wings initially stall from the center. 
It is almost impossible to stall the tips in 
normal flight. No weird tip wiggles and you 
can drive the wing to its limit of perfor
mance. 

Second, the sweep Jets you have a reason
able nose length to allow for an engine and 
tank. The balance point is ahead of the wing 
leading edge. Third, with wing area both for-

AT A GLANCE 

C/L Stunt 

Construction: balsa and ply 

Wing span: 37.5 inches 

Wing area: 250 sq. in . 

Length: 11 .5 inches 

Weight: 7.5 ounces (dry) 

Wing loading (3D): .0008 oz./cu.in. 

Engine requ ired: .061- .049 

Lines: 42-48 feet 

ward and aft of the e.g., the model is wei! 
damped against hunting. It turns hard bu: 
then stops without a bobble. As a result, thE 
Sky Streak is r emarkably smooth. Nex 
since the center section is in the rear, thE 
rear mounted elevator is very effective with
out creating a lot of drag with excessive de
flection. Last, but not least, in the air . :
looks way cool. 

The odd thing is that I have never built a= 
exact replica of Scarinzi's original design : 
do, however, have a copy of the plans and ar
ticle for a "someday'' project. And I ha,·e :: 
very hot Atwood Shriek to put on it. 

To the bench 
Let's prepare all the parts for assemb._ 

Identify them all so that there's no chan:: 
formis-assembly. 
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Three stages of development (above left) from casual fun model to competitive 
1 cc aerobatics. Counter-clockwise from bottom right, 150 inches2/Golden Bee, 
180 inches2/Biack Widow and final ly the 250 inches2/ .061 "beast". The center 
module (above right) is the heart of getting all the alignments right on this 
model. Bellcrank installation at this stage is easy. The bellcrank goes on the 

inboard side and the pushrod out the bottom! Supporting the trail ing edge/flap 
(below left) with lots of weights assu re correct alignment. Re-align inverted 
when doing the bottom sheeting to assu re the straightness is locked in . Two 
details worth noting (below right) : the way the sheeting is cut to fill in between 
the spars and the fi ller blocks at the trailing edge center for extra strength. 

Glue the eight pieces of trailing edge lev
elers together so that each of the four sup
ports has the grain in crossed orientation for 
plywood-like strength. 

La mina te the left wing tip from four 
pieces with the cut pieces in the center to al
low the leadouts to pass through. 

Assemble the tip weight box. Assemble 
the leadout guide. 

Prepare the bellcrank with the inner lead
out ends and the pushrod. Install this assem
bly on top of one of the Yl2-inch plywood sup-

port pla tes. This plate will be the lower one. 
Look a t the cross-section of the fuselage cen
ter to see how the nuts and bolts go together . 
Use nylon locknuts to hold the bellcrank in 
position on the bolt. Leave a slight amount of 
slack so the bellcrank rotates freely. 

Assemble the two eleva tors with their 
l/J2-inch ply cover panels. The left one also 
has the cont rol horn glued to it. Study the 
plans ca refully and get all the orientations 
right . Th is is a "do it once, do it right" situ
ation th at ca n 't be easily fixed! 

Wing construction 
Slide rib R4 onto the center of the two bell

crank support plates. The bellcrank goes on 
the left side. Set ribs R3 onto the ends of the 
ply support plates . Square it up and glue the 
ribs to the plates. 

Bevel the center portion of the lower Ys x 
o/1s-inch spars and pin over the plan on your 
building board. Place the center rib/bell
crank assembly onto the spars. Add all re
maining ribs. The pushrod is to come out the 
bottom of the wing. 

oe ~·an~ s entrapped on a long screw (above left) and positioned wi th 
- :: - ::---- ~ : 5' and under. Leave just enough slack for free movement. 

Pins! You gotta love 'em. You certainly can 't use too many (above right). Since 
the sheeting has to form compound curves, make sure it stays put. 
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Sky Streak 

Purty, ain't it? Drill all holes (above left) for landing gear and engine mount 
before fu rther assembly. It makes life much easier! Alignment is everything. 

Note how the trailing edge is blocked up (above right) for al ignment and the 
cross bracing on the spars, plus lots of weights. 

Pretty well framed up and getting there! Trike gear, as is evident here from the nose gear leg, didn't work 
out at all , so the model was later converted to conventional gear and tailskid . 

., 
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Full Size Plans Available Through Carstens Flying Plans 
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LEAD UT ADJUSTER 
LOCATION 

3-LAYER LAMINATED 
BALSA TIP 
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To make the tail look prettier, Larry added some fillets to eliminate the gap 
between the tail and the wing (above left). Note also the trim tab on the rudder. 

l/32" BELLCRANK SUPPORTS 
TOP AND BOTTOMl 

"Lucky Boxes" (above right) , named for Lucky Pyatt, the inventor, allow smooth 
control even with well angled hinge lines. No noticeable slop, either. 

- lli6 ' X 1/S~ SPAR BALANCE POINT 

;.; tnz· 
,.:; - -£ 

ST!o:. · 

} 

1/8' X 3/16' SPAR 

NO RUDDER OFFSET~ 

:116' SHEETING 

-l/32' PlY LUCKY BOX PANELS 
TOP AND BOTTOM 

1/16' BALSA FILLER PIECES 

HINGES MUST BE VERY FREE 

Sky Streak 250 
Designed and drawn by Larry Renger 
Wingspan: 37.5" Wing area: 250 sq.in. 

Target weight: 8 ounces 
Recommended engine size: .061 (1cc) 
Recommended line size: 45ft. x .008 

Order Plan CD428 for $14.00 
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Sky Streak 

Add the top Ys x ¥!G-inch spars, again with 
the centers beveled. Align and square up all 
the ribs. Add the Vts x V2-inch leading edge 
support and the trailing edge/flap pieces. 
Block up the trailing edge with the levelers 
constructed in step 1. Make sure all the ribs 
are exactly over the lines on the plan and 
vertical. Glue all the joints. 

Add the YiG x Ys-inch spars . 'hs x 1/2-inch 
leading edge and Y,;, x V. -inch trailing edge 
doublers. These must all be tapered neatly 
to meet in the center. 

Glue the leadou t adjuster to the tip rib as 
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The final configuration that Larry settled on for the SkyStreak was a simple 
music wire tail skid (at left, top). That cowl (above) serves as a balloon fuel 
tank compartment and real ly stiffens the nose of the model. An adjustable lead
out guide (below) is a must have on any competitive Stunter. Same with 
adjustable tip weights. A bit of sanding is needed to make a clean match (at left, 
bottom) of the top and bottom of the cowl to the wing, but it is worth the effort 
in how it looks and ties to the wing structure. 

shown . Glue them top and bottom at the 
center of the trailing edge. 

Sheet the top of the wing center section 
with VtG-inch balsa between the spars. Re
move the wing from the building board and 
sheet the lower center section with Vts-inch 
balsa to match the top. 

Carve and sand the leading edge and the 
trailing edge to shape. The tra iling edge 
should end up blended into the flap thick
ness. Trim the center of the trailing edge to 
match the doubler plates that were added 
pre,iously. 

Fuselage assembly 
Pay attention here 1 Using Ys-inch square 

pieces of balsa through the matching holes , 
laminate the two fuse lage sections and the 
Ys2-inch plywood doublers. You also have to 
insert the t\\·o maple motor mounts into 
their slots and get it all aligned. Use really 
slow epoxy both for working time and better 
\\·ood penetration. Weights on the assembly 
will assure a good bond. Drill the engine 
mounting holes and carve out the engine 
area wood as needed to fit the engine. 

.-\dd the li1s-inch trailing edge filler piece. 

The forward sweep has many good aerodynamic 
functions (at left) . See the text for the details. Looks 
mean in the air too! Floppy balloon tanks (above) 
have been around since Jim Walker and the 
Firebaby in the '40s. They still work fantastic for 
stunting. Assembly details in the text. 
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Also slip the control link into the slot. Mount 
the landing gear at this time; it gets locked 
in by the wing. 

Slide the wing into the fuselage and, after 
making sure of perfect alignment in all di
rections, glue it in place . Glue the control 
link in place between the wing and the filler. 

Assemble the cowl/tank compartment. 
The hole in the support goes on the outboard 
side in front. Add the vertical tail. Hinge the 
elevators in place. 

Be sure the bellcrank is centered and the 
elevators clamped in place level. Bend the 
pushrod to go through the control horn. Use 
a wheel keeper or soldered washer to lock it 
in place. 

Cover and finish the model. Mine was cov
ered with Coverlite and painted with Rust
O-Leum as a final finish over butyrate dope 
used to seal and fill the wood. 

Balloon tank 
This model is designed to use a floppy bal

loon tank. You can substitute a hard tank or 
pressure bladder of course, but the balloons 
are simple, cheap and reliably provide clean 
fuel flow no matter what. 

Make an assembly of fuel hose and brass 
tubing as shown. The holes in the rear tube 
are to assure that the pickup tube can't be 
blocked by the balloon. Take a 9-inch balloon 

AP Wasp .061 and venturi by Jan Holuszko (at left), combined with a floppy 
balloon tank give flawless Stunt runs with amazing power. Only needs 10% 
Nitro , too! Stan Tyler (above) pits for another great flight. Acceleration is quick! 

and blow it up as hard as you dare. Tie it off 
and leave it fo r a couple of days. This gives 
you more capacity and a more flexible bal
loon. Cut the end off the balloon where it was 
tied and use " -ire to bind the end over the 
fuel hose where the brass tubing provides 
support. \\ben using the tank, first pull all 
the air out of the balloon and then fill it. A 2-
ounce syringe works great for this. 

Flight Trim 
The first thing to do is to select the cor

rect lines for the power level that you are 
u sing. Iy guess is that the following en
gines will fly the model well if you set the 
line length correctly. I have included a table 
of my best guesses; don't sue me if they 
aren't right on . 

Next. the handle is of critical importance. 
I (modestly ) suggest the Ultimater Handle 
from rsmdistribution.com. It is designed to 
work with small bellcranks and provide ex
ponential control to smooth the level flight 
an unflapped model while still giving a seri
ous kick for the square corners. Otherwise, 
use about 2.5-inch line spacing on a standard 
handle for starters . 

The key items to achieve optimum per
formance on this model design are the e.g., 
the pushrod length, the tip weight and the 
position of the leadouts. 

Conclusion 
The Sky Streak isn't a difficult model to 

build, and it will provide pilots at every ex
pertise level the opportunity to improve their 
piloting skills with minimal expense, using a 
model that takes up a remarkably small 
amount of space and investment. Adjusting 
the line length to the power available allows 
extremely flexible usage. The model will 
turn competitively on most line lengths, just 
select a power package, and then adjust the 
lines to suit. 

So far the Sky Streak has five trophies as 
flown by four different pilots! Build one and 
add to the total. A short, laser-cut set of parts 
is available from rsmdistribution.com. 

If I can be of any assistance, feel free to e
mail me at larry _renger@earthlink.net. CE 

Suggested Set-ups 

Engine Line Length 

Norvel and AP Wasp .061 48 feet 

Norvel .049, Tee Dee .049, 45 feet 
Brodak .061 

Brodak .049, Medallion .049 42 feet 

~~;-- ;;.-=----=on the lines is a function of accurate bui lding. This plane is fully competitive with five trophies 
s.:: =.- ---= -==-= s auick, getting good in-fl ight photos needs a fast finger and good camera. 
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You can reach Stew Meyers at 8304 Whitman Onve, Bethesda, Maryland 20817, or v1a e-ma1l at stew.meyers@verizon.net 

E 
-flite has come out with another 
couple of ultra micro models, the 
ultra micro Pole Cat and the UMX 
Sbach 342. The Pole Cat has an 8.5 

mm brushed motor and is based on the mod
ified Cassutt Formula 1 racers. The solid 
foam wing is quite strong like the Sukhoi's, 
but the airframe is much smoother without 
the molding bumps. The control surfaces are 
smaller than those of the Sukhoi, promising 
a easier-to-fly model. It is also much clean
er and should be faster . 

It probably falls between the Sukhoi and 
P-51 in ease of flying. The Pole Cat has long 
stroke servos and a black back motor like 
the Sukhoi XP. With 51 square inches of 
area and a flying weight of 35.3 grams the 
wing loading is 3.5 ounces/square foot . The 
BNF version goes for $99. 

The Sbach 342, on the other hand, has a 
brushless motor, but differs quite a bit from 
the Beast , E-flite's first brushless ultra micro. 
For starters, the wing is solid foam, not thin 
sheet, and the skin is smooth. This makes it 
much more rugged than the ultra micro 
Beast. This 17-inch span model has a wing 
area of 64.8 square inches and a flying weight 
of 54.6 grams, resulting in a wing loading of 
4.27 ounces/square foot . 

The Sbach 342's AR6400NBL receiver has 
no onboard servos, whereas the Beast's 
AR6400LBL has two integrated linear long 
throw servos (elevator and rudder). The 
Sbach 342 has an EFLUM180BL2 BL180 
2500 Kv brushless outrunner motor; while 
the Beast has an EFLUM180BL BL180 2300 
Kv brushless outrunner motor. That may not 
sound like much of a difference, but it implies 
that the Sbach 324's receiver's built-in brush
less ESC has a higher current rating that the 
3.0-amp continuous current. 3.5-amp peak of 
the Beast's ESC since both use the same 
5-2.7 prop. 

The specs for this receiver give the weight 
at 7.8 grams which is the same as giYen for 
the AR6400LBL with two servos. I don't be
lieve this weight, but have not pulled it to 
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E-flite's new 8.5mm brushed motor Cassutt Formula 1 racer can be purchased for around $99.00. 

weigh it myself. It uses the same 12.4-gram 
180 mAh two-cell battery as the Beast. I was 
happy to see there were three leads going to 
the power connector of this two-cell battery 
which implied node connections. ure 
enough, a two-cell balancing charger is in
cluded in the Sl70 B:-.T package which oper
ates on 12 volts. The AR6-±00XBL recei,·er 
alone is $60. I'll ha,·e to get one for my duct· 
ed fan experiments. You really want to use a 
DX6i, Dx7. DX or JR DSM2 compatible 
transmitter ''ith either of these models so 

you can set the throws and incorporate 
exponential. 

I did get around to building my BMJR 
.\1ini-Dakota using the PKZ J-3 Cub motor 
for power. I thought I would share the 
mounting system with you. I made a couple 
of mount blocks from Ys-inch balsa and glued 
these on the motor's mount spikes. I then 
cut the spikes off flush with the bottom of 
the blocks. The motor is mounted in the 
model by gluing the mount block to a shelf 
with Ambroid. I used Dan Kane's thrust off-

E-flite's new Sbach 342 has a brushless outrunner motor and a two-cell Li -Po 
battery (at left) . Note the servos are not on the receiver. The battery hatch is 
held on by magnets. Close up of the PKZ J-3 Cub motor in Stew's Mini-Dakota 
(above). Note the tube of Ambroid , vital if you need to be able to release a bond 
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'/a-inch balsa mounts glued to a PKZ J-3 Cub motor (above left) . The mount spikes will be cut off flush. 7.5-
gram servo DT timer {above center), the microprocessor is mounted on the servo. The simple controls 
consist only of a push button and a LED. PKZ J-3 motor three-view (at right). Stew will gladly send anyone 
a DXF or a TIF file to incorporate into their plans. 

sets to start with, but discovered I needed 
more when I flew it. 

I used the built-in ESC in one of David 
Theunissen's RX43 receivers in lieu of a 
timer for test flights and was very happy to 
be able to control the power while I found 
the right thrust settings. Using Ambroid to 
mount the motor allowed me to dissolve the 
bond with acetone, add shims and re-glue 
the motor mounts. I ended up with about 5 
degrees of down and right thrust offset. The 
receiver was then replaced with a Pico 
timer. The all-up weight came out to be 25 
grams. The only down side is it flies too well, 
I keep the motor run down to about ten sec
onds and then kinda wished it had a DT. 

For several years now, I have been play
ing around with the PICAXE-08M micro
controller . This is a standard Microchip 
PIC12F683 microcontroller that has been 
pre-programmed with the PICAXE boot
strap code which enables the PICAXE mi
crocontroller to be re-programmed directly 
via a simple serial connection. I have pro
grammed the PIC as a timer to drive a stan
dard RIC servo. I wanted to make it dead 
simple. The control consists of a single push
button with an LED to indicate status. The 
PIC12F683 is an eight-pin through mount 
device and quite heavy compared to surface 
mount microcontrollers. I built a prototype 
unit to Don Srull's specifications to use a 
standard PKZ 130 mAh battery. It's tempt
ing to use one of the small 1.5 gram linear 
servos, but a DT release is much simpler if 
the line is simply looped over the arm of a 
rotary servo. 

HobbyKing and others have 2.5 gram ro
tary servos . I have found these will reliably 
release a one-ounce lead sinker when pow
ered by a 50 mAh Li-Po, making them plen
ty powerful enough for the job. The proto-

type unit for Don's Lanzo Classic Wakefield 
weighs 7.5 grams and replaces a 5-gram 
Tomy timer. This is a bit heavy due to the 
larger battery and standard Ys watt resistors 
rather than surface mount components, but 
insignificant on the 8-ounce Lanzo. The time 
is easily programmable from one second up 
to ten minutes and unlike viscous and me
chanical timers, the time is accurate to a 
fraction of a second and repeatable. 

Operation of the timer is as simple as I 
could make it. When the battery is plugged 
in, the LED will double flash to indicate the 
STA.\DBY state. During this STANDBY 
state. if the button is pressed and held down 
on the timer. the LED will flash fast to in
dicate the A.R:.IED state and will start the 
TINII::\G EQ ENCE, indicated by a slow 
fla sh . upon release of the button. At the end 
of the set time. the servo rotates 90 degrees 
to release the DT line. 

The TI:.II::\G SEQUENCE can be aborted 
by pressing the button again and releasing 
it wi thin a second. The TIME SET function 
is initiated when the button is pressed and 
held down for more than a second during the 
TIMIKG EQL""ENCE. This is indicated by 
the LED sta~ing on for about a second fol
lowed by a one per second flash. 

Continue to hold the button down until 
the desired time is set. You can count the 
flashes or better yet use a stop watch. Start 
the watch after the LED starts flashing. 
Upon release of the button the timer goes 
back to the STANDBY state with the new 
time stored . 

Jinwoo Choe (j inwoochoe@hotmail.com) 
flew his new Sopwith Tripe outside before our 
last Maxecuter Club meeting. This is the 
third or fourth version he has built. It now 
uses a PKZ Vapor receiver and a P-51 motor. 
Jin has a new laser cutter and is making a 

~1"~ 

$43 kit for the Tripe. Go to the thread on RIC 
groups to download the exquisite construction 
manual: http://www.rcgroups com/forums/ 
showthread.php?t=1443474. The model is 
made mainly from Depron® with a few balsa 
and carbon rod parts. Jin designed it with a 
3D CAD program and it's a work of art. The 
instructions take you through the build se
quence in great detail. 

While these pictures are of the unpainted 
prototype, there are some beautiful photos 
of color schemes on the RIC groups discus
sion thread, and Jin has provided decal 
PDFs for three insignia sets. The only thing 
the construction manual does not have is in
structions on painting. You can pick up 
hints from the various post s . Pete Schu
mann, aka mtflyr , is a real artist and knows 
what he is doing. 

The color scheme really needs to be ap
plied to the flat sheet before assembly. The 
insignia areas should to masked. A light 
spray dusting of Poly-S is probably the way 
to go. The all-up weight of a painted Tripe 
with a 150 mAh battery is about 31 grams. 
Most Tripes have been built as three-chan
nel models with RME (Rudder , Motor, Ele
vator) controls and they fly quite nicely in 
this configuration, but a few are rumored to 
have been built with ailerons. This Tripe is 
just the thing to do battle with Fly Zone's 
Fokker Dr.1 or Albatros. 

Just a word about David Theunissen's mi
cro DSM2 compatible receivers. He has re
programmed them to make binding easier; 
the initial one's I received took several at
tempts. Bob Selman (www.bsdmicrorc.com) 
is now carrying them and has a version of 
the RX43 Actuator Rx with connectors to fit 
Plantraco actuators and PKZ motors and a 
power plug to mate with a PKZ battery. This 
unit weighs all of 0.8 grams. a.: 

- - ::;o C oe·s Sopwtih Triplane {above left and center) uses a PKZ Vapor 
""?::2 :·:.-:"·51 motor. This bare 13-inch span Tripe weighs 28 grams ready 

-~- -- O'lng the weight up to 31 grams. Jin sel ls a kit for this model 

for $43 post paid . Pete Schumann's "Black Death" #1 0 Tripe of the Royal Naval 
Air Service, Black Flight Squadron, and Paul Stamison's NSOO prototype are 
ready for Dawn Patrol on the Front {above right) . 
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T
his edition of the biennial 
"Olympics" of scale-jet modeling 
has come to a close after two in
credible weeks at The Museum of 

The US Air Force in Dayton, Ohio. It was, I 
thought, the perfect place to showcase a 
worldwide event like this, given the "center 
of the aviation-universe" that Dayton was at 
the dawn of flight . 

Today's Wright-Patterson AFB began as 
Wright Field and Patterson Field; they were 
merged together in 1947 with the birth of 
the US Air Force. When the Wright brothers 
returned from Kitty Hawk, they needed a 
place to practice and start their flying 
school, and a dairy farmer named Huffman 
allowed them use of his field. 

Due to periodic flooding , the "Huffman 
Prairie" was never developed, and today oc
cupies a pristine site just off the end of the 
active runways on the Patterson side ofW-P 
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AFB. This site is the largest natural prairie 
in Ohio, a favorite spot for birdwatchers, 
and a popular destination for aviation 
tourists. This year, the Wrights would have 
scratched their heads in wonder at the mod
els brought for competition to a site just over 
the hill from where they mastered turning 
and landing. 

This event was almost seven years in the 
making, with Roger Shipley proposing the 
U.S. as host , only to be rejected for two 
events within, or close to, Europe. Unfortu
nately both of the last two events were 
plagued with problems and financial woes, 
which really put the heat on Roger and the 
U.S. organizing committee to have a suc
cessful event. The dollars and cents and 
thousands of hours of work to put on an 
event of this caliber a re staggering, and if 
not for the tireless Dewey Davenport work
ing with the super-human museum staff, 

/ 

this event could have been a lost cause. 
David Thomas , from the museum, can 

only be described as an organizational ge
nius (he does 40-50 events each year) with 
a firm grasp of the time-lines and costs of 
various items. 

ot only did he have flowcharts of every
thing needed and their timelines, he then 
worked 21 straight days in the heat and hu
midity for 14--18 hours each day. Can you say 
''hero"? Not only did the museum staff pro
vide the scale judging tables, but also thou
sands of dollars in hard assets (walky
talkies, golf carts, generators and two travel 
trailers as headquarters) but also countless 
hours of manpower and support ... all so that 
40-50 volunteers could come from all over the 
US to spend their vacation and an average of 
$140 per night in lodging to stage an event. 

The International Jet Model Committee 
requires several large tents for the event to 

The entry to the museum (at left). Totally private in funding, though on USAF 
property. The F-16 "borrowed" by Mark Savage taxis back to the pits (above) 
after another successfully scored flight. 
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John Wiebe, (of MAP Products) represented Canada with his F-100 (facing 
page). Though judges saw detail deficiencies. Greg thought that it was one of the 
most realistic looking Huns that he had seen. Not over, not under done. This shot 
with the hangars in the background just begs asking: 1960 or 2011? The 
dedicated '1ull-time" staff (above left) (from L-R): Jerry Crow. Lance Campbell , 
Roger Shipley, Bill White, Jim Allen, Andy Andrews. Jacy Andrews, Jonnie 

Andrews. Dewey Davenport, Lewis Patton, Joe Dirr. Dave Brawley, David 
Thomas. and (not shown) Theresa Montgomery. The US team (above right) 
(from L-R): Bob Bush, David Shulman. Scott Harris, Rod Snyder, Jason Bauer, 
Kim Foster. One of the neat things at this event was Barry Hou (Kingtech Engines 
USA) who represented Taiwan (below left), flying his Grummania P-59 while the 
full -scale version (below right) was only a mile away across the runway. 

protect people and their equipment. Accord
ingly, a 200 x 100-foot competitors' tent, an 
80 x 40-foot storage tent and an 80 x 40-
foot air-conditioned judging/meeting/relax
ation tent were erected. This year, the orga
nizers decided to use breaks and other 
downtime, as well as at the end of the com
petition day for open flying, free to whoever 
desired, so a 120 x 30-foot tent was erected 
to protect those folks from the weather as 
well. Add in the two trailers, the vendors' 
tent-row, throw in the folks who came in 
their RV s and trailers and all of the sudden 
we have the makings of a small city. 

Unfortunately, tents are not designed to 
withstand a microburst right on top of them. 
On Sunday, July 24th, the teams were ar
riving and unpacking when a strong thun
derstorm rolled in. The resultant micro burst 
destroyed the 200 x 100-foot tent, throwing 

it complete with poles, braces and spikes 
1000-1500 feet downwind, going over three 
lines of cars. 

Fortunately for the four people injured, 
none of the injuries were life threatening. 
Stepping up to the challenge, the staff had a 
three-hour planning session and began that 
evening on an item list to have things up 
and running on time for the event to start as 
scheduled. What had taken days to set up 
originally, the tent company made happen 
in less than 24 hours, working through the 
night and checking, double and triple check
ing everything to ensure that indeed, the 
event started exactly on time. 

Several models were broken badly, with 
the South African team taking the brunt of 
the damage. Mark Savage had brought his 
Glen Roberts designed DeHavilland Vam
pire, which was unfortunately, folded up 

into four pieces and companion Francois' 
Hawk looked like a deflated beach ball. Ital
ian Sebastiana Silvestri (Seba of Sebart) 
had the entire vertical fin on his F-16 ripped 
off and Dylan Roberts (son of Glen and co
designer) had every moving surface and tip 
on his Vampire damaged. Dylan was able to 
repair his model and compete, and Seba 
built an entire new fin , finished it, painted 
it and weathered it to match his documen
tation ... at the field. 

Now it is time for the human-interest por
tion of this report. Apparently, whenever a 
South African participates in an interna
tional event, representing their country, not 
only is it a great honor for the individual, 
but also for their country. The individual is 
then rewarded by "earning their national 
colors", and this is shown by the different 
nomenclatures on their shirts. 

-- - .::-:~ ·a JAS-39. Reports are it is beautiful and would have done well in that Italian Frederico Rosina was the youngest, aiding and being aided by his 
dad, Alesandro (above right), with both of them flying similar L-39s. •- -e"' -rere were three father/son teams present, and Greg thinks 
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2011 Jet Masters 

-
In flight, the Vampire has such a smooth presence, with the word "graceful" 
coming to mind (above left). With the model's light wing loading, this model of 
Dylan and Glen Roberts can be fun gett ing it to stop flying right at the center 
marker, being a bit of a "floater'' (above right) . Glen Roberts , son Dylan, posing 

with their Vampire, (below) and mom (at home) spent better than six years 
designing, molding and finalizing their wonderful Vampires. Mom was put to work 
cutting glass, and fabricating the straps, flight suits and so forth . Having seen a 
full-scale in England, this is one of only a few that Greg couldn't wait to see. 

One of the other airplanes that Greg has followed for several years is the T-45 Goshawk (above) of 
England's sole representative , Paul Dunkley. Paul is a retired RAF pilot who flew Tornados and taught in 
Hawks so he truly understands the flight envelope of the airframe. Better than six years were spent in "his 
garden shed" designing, molding and building the plane, and it is just spectacular! Greg has been up close 
and personal to several T-45s, and it is hard to find fault (though the judges did) with Paul's rendition. One of 
the most prominent features on the T-45 is its landing gear, with large ranges of travel to survive both the 
carrier environment, and the less than subtle skills of student pilots. Paul has replicated the travel of the gear 
(especially the nose gear) nicely. The main gear units are beautiful (at right, top), though one can say they 
don't look a whole lot different from some of the commercial units, but the nose gear (at right, bottom) is a 
whole different animal, especially given its throw. 
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The problem with the damage was that 
three of the four jets (and their pilots) were 
out of commission , so not only was it a 
tremendous financial hit, but also an honor 
thing. Their country's rules st a te tha t a ll 
they have to do is participate in both por
tions of the event (static and flying) to come 
home with the honor of r epresenting their 
country. Enter the US staffers and team .. .. 

Dave Brawley and others managed to get 
pieces and parts together to enable Dylan 
Roberts to repair his plane, and Scott Har
ris sold his backup plane, a Skymaster F-16 
(featured on the cover of the August issue of 
Model Aviation) to Mark Savage for $1.25, 
then bought it back at the end of the com
petition for $1.00 so that Mark could partic
ipate. The efforts of only a few enabled the 
South African team to bring great honor to 



Bob Bush, of the US team, brings his F-100, in Thunderbirds colors (above), 
in at center stage, right in front of the Museum. Greg suspects it wanted to say 
hel lo to its full-size predecessor in the museum display. Alex Lau (from China
Hong Kong) brought his Thunderbirds F-16 (at right) in for a vis it to the original 
Thunderbird F-16A is now bi lleted inside the museum. 

t h em selves, and their country. 
Hungary had only a single entry this year , 

and with life being life, the model (a J AS-39) 
was shipped directly from the builder to 
Dayton, unflown. The pilot a nd team were 
r eluctant to test fly it a t the museum and 
were going to withdraw, but permission was 
obtained to u se the TORKS field in Colum
bus. OH . Andy Andrews loa n ed them , and 

J oe Dirr his truck and off t o Columbus they 
went. Even though the e.g . a nd th row s could 
n ot be adequa tely set for competition flying 
a n d t h e team withdrew, every e ffo r t was 
ma de to get th em in th e air. 

Oka y. I can h ea r you s a yin g: "We now 
know the background story, how about the 
competition?" The event was divided into 
two weigh t classes-13.5 k ilograms and 20 

Greg didn't know the guys from Russjet, and their two MiG-27 swing-wing fi ghter-bombers. Oleg Zahkarov 
and Boris Satovs ·y brought matching planes that were unbelievable, and yet suffered the fate of many, due 
to the critical eyes of the scale judges. At a 1 :5.5 scale, they were 3.1 meters long with a wing span of 2520 
mm extended and only 1410 mm swept. Seeing both sitting next to each other with the wings at their 
extremes really gives one pause, thinki ng of the design and engineering needed. Both fl ew routines with the 
wings in all three positions (above left and center), but Oleg told Greg that the full sweep is very twitchy. 
The landing gear was/is a thing of beauty, being handmade from TiG welded titaniu m using hydraulics for 
shock absorption as well as he disc brakes. Activation of the complex geometry of the landing gear, as well 
as the jackscrew driving he wing sweep is by a Maxon electric motor. In the first picture (at right, above), 
you can see the jackscrew's teeth in the upper right, and in the next two {below, left and center) you can 
visualize the complex tucking and folding action that the main gear requires. 

kilogr a m s (29.7 pounds and 42 pounds )
weigh ed empty. Of the 48 pilot s who flew, 34 
were in t h e heavy class. 

This is a scale event, so static judging is 
one-ha lf your total score , and of the three 
flying rounds only two are k ept (and aver
aged ) fo r t h e r em a ining h a lf of t h e score. 
The st a tic judges are allowed to get as close 
as t hey like in judging (amazing the things 
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of this caliber obviously bring out the best, and the Thai team is no exception. Having a large soft 
for the Alpha Jet, Greg was pleasantly surprised to find four of them lined up as on a flight line (above). 
is a wonderful flying airplane, hampered in static scale by its complex landing gear (at right, above) and 
for a very short bifurcated exhaust pipe. The Thais accomplished the landing gear via a 5-xis CNC 

and while not "scale" in appearance, in two years time he can only imagine how true to scale they 
be! Not only did they do some engineering, they paid attention to the small details like the "Break glass 

of emergency" (at right) emergency exit handle, making it three-dimensional, not just a decal. 

they find and downgrade, but share willing
ly with anyone), and though they have a 
timed session for examination, they are 
picky! Not only is the building and finishing 
of the model important, so is the documen
tation, with more than a few competitors 
suffering lowered marks because of it. The 
flying judges are not allowed to discuss their 
scores with each other , and are very de
manding in their judging. 

Rather than a blow-by-blow of the com
petitors, I will provide a number of photos 
with captions trying to give you a feel of 
what happened during those two weeks in 
Dayton. 

One of the most awaited planes was the Magister from Phil Avonds. Several years in the "perfection" stage, 

Hopefully, I have been able to convey 
some of the outstanding modeling shown at 
the JWM. It was two weeks of magic, in an 
historic location. If you'd like to see t hese 
jets in action, be sure to check out the latest 
offering from SKS Video Productions (see 
page 8 for more information). a: it will be another winn ing everyday fl ier, and not surprisingly, Phil won the 13.5 Kg class. 
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Chock full of detail , the large Fiat G-91 of Italian Gianluca De Marchia (above) flew like a large trainer, so 
light was its wing loading (which fit the flight profile the judges like to see). Each time you looked at the plane 
you saw more. Since the full scale used a drogue chute Gianluca's does as well. In the nose view (at left, 
top), the pilot's kit bag and the stain from the gunpowder residue are noted, while the rivets, chipped paint 
and other niceties are noticed in the rear view (at left). 
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Probably the most anticipated airplane at the event was Vitaly Robertus' Yak 130 (above). This project was 
four years in the making and documented with several You Tube videos. In essence, they drove a full-scale 
airplane into the hangar, put the wash cycle on hot, put the dry cycle on hot and forgot to take the airplane 
out, so it shrank. The airplane uses two 90N engines, has all molded everything and has raised the scale bar 
to spectacular heights. For average mortals to achieve what Vitaly (and thousands of hours of labor on his 
part) has done without some major help from companies like Yak is probably not possible but still .... wow, 
what a model! While taxiing out, Vi taly had "Russian ground contror talking over the PA and telling him the 
wind; just another touch of realism. You'll note that the intakes are closed at takeoff. Like all Russian fighters 
and trainers, the main intakes close and auxiliary intakes open above (at ri ght, top). When in flight, the intake 
covers open and the auxiliaries on the upper skin of the fuselage, close. You can see some of the surface 
detail and the realistically operating top beacon (at right). The most tal ed about part of this ai rplane are the 
three working Multi Function Displays (below). The series of pic ures show how they each cycle through a 
menu of images, and add tremendous amounts of realism. 

A whole article could be written on the fantastic landing gear (at left), which was fabricated from carbon 
fiber under high pressure , since it is stronger and lighter than aluminum. Bottom view (below) in a dirty roll . 
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C/LSfUnf by allen brickhaus 

You can reach Allen Brickhaus at PO Box 206, Golconda, Illinois 62938, or v1a e-ma1l at abkb801 @shawneelink.net 

While Allen is taking care of some busi
ness, Dennis Adamisin agreed to help out 
and take over for a few months. Since e-pow
er is coming of age in Stunt aircraft, Dennis, 
thanks to his own heavy involvement, will 
outline what it takes to power e-Stunters and 
understand the process. -Ed. 

I
have had people come up to me and 
say, "I don't understand electric ." I 
have also had people come up after I fly 
and say "If I had a power system like 

that I would fly all electrics." Funny thing is 
both statements often come from the same 
person. It speaks to the core issue right now 
for electric flight-that there are a lot of 
people who would give it a go if only they felt 
more comfortable with it. Allen asked me to 
write some basics about electric power sys
tems for control line from the perspective of 
the potential "newbie". If you are one of 
those curious bystanders hopefully we can 
put you in the frame of mind for success. 

It is really no different than it was when 
you built your gas first model. For example, 
say you picked up a profile kit. You read the 
box and it said "for .19-35 engines-huh? So 
you dug a little deeper, probably got some 
help and then settled on a 29-terrific! A 
prop? Well I like the looks of that 14-incher 
over there-what do you mean that's too 
big? Now it's time for a fuel tank-1-ounce? 
4-ounce? 7-ounce? Metal? Plastic? Wedge, 
round, or square? Okay I got it all put to
gether, time to get some fuel-what brand? 
What's nitro for? If it adds power shouldn't 
I get the highest nitro I can find? Lessee, 
someone said I should "break-in" the en
gine-How? Where do I buy a 1.5V starting 
battery? And just what does that needle 
valve thingy do anyway? 

Maybe the above is a little dramatic, or is 
it? The point is that we did not have an in
born knowledge of exactly what we needed 
to succeed when we started flying IC mod
els. The components all had to be selected 

PHOTOGRAPHY: DENNIS ADAMISIN 

Line-up of motors for any size of model including- 28 0 (25-30) 2815 (35) 2820 (40-45) 2826 (50) 2826 (60). 

and we had to learn how to use everything. 
and now we have a "feel" for what we need 
for each new set-up. Many of us went on to 
learn how to run engines with pressurized 
fuel systems or tuned exhaust systems. If we 
were lucky we had someone helping us. 

Thus it comes as no surprise that people 
feel that same anguish as they contemplate 
their first electric powered model. How can 
I tell what size motor I need and what size 
battery? What are all those numbers and 
what do they mean? What is an ESC? 
Timer? Battery-balancer? What if I break 
it? Not to worry, if anything it is really eas
ier to set up an electric model than it is set
ting up a gassie. 

Motor: Modern e-C/L systems use what 
are called brushless "outrunner" motors. 
The base of the motor and the copper wind
ings are stationary, the outer motor shell. 
which contains the magnets, rotates around 

rhe windings . This style of motor produces 
an abundance of torque and will happily 
run at the rpm we need without using a 
gearbox. Brushless motors have no electri
cal contacts that wear. In fact the only "con
tact" points in an outrunner motor are the 
ball bearings. They should last a very long 
rime which could probably be extended even 
longer by serTicing the ball bearings. The 
diameter and length of the motor deter
mines how much iron and copper it can con
tain. and how much power it can produce. 
Think of them as the bore and stroke of your 
outrunner motor! 

Battery : The single biggest enabler for 
model aircraft electric power systems has 
been the development of lithium polymer 
(aka "Li-Po") batteries. These batteries are 
used in cell phones, lap top computers, cord
less power tools and similar devices because 
they carry a lot of energy in reasonably sized 

The right side of a fuse lage showing the motor, timer and Li-Po battery 
Installation (above left). The left side of the same plane (above right) . Here the 

ESC is installed on the left side. This allows the ESC to receive more than 
adequate cooling throughout the flight . 
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package. Each Li-Po cell has a nominal volt
age of 3. 7 volts and we stack the cells to
gether to get the total voltage we need. 

Electronic Speed Control: The ESC is 
the fuel line and filter between the battery 
and the motor; it converts the DC power 
from the battery into phased DC power for 
the motor. The ESC electronically switches 
the motor on and offto achievee the rpm we 
are seeking. 

Timer: All of the parts discussed so far are 
basically RIC system components; that is to 
say they are readily available from whatev
er source you usually go to get your hobby 
supplies . The next part is the only truly 
unique for e-C/L component-the timer. The 
timer takes the place of the RIC receiver. The 
timer sets the flight duration (surprise! ) but 
it also sets the speed-it is the "needle vah·e· 
of our system. The timer sends a " TART" 
signal to the ESC, then it sends a throttle 
speed message and eventually it sends the 
"STOP" signal to shut off the motor. 

Chargers and balancers: Nearly as im
portant as the development of Li-Po bat
teries has been the development of really 
good and really simple chargers that will 
charge these batteries to their maximum 
capacity and balance the individual cells to 
the same voltage. This assures the maxi
mum performance and longevity of the bat
teries. 

Okay now you have the "30,000 foot view". 
How do you choose which of the pieces you 

need? A couple of years ago I had a conver
sation like this with John Brodak. John is of 
course one of the premier suppliers to the 
C/L community, including one of the only 
outlets for true C/L engines. What we set
tled on was a scheme to pre-select parts that 
would correspond to the IC power equiva
lent. There have been several attempts to 
develop "Rules of Thumb" that link IC 
horsepower to electric wattage, but such 
linkages prove to be one step removed from 
a dice roll . 

What I settled on was to start with the 
prop size that was needed, then match the 
appropriate motor , battery, ESC and timer 
to it. This, of course, required a sizable in
\'estment by John into motors, batteries and 
te t airplanes as well as quite a bit of work 
on my part to actually build everything and 
test i . I'll cut to the chase: Brodak now of
fers a full range of power systems cross ref
erenced to IC engine sizes. 

The easiest way to use the chart is to con
sider what prop si ze you want to use then 
look at the components around it. For ex
ample. for a "25" engine I would expect to 
use a 9-inch diameter prop. Find the Prop 
Size column and trace it down to the 9-inch 
prop size and behold; the EPS-25 system 
componen s! You can also use it to consid
er a power-up. 

For example, say you are building a 
"Classic" tunter that flew with a Fox 35 
and a 10-B prop. Many folks like to add a 

little more power to the Classics. An 11-
inch prop in place of the old 10-inch prop 
represents a 21% increase in prop disc area 
and that potential for a huge thrust in
crease. Follow the chart down to the 11-
inch props, pick up the phone and tell the 
good people at Brodak just what compo
nents you need. 

A slight word of caution though: as you 
pick more powerful systems, the motor and 
batteries get heavier-no surprise there . 
Thus it makes sense to not go more than one 
(maybe two) sizes beyond. 

There is an old saying that, "Pioneers are 
the ones who get the arrows in their head." 
Well , luckily for the newcomer to electric 
flight , most of the volleys of arrows have 
been endured . We can benefit from their 
lessons learned. The single best source I am 
aware offor electric control line is the Stunt 
Hangar forum , in the folder called "Getting 
All Amped Up", there is a thread called 
"List Your Set-up"-and for the past few 
years people from around the world have 
been doing just that. 

Almost no matter what you want to build, 
somebody somewhere has either already 
electrified one, or has one similar to it. We 
are at the stage where almost anything you 
want to try already has a precedent-the pi
oneer times are behind us, we can confi
dently purchase a shopping list of items and 
know that they will work-if only we give 
them the chance! a: 

BRODAK POWER SYSTEMS AND COMPONENTS 
(For more informa ion go to the Brodak website at www.brodak.com) 

Name Target Motor ESC Timer Li-Po Good Prop Recommended Application 
Glow Size Charger 

EPS-020 .020-.049 1806 Arrowind 12A F -Oe 2S X 450 6x4 Mini or GT-M4 Swordsman 18 
EPS-050 .049-.075 2205 Arrowind 12A F -Oe 2S X 850 6x5.5 Mini or GT-M4 Baby Clown, any 

Reed Valve app 
EPS-10 .10- .15 2210 Arrowind 18A F -Oc 3Sx1300 7x5 GT-M4 or GT-A6 Sport 09-15, 

Pathfinder, 
Akromaster 

EPS 25 .19-.25 2810 Arrowind 35A FM-Oc 4S X 2200 9x4.5 GT-M4 or GT-A6 Ringmaster 
class models 

EPS-SC .25-.35 2815-SC Arrowind 35A FM-Oc 3S X 3300 9x4.5- 10x5 GT-M4 or GT-A6 Special motor 
for the Super 
Clown ARF 

EPS 35 Sport .30-.40 2815-Std Arrowind 40A FM-Oc 4S X 2200 10x5 GT-M4 or GT-A6 Most Classic 
Stunters. 

EPS 35 PRO .30-.40 2815-St ICE 50 FM-2SR 4S X 2200 11x5.5 GT-M4 or GT-A6 same as above 
EPS 40 Sport .40-.45 2820 Arrowind 40A FM-Oc 4S X 2800 11 x5.5 GT-M4 or GT-A6 Proven power 

-up versus a 46 
EPS 40 PRO .40-.45 2820 ICE 50 FM-2SR 4S X 3300 12x4.5 GT-M4 or GT-A6 same as above 
EPS 45 Sport .45- .50 2826 Arrowind 40A FM-Oc 4S X 3300 12x6 GT-M4 or GT-A6 Most popular 

size motor in 
use today. 

EPS 45 PRO .45- .50 2826 ICE 50 FM-2S R 48 X 3300 12x6 GT-M4 or GT-A6 same as above 
EPS 50 Sport .55- .60 2832 Arrowind 40A FM-Oc 4S X 3300 13x4.5 GT-M4 or GT-A6 same as above 
EPS 50 PRO .55- .60 2832 ICE 50 FM-2SR 4S X 3300 13x4.5 GT-M4 or GT-A6 6mm more 

power, to deal 
with the weight 
of your 20-point 
finish 

EPS 60 PRO .60-.65 3526 ICE 50 FM-2SR 6S X 2200 13x5.5-13x6.5 GT-A6 BIG power 
in lighter package 

:O"S 65 Sport .60-.65 3526 Arrowi nd 60A FM-Oc 6S X 2800 13x5.5-14x7 GT-A6 Big scale model 
:::=:: ~:; DRO .65-.75 3526 ICE 50 FM-2SR 6S X 2800 13x4.5- 14x7 GT-A6 Most powerful 

ECL system 
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B
egun in 1975 as a further develop
ment of the twin engine F-5 Tiger 
II light fighter jet, Northrop's F-20 
Tigershark remains as the last pri

vately funded fighter and, arguably, the best 
fighter never produced. The project was ini
tiated under the FX program for a light
weight export oriented fighter to supply US 
allies. Northrop found that switching from 
two engines to a single engine configuration 
resulted in a significant (approximately 
60%) boost in performance, with every con
temporary finishing second in mock combat. 

First flown in 1982, and cancelled in 1986 
after only three aircraft were produced, the 
F-20 was a victim of changing political posi
tions, and the belief of overseas customers 
that only the aircraft flown by the US mili
tary were worth looking at for purchase . 
Fortunately, the wonderful flight character
istics reported by test pilots (including 
Chuck Yeager) have made their way into 
miniaturized form in ElectriFly's version. 

The "kit" 
When the big brown box shows up on your 

doorstep, you will know that Great Planes 
has taken care in packaging this 37-inch 
long AeroCell foam ARF since the inner box 
is securely packaged inside of a heavy-duty 
40 x 12 x 14-inch outer box. In spite of all 
that the package handlers could do to it go
ing from Champaign, IL to Newton, NJ and 
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then to Colorado, every part looked like it 
did when it was placed in the box following 
manufacture ... which made me very happy! 

Included in the outer box for this review 
were a Futaba 6017 receiver (a 2.4 GHz 
spread spectrum type) and an ElectriFly 
2200mAh 4S 25C Li-Po battery. The only 
thing needed to add to what was in the box 
was a little denatured alcohol and some Bob 
Smith (see ad on page 9) medium CyA (my 
preferred brand). 

Since this is a receiver ready version, it is 
in many respects almost a "ready to fly" 
model as opposed to an "almost ready to fly", 
since so much work has been done at the fac
tory. All three servos are installed, with the 
control arms correctly positioned, holes 
drilled and screws tightened; as well as the 
control arms with quick connects attached 
to the control surfaces. The "Y" connector is 
already installed for the aileron servos, as is 
the extension for the elevator servo. The Hy
perflow 54 mm fan unit is pre-installed with 
an Ammo 24-45; 3790 Kv brushless motor 
and an ElectriFly Silver-Series 45-amp 
speed control wired into place with the wires 
set for the correct rotation. 

The "kit" (I still seem to refer to all mod
els as kits) is securely packaged in two lay
ers in the inner box (with very nice "box
art") . The parts are all bagged and taped 
securely to the upper level so that they can
not shift in transit, and the fuselage is se-

curely "stuck" in the middle of the lower lev
el with custom cutouts in 3-inch thick pieces 
of Styrofoam®. These parts "ain't going no
where" I Available in two versions (ARF and 
receiver ready) the packaging will be the 
same, only the parts in the outer box will be 
different. 

Assembling the parts 
Okay, the formalities of what-is-what are 

over, let's put it together! I assembled there
view model in two evenings, which when 
time for photos, photos and more photos is 
removed means that the receiver ready ver
sion can be started after dinner on Friday 
night and ready to go to the field early Sat
urday morning ... with a good night's sleep 
thrown in to boot. 

The first thing I noticed when removing 
parts from their packaging was the more 
"robust" feel of the AeroCell EP-foam and 
the nicely light paint job. The second thing 
I noted was the very nicely done cockpit , 
which is a very nice touch! The manual con
tains an addendum sheet listing all the 
steps that have been done for you and the 
page in the instruction manual that it refers 
to. You will also notice that when you tria l 
fit the four assemblies that need to be glued 
(yup, that's it , only four!) they all fit per
fectly, not requiring any adjustment at all ~ 

The first glue job is a wing (so is the sec
ond). This is a good time to be cautious and 
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AT A GLANCE 

R/C electric sport scale 

Construction: AeroCell foam 

Length: 

Weight: 

Wing loading: 

22.5 inches 

162 sq . in . 

flat bottom 

37 inches 

31 ounces 

24.5 oz./sq . ft. 

Motor: Ammo 24-45 with a 3790 Kv 

Ducted Fan: 

ESC: 

Battery: 

HyperFiow 

45-amp 

2200mAh 25C Li-Po 

Radio: 4-channel, 4 mini servos ) 

Manufacturer: ElectriFiy 
Dist. by: Hobbico 

P.O. Box 9021 
Champaign, IL 61 826 

217-398-3630 
www.electrifly.com 

check the servo screws in the servos, rather 
than after the wings are attached . While do
ing this you will notice the paint along the 
fuselage has been perfectly masked to the 
shape of the wing root, so there is no need to 
guess at the orientation. 

Fitting the carbon fiber spar takes only a 
:·-=.,. minutes; just be sure to measure rea

o h!,· closely for aligning the center of the 
E;:2" =C. :...he center of the fuselage. 

F 

·~c:::: ,. :.:.:.n£ the wings, I prefer not to use 
~"--. =-": ;nake a number of small dim-

The upper shelf secures the few parts of the ai rplane in plastic bags securely taped in place (above), with 
the instruction manual, addendums and instructions on the Hyperllow fan also taped in place. The bottom 
portion of the box contains the fuselage , AIM 9 missiles and a foam display stand , all securely taped or 
inserted into foam blocks (below). 

pies in both surfaces to create small mush
rooms "ith the CyA, so I want it to flow and 
set more slowly (several minutes rather 
than se,·eral seconds) . Even so, the wings 
are at most a 15-20 minute project. Like
wise. the stab is only a few minutes to align 
and glue ... then the interminable wait (of 
five minmes or so ) for the glue to set. 

The final glue job is the fin, which attach
es to the remo,·able fan hatch/top of the 
thrust tube/top of the fuselage. It attaches at 
the front with two strong magnets, and at 
the rea r with a plastic slip-on tail cone, 
which is held in place with a small piece of 
tape on the bottom. Simple, light and func
tional! 

Finally. install the pre-bent pushrods and 
receiver. set the throws, install some hook
and-loop fasteners and place the battery for 
the correct e.g. balance and it is time for bed. 
No, you can actually read this faster than 
you can finish the receiver-ready version of 
the ARF, but combined with reading the 
manual , the timing is close. So, yes, I am im
pressed with the degree of pre-assembly and 
attention to detail in this model! 

Flying 
Finally, the reason for assembling this 

model! The manual describes two ways for 
launching her. The first is demonstrated on 
the ElectriFly website: (www.electrifly.com/ 
ductedfans/gpma1875.html) which is an un
derhanded throw. For the 99 .5% of you who 
live in thicker air below 2000 feet (or so) in 
elevation, it should be an easy way to get her 
airborne. Up here at 7000 feet, an overhand 
toss (supporting the wing to avoid a spiral 
throw) works best. In short, you are better 
with a helper on this airplane, since coordi
nated throttle, aileron and elevator are 
needed from the get-go, until you are very 

comfortable with the sink rate after launch. 
That being said, even on the first flight 
when it was grossly out of trim in roll and 
pitch, as long as I kept flying the airplane all 
was fine, and when trimmed out she just 
grooved! 

The power that the Hyperflow unit puts 
out is surprising. It is almost enough to 
launch vertically, and once on step, I rarely 
flew above half-throttle, using full only for 
monstrous climbs. Beware though! She does 
get very small very quickly, but big loops are 
so effortless that you will want to pretend 
you are in a pattern contest doing the three
loops maneuver! 

How tough is the AeroCell foam you ask. 
Well I hate to admit that I had to find out 
the hard way. The wind was 90 degrees 
across the runway, so I launched into it and 
got things trimmed out while Rod Hart took 
photos of the bouncing bronc. Just as I was 
beginning to get comfortable (and think 
about how much expo was needed in the 
throws) it was time to land. 

Knowing that the pilot barrier fence and 
pilot stations were at least 40 feet in front of 
me, I brought the plane down 20 feet in front 
of me, right into the fence! All six people 
standing next to me said "ouch". I said a few 
other things, but fortunately Rod caught the 
picture. 

Five minutes later after I had quit jump
ing up and down, I borrowed (stole?) some 5-
minute epoxy and medium CyA to put the 
nose and ply plate back on where they had 
separated along a part-line. By the time the 
battery had charged (1500 mA out of a 2200 
mAh battery pack for a 5-minute flight) all 
the glue was well set, and I put her up again. 
I don't advise trying to run her through a 
catch fence , but ElectriFly did well in choos
ing the right material for this job! 
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I I 

F-20 Tigershark 

The wings are nicely molded with a spar slot in the bottom that matches 
perfectly with the one in the fuselage , and pre-installed control horns with quicK 
release attachments.The wings in place (above left) , about 10 minu es rom 
starting, waiting for the piece of foam spar slot filler to be CyA'd into place. The 
only step that required weight as a clamp, was gluing the stab/eleva or 
assembly to the bottom of the fuselage (above right) . Old ankle-weights from a 
garage sale work well here. The top-half of the fu selage (below left) which 
supports the fin and the top of the molded exhaust duct is above. It is secured 

to the rest of the fuselage with two strong magnets in front, two locating flanges 
on each side and a ring in the rear. The Hyperflow fan/motor assembly nestles 
securely in its molded recess and is held with several drops of glue, with all the 
wi res threaded through a molded recess over the fan. Should you elect to use 
a 72 MHz radio system, a tube also goes through here for your antenna to be 
placed exiting at the base of the fin . The elevator pushrod (below right) has 
been reinforced with a tube over the pushrod to decrease flex in this all
important control , and does indeed , provide a secure "feel". 

The only modifications I have done a re to 
place three layers of clear packing tape over 
the servo covers/landing blocks and where 
the nose of the fuselage touches. I did land 
in the grass on the second flight, but given 
the straw we have with our drought , the 
number of prickly-pear cacti that have 
spread, and puncture AeroCell foam easily, 
and the quantity of little rocks rattling 
around inside, I'd rather replace some tape 
and land on the asphalt . 

I am contemplating several cooling holes 

in the nose, since even though the battery 
has r emained barely above the 90-degree 
ambient temperature, the speed control gets 
hot, as in hot enough to melt the glue from 
the hook-and- loop fasteners. I have yet t o 
have a thermal cut-off, and I don't want one! 

Motor and fan combination 
The Hyperflow 54mm fan unit, when com

bined with the Ammo 24-45; 3790 Kv is a 
combination that just works! The published 
data states 29 ounces of thrust which I be-

lieve, given the static thrust on my 31-ounce 
model, is very close to 1:1. At 48,000 rpm, it 
was nice having the balancing and setting 
done at the factory in this receiver ready kit, 
and with an exhaust velocity of 165 mph it 
surely likes to go! The fan/motor/battery 
combination is just about perfect tempera
ture wise, and should give a long lifespan . 

Futaba 6017 FASST receiver 
This receiver is one of a number of r e

ceivers operating in the "7-channel" mode of 

The ElectriFiy Silver Series 45-capable 45-amp speed control (above left) is 
already wired and placed in the front of the fuselage awaiting the final placement 

with hook-and-loop fastener. A close-up view of the cockpit (above right) 
Tremendous detail in a small, light package. 
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Futaba's FASST system. This part of their 
"catalog" operates at 1024 bits/second, 
which is the same resolution as a PCM set
up on FM. The other part of the FASST sys
em is for the 8- and 14-channel receivers , or 

·multi-system" and operates at 2048 bits/ 
~econd. I have been flying FASST for three 
or four years now, and it is very difficult to 
tell which resolution I am flying, since both 
are mar::..edly more precise than the 512 
bits second resolution of conventional FM 
that dro,·e mo~t of my airplanes. 

How doe~ it link to my transmitter is gen
erally he 5rs question. When powered up 
for the ~' · e. the -power on" LED glows 
red (which i doe~ whenever there is not a 
good signal ... P-e orgetting to turn on the 
transmitter . Pre~~imr he small button on 
the side " ith a small-pi ·tic screwdriver or 
pencil for two o :hree seconds causes the 
light to blink. remo,-al o: the pencil then re-

There is not a lot of space inside (at left)! The ESC and receiver are very close to each other, with wi res 
actual ly touching; but this has been a non-issue with the Futaba FASST system so far. Finished (above)! The 
nicely done sticky-back decals really set off the F-20, and the nicely done "office" adds to the effect of a 
"miniature". Likewise, the AIM 9 missiles on the tips are secured with two magnets, wi th the inner aspect of 
each containing a molded-in ai rfoi l for the correct side, and correct orientation. 

suits in a solid green light. The receiver and 
transmitter are now bound, and while it is 
possible to lose "bind", I am unaware of any
one having had that happen. 

The next thing to note is that there are 
two antennae. The silver part at the ends is 
the active portion, and should not be blocked 
with a metallic tape. The two antennae 
should be placed as close to 90 degrees from 
each other as possible (and when I can, I like 
them as far apart as possible, though space 
dictates this ). I generally secure the anten
nae to the sides of the fuselage with regular 
masking tape, since it holds acceptably, but 
releases if it needs to. 

Conc lusions 
ElectriF!y's combination of Hyperflow 

fan, Ammo motor, their 45-amp ESC and a 
2200 mAh battery in this F-20 Tigershark is 
a nicely balanced power system with all the 

parts complementing each other. The re
ceiver ready ver sion provides a balanced 
and assembled fan unit that is smooth at full 
throttle, which is about 48 ,000 rpm, and 
needs to be perfect to avoid ripping itself 
apart. 

The AeroGel! foam is perfect for the task, 
and stood up to some un-intended abuse. As
sembly is straightforward, the parts fit is 
precise and the instruction manuals are con
cise. As Siskle and Ebert used to say: "Two 
thumbs up"! 

The one and only downside was the lack of 
an instruction sheet for the Silver Series 
ESC. If you have never used an ElectriF!y 
speed control, the safety feature makes you 
scratch your head as to why th e throttle 
doesn't want to work. Fortunately, the man
ual can be found on the web at: www.electri 
fly.com/escs/silverseries.html, then open the 
PDF file. All-in-all, this plane is a winner. CE 

--., :: ; n Northrop demonstrator scheme shows up really well at any angle, allowing the pilot to keep 
=-~---= :- =.-a t mes (above). The HyperFiow and Ammo motor combination worked well throughout testing. 
=: :-- =.· - :::·;;=.:above sea level , both the motor and Li -Po never reached a dangerous temperature. 
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ProjecD~f) Jl)JY 
by dave lockhart 

You can reach Dave Lockhart c/o FLYING MODELS, 108 Phil Hardin Road, Newton, New Jersey 07860 or via e-mail at davel322 @comcast.net 

A common method of reinforcing the motor mount structure is the use of large 
foam gussets (above), as seen on the $Ultimate flown by Donatas Pauzuolis at 
the 2010 ETOC. Adjustable motor mount being installed (at right). 

I
nstalling the A10-9L motor can be as 
simple as bolting the included "X
mount" to the back of the motor, and 
then gluing the X-mount to the nose of 

the plane. Strips of Blenderm tape can be 
added to strengthen the mounting; placing 
the strips on the front face of the X legs, and 
then folding them back onto the fuse sides 
and horizontal crutch. For F3P flying, the 
tape alone is often enough to secure the 
motor. 

While adjustments to motor thrust are 
rarely needed on foamies , gluing the X
mount eliminates the ability to make ad
justments. With new planes, completing the 
first couple flights with tape only is an op
tion to ensure thrust angles are correct, pri
or to gluing the X-mount. 

Over time, the nose offoamies tends to de
velop cracks and "soften" up from motor vi
brations, hard landings, catching at the end 
of flights, and general handling. Large gus
sets of 3mm foam are often added to in
crease the rigidity and durability of the 
nose. My preference is to use 1 x 2-inch wide 
strips of fiberglass cloth in each corner ofthe 
nose, which greatly stiffens the nose, and 
provides a more durable surface for tape. 

For George, I chose to dispense with the 
stock X-mount, and made a similar mount 
from YlG-inch fiberglass sheet (0.060-inch, or 
1.5mm) with slightly wider legs. The wider 
legs were needed to accommodate 2-56 bolts 
used to screw the X-mount to "threaded in
serts" fitted to the fuselage. The four thread
ed inserts were made from Sullivan inner 
Ny-Rod. Each 1.5 inch long piece was thor
oughly tapped for 2-56, and then bolted to 
the X-mount with %-inch nylon 2-56 bolts 
(thoroughly cleaned up with 2-56 die). The 
X-mount assembly was then slid into place 
into the pre-cut slots in the fuselage/crutch, 
with a uniform Yl.G-inch gap between the X
mount and front of the fuselage/crutch, and 
glued into place. I then added 2 x 2-inch 
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squares of fiberglass cloth to each corner, se
curely locking the threaded inserts into 
place. The end result is a very strong motor 
mount that is easily adjustable (with shims 
between the X-mount and threaded inserts). 
Additionally, the 2-56 nylon bolts (1 gram 
lighter than steel bolts) will occasionally 
break in a crash. preventing more severe 
damage to the mount and nose ofthe plane. 

In the home stretch now, the last major 
item to complete on George is mounting the 
Li-Po battery. With the Li-Po sitting on the 
leading edge of the ''ing. George should bal
ance at 90-95 mm aft of the leading edge. The 
most common method of Li-Po mounting is 
adhesive backed hook and loop fastener on 
the fuselage, and the mating side of hook and 
loop on the Li-Pos. Once I have the final lo
cation ofthe Li-Po established, I reinforce the 
area with a piece of fiberglass cloth, which re
duces the likelihood of the hook and loop fas
tener pulling away from the foam fuselage. 
High quality hook and loop fastener is suffi
cient to keep the Li-Po attached in the most 
violent of maneuvers: this is not a place to 
minimize weight or use old pieces of hook and 
loop fastener. 1 x 1.5-inch hook and loop 
pieces for both the fuselage and Li-Po will 
add approximately 0.5 grams. For George , 
the Li-Po is installed on the left side of the 
fuselage (to balance the ESC and Rx which 
are on the right side) above the horizontal 
crutch (for proper vertical e.g. balance). 

Current day, the vast majority of indoor 
foamies for 3D and F3P flying are using 2S 
Li-Pos. ThunderPower Li-Pos have long 
been the benchmark for high performance 
application. For 3D use, the latest genera
tion G6 ProPower 2S 325 mAh battery is 
rated for 65C (21-amp) continuous dis
charge. Weight is approximately 23 grams. 
Typical 3D setups are running at 8-12 amps 
peak, and the 325 mAh pack will provide 
very solid power for three minutes of ag
gressive flying (freestyle/aeromusical rou-

tines are two minutes in length). 
For F3P use, the G6 ProLite 2S 250 mAh 

is rated for 25C (6.3-amp) continuous dis
charge. Weight is approximately 17 grams. 
Typical F3P setups are running between 6 
and 8 amps, with competition flights lasting 
approximately two minutes, using 100-150 
mAh. The lower current consumption for the 
typical F3P flight allows smaller 180 mAh 
Li-Pos to be used on the lighter planes (<4.5 
ounces, or 125 grams) and more efficient se
tups (Neutrino). 2S 180 mAh Li-Pos are cur
rently available from Hyperion, Dynamite, 
and E-flite and weigh 12-14 grams depend
ing on plug configurations. 

As with all other components, even Li-Pos 
are not exempt from being put on a diet. Re
moval of the heat shrink and stickers will 
generally save 1 gram, and removal of the 
balance connectors will save 1 more gram. 
Of course such modifications void any war
ranties . Removing the balance connector 
can substantially reduce the number of cy
cles prior to loss of performance, but this can 
be mitigated by limiting flight times such 
that no more than 70% of capacity is used. 

The final detail outstanding is the radio 
setup. The vast majority of indoor 3D/ Aero
musical flying is done on high rates with ex
ponential. No differential is used on any sur
face, and minimum control throws for each 
surface are 45 degrees in each direction. 60 
degrees of throw is not uncommon on the el
evator and ailerons. The settings I use for 
George are listed in the accompanying box. 

The small bias in exponential throw on 
the elevator is really only needed if the e.g. 
is run at 90mm from the wing leading edge. 
which is the small bit noseheavy, requiring 
a small amount of down elevator for invert
ed flight. At 95mm, George will be absolute
ly neutral (but still very stable) in pitch. 
with no down elevator needed for inverted 
flight. The small bias in rudder throw/expo
nential accounts for torque effects of the roo-
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Fiberglass cloth is used to reinforce nose and lock in threaded inserts for the motor mount (above left). 
Once glued in place, it virtually disappears (above center). The simplest method for mounting the Li-Po is 
adhesive backed hook and loop fastener (at right, top). Reinforcing the foam underneath the hook and loop 
fastener with fiberglass cloth increases the strength of the adhesion to the foam. ThunderPower 2S 325 65C 
ProPower mounted with just enough wire length to connect to the ESC (at right). Removing the Li-Po wi th a 
twisting motion greatly reduces the chance of pulling the hook and loop fastener off the foam. 

tor . George is fully capable of all traditional 
maneuvers, and most 3D maneuvers, on low 
rates . High rates make some 3D maneuvers 
easier, enable more extreme 3D maneuvers, 
and are beneficial when flying in smaller 
spaces. 

With the selected components detailed in 
Project Foamy, George , RTF, weighed in at 
5.2 ounces (147 grams) with stock Li-Po . As 
a frame of reference, for the 2010 ETOC, I 
built an SUltimate for my good friend Do
natas Pauzuolis to use as a backup 3D/Aero
musical plane. That 2010 ETOC SUltimate 
employed similar reinforcements, but 
lacked most of the weight saving measures, 
and weighed in at 5.8 ounces (165 grams). 

The bulk of the information presented in 
Project Foamy is from my personal experi
ence building high performance foamies 
since 2003, and flying in F3P competitions 

since 2007. Substantial information is by way 
of my interaction with top US foamy design
ers/builder pilots at large indoor fly-ins (JR 
Indoor, KIEF. ETOC); Devin McGrath, RJ 
Gritter, Andrew J esky, and Jamie Hicks to 
name a few. And certainly my knowledge 
base has benefitted greatly from my good 
friend, Donatas Pauzuolis (from Lithuania), 
who is recognized as a top foamy designer/ 
builder/pilot in both Europe and internation
ally. 

The world of foamies is constantly chang
ing, even as this Project Foamy series was 
written. As Project Foamy concludes, a few 
significant news bits in the world offoamies: 

1) A bit of good news is that F3P event has 
been ele,·ated from provisional status to full 
status. and the fi r st F3P World Champi
onship ''ill likely be held in 2015. 

2) The most prolific US supplier of 

Suppliers of Foamy Kits and Components 

US, 2mm micro, 3mm indoor, and 6mm outdoor loa"l es 
DW Foamies, http://www. dwfoamies.com 

Czech, C/ik! F3P, Jazz 30 
RC Factory, http://www.rc-factory.eu 

US, Excel for F3P, Yakhoifor 30 
SB Models, http://sbmodelsonline.com 

Czech, Mercury F3P, Viking 30 
Top Model , http://www.topmodelcz.cz 

Magnet Wire 

;_ · ., 

' 

foamies, Fancy Foam, was purchased by E
Foamies , and the two companies have 
merged, continuing the offerings of both 
companies (http://www.fancyfoam.com). 

3) Donuts Models appears to be scaling 
back its offerings, including the absence of 
the S Ultimate . However, at or near the pub
lication date of this FM, a new foamy com
pany should be online; Donatas Designs, 
wh ich will offer several original Donatas 
Pauzuolis designs as well as designs from 
other noted foamy pilots . 

4) Of course a number of other sources for 
high performance foamy kits exist. See the 
list of supplier s for these kits and other com
ponent materials. 

Stayed tuned to FM for more foamy news, 
and feel free to submit any foamy related 
tidbits/endeavors for inclusion in future FM 
columns. 

www.gobrushless.com 

Foamy specific control horn, servo arms, assorted linkage bits 
www.radicalrc.com/shop 

-' Stock ThunderPower 25250 Prol ite weighs 17 grams. Removing heat shrink, 

YGE electronic speed controls 
www.f3aunlimited.com 

Hacker motors/electronic speed controls , ThunderPower Li-Pos 
www.aero-model.com 

AXI motors 
www.hobby-lobby.com 

Spektrum Rx, JR servos, E-flite Park motors, ThunderPower Li-Pos 
www.horizonhobby.com 

':astle Electronic speed controls 
·;ww. castlecreations.com 

_ ~otors 

t.~. ,, -e~motors.com 

:it 

labels, and balance connector reduces weight to 15 grams. Stock 
ThunderPower 2S250 Prolite weighs 17 grams. Removing heat shrink, labels, 
and balance connector reduces weight to 15 grams. 

George Control Throws 

Control High Rate Throw Exponential 

Aileron 45° up/down +40% 
Elevator 45° up/down +40% up, +35% down 
Rudder 45o up/down +30% right , +25% left 

Control Low (dual) Rate Throw Exponential 

Aileron 60% +30% 
Elevator 60% +30% up, +27% down 
Rudder 75% left, 70% right +30% right, +27% left 
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All FM plans are shipped full size as a black line, 
high quality, exact copy of the original. Be sure to 
ask about a back issue or copy of the original con
struction article of the plan you order. 

NEW THIS MONTH 

CD427 OPTION 55. Build it for a glow or bui ld it for elec
tric. Either way, the Option 55 will perform beautifully. 
Spanning 55 inches this model was designed to fly pre
cise sport aerobatics. Model is built of traditional balsa 
and ply construction , and uses a .55 2-stroke or Power 
46 brushless motor. Weighs 5 pounds, 1 ounce ready to 
fly . Plans on two sheets. Jim Hiller FM 11-2011 $28.00 

CD428 SKY STREAK. Inspired by a forward swept fly· 
ing wing model 50 years ago, Larry Renger finally de· 
signed his own version. The result was the model you 
see here, designed for the '·'>A class CIL. Larry set up this 
forward swept, flying wing model to fly on either a .049 
or .061 and 42·48 foot lines. Plans on two sheets. Larry 
Renger FM 11-2011 S14.00 

lkrilfi!JJ@ ~ 
{J!blj)(g!}/J 

Share your How-to 
ideas with FM's 

modeling 
community. 

For more information, contact FM's Editor 
Frank Fanelli at PO Box 700, Newton, New 
J ersey 07860; phone: 973-383-3355; email 
frankf@flying-models.com. 
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n Plan 

CD426 AIRCO DH-5. I you're a fan of WW I bipes and 
of easy to build prof e planes, this model of the WW I 
scout plane wms on bot counts. Spanning 23 inches this 
electric RIC model s bUI of 2.5 Depron foam and uses 
any 35-watt motor ar " "'turn a 7- 3 GWS prop. Weighs 
4.8 ounces ready to fly. Plans on one sheet. John Rutter 
FM 10-2011 SlO.OO 

Zaic Z-15. In a tribute to legendary Frank Zaic, Jim 
Lueken has des1gned this simple 15-inch stick and tissue 
freeflight with a grac1ous nod to Zaic's designs. FM 10-
2011Availble as a back issue Howard Dwyer. FM 09-
2011 

September 

CD425 Fireball . Pete Fusco brings the Jim Walker CIL 
classic into the 21st century by building it as an RIC sport 
plane. This .60 two-stroke, or .91 four-stroke powered 
plane 77 -inch span model of the timeless classic will cer
tainly get attention at the field. Construction is traditional 
balsa and ply. Plan on one sheet. Pete Fusco. FM 09-
2011 $11.00 

f. I 

~· I ' '/ 

(/' 
flioo ~ /jJkfil 

Boomerang. The boomerang is one of oldest man-made 
flying objects in history, dating back to ancient civiliza
tions. Howard Dwyer has drawn a plan for two versions 
of simple boomerangs that are easily built and fun to fly . 
Availble as a back issue Howard Dwyer. FM 09-2011 

Attention! 
The plan for the vapor Endure 0 2 0419) from the June 2011 issue was priced 

incorrectly. The correct price for this plan is $5.00. We apologize for the error. 
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Lynn Good, our FM Plans specialist, gives the thumbs up to some of the best F LYING MoDELS plans 

THE BIGGER THE BETTER 

BIG JOB (CD311) April2007 

Addie and Tony Naccaratto certainly knew a good thing 
when they designed this storied, 54-inch C/L Stunter. Puts 
in great performance on a .46 2-stroke. $11.00 

BIG CHIPS II (CF728) July 1986 

When Turnaround Pattern came to the fore , Larry Phillips 
decided to build his plane for 838-square inches. Wi h its YS 
.60 2-stroke he had more than enough. S15.00 

BIG X (CF554) November 1980 

Here's a big , scale ship for rubber power. Doc Mathews designed 
his 29-inch span, inspired by a Steve Wittman design. $9.00 

BIG QUICKIE (CF667) May 1984 

Got a yen for some control line racing? Then you might want 
to look at John Ross's "Big Goodyear" profile racer. Strap a 

.36 into it and burn up the circles big time. $10.00 

BIG ONE (CF613) November 1982 

Command a load of attention when you bring th is big 84-
inch span to the R/C field. George Buso designed it for that 

very purpose, to fly the Pattern with presence. $28.00 

BIG BUZZY (CF172) August 2002 

Floyd Richards joined the indoor R/C movement early on with his 
big , 60-inch plane, originally powered by a Speed 280. $20.00 

All these "big" planes yield a bigger and better quotient of great flying! 

tens FOR ORDERING INFORMATION SEE PAGE 73 --------------------
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I
n 1988, my best friend and flying bud
dy, Craig, and I would study the pages 
of this very magazine with hopes of 
learning more secrets to the constant 

endeavor of the OOS flight of our latest bal
sa and tissue models . We read with interest 
Earl VanGorder's column "Flyin' Things for 
Fledglings", and were amazed at the many 
freeflight models created by guys like Don 
Srull, Mike Midkiff and Dave Rees, just to 
name a few. No better highlight for us was 
the FAC Nationals. 

True, in 1988, the FAC Nats was only six 
years old, but to Craig and I, Geneseo took on 
a reverence, much like Fenway to the Red 
Sox fan, or Daytona to the racing fan. How 
we begged and pleaded to have our parents 
drive us to this enchanted field of dreams! 

Fast forward to 2011 and my time here at 
FLYING MODELS and a conversation with Ed
itor, Frank Fanelli. I believe the conversation 
went something to the effect of, ''You know, 
the FAC Non Nats is taking place this July 
in Geneseo, New York. Would you like to go 
and cover the event?" I'm not sure ifl ever let 
Frank finish his question or not, but as soon 
as he said Geneseo, I was ready to go. 

My trusty Jeep and I arrived at HAG 
Field in Geneseo on Wednesday afternoon. 
To say the winds were blustery would be an 
understatement; the flags and a few Mylar 
streamers that had been set out were vir
tually horizontal. I made my way up to the 
hangar and met up with FLYING MODELS 
Columnist Stew Meyers and Dave Mitchell 
who both helped me to complete my regis
tration. I brought along a few airplanes to 
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fly and even originally entered two of them 
in Modern Civil ; however I had too much 
fun trying to cover a ll the action that would 
take place the following two days. 

The hangar was fi lled with both model 
aircraft as well as fu ll scale as HAG Field is 
an operational air museum. One by one, an
other masterpiece was placed on a table. 
The overwhelming sight of so many stick 
and tissue aircraft in one area was only sur
passed by the variety of models. Another 
great surprise was to see some young people , 
a few the same age I was when I first read 
of Geneseo, attending with models in hand. 

Judging started around 2:00 and contin
ued throughout the afternoon . The judges 
had their work cut out for them as they stud
ied each model and compared it to docu
mentation and three views . Other models 
such as those of the Embryo. Jimmy Allen, 
Old Time Stick and Cabin and a new class, 
Vz Wakefield were all inspected for class 
compliance. The ,,·inds outside the hangar 
had me concerned however. If they contin
ued at this rate, things could get interesting 
real quick. Judging commenced at a steady 
rate, I was amazed at the proficiency and or
ganization of the judges and volunteers. 

As I loaded up the J eep to head back to my 
hotel room, we all noticed a crew working on 
a full scale C-4 7 S ky train . That's a DC-3 to 
you civil guys. We were all treated to a won
derful sight when the crew started up the 
twin Wright R-1800 Cyclones . Later, this 
aircraft would depart and serve as an ap
propriate backdrop for a day's worth of 
events. 

Thursday morning I arrived at HAG Field 
at 7:00a.m. The grass was heavy with the 
morning's condensation and already a few 
models were in the air undergoing flight 
trimming, while other aircraft were being 
readied in the pits. We were blessed with a 
clear blue sky and light winds out of the 
west. The DC Maxecuters were the host club 
for this year's event and the volunteers from 
the club did a great job in organization and 
planning. In an effort to provide results 
faster than in years past, computers and 
electronic tablets were used this year. 

Dave Mitchell got the day started with a 
morning pilots' meeting and ran down the 
schedule of events. With just a light wind 
and clear blue skies , no one waited too long 
before gett ing their creations in the air. One 
of t he larger models was Chris Starleafs 
majestic B-24 Liberator. When Chris walked 
to the center of the field with the Liberator, 
most stopped and watched. Chris had one 
scary flight that ended with a hard landing, 
but thanks to his design skills and building. 
the model was easily repaired and was fly
ing again. 

Before long the PA system rang with the 
news that the first mass launch was about 
to begin. The early warbirds of the Great 
War were to make their way to stage center. 
Eighteen World War One crates took to the 
early morning sky and put on an impressive 
aerial display. In th e end, Chris Starleaf 
with his Pomilio PE would place third, Wal
ly Farell with his Martincyde would place 
second, and Tom Nallen II would place fi rst 
with his Dorand ARl. His very first flight 
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garnered an astounding 200 seconds. 
Soon thereafter the next mass launch, the 

WWII, took place. In all, 31 aircraft took 
part, the largest participation of all the oth
er mass launches. While the skies were filled 
with Mustangs, Spitfires and Me-109s, it 
was the lesser known war birds that brought 
the duration. Andrew Ricci placed third with 
his Fairey Barracuda, Paul Stott placed sec
ond with the little known Fiat G55 and 
Richard Zapf clinched first with his Luft
waffe Heinkel 112. 

Throughout the day, models of every size 
and shape took to the a ir. Mike Escalante 
put some flights on his Embryo class Born 

FM columnist Stew Meyers and Dave Mitchell (at left) check in pilots and 
models on Wednesday in the HAG hangar. Soon the Jumbo Scale table would 
be overflowing with large-scale rubber jobs. Here the hangar is filled with aircraft, 
both model and full scale (above). 

Loser bipe. \Yith its two-tone purple and 
pink scheme. the plane was hard to miss, de
spite its size. :'dike built the AI Blackstrom
designed Embryo from FLYING MODELS plans 
featured in the October 2000 issue . You can 
also download these plans as well as others 
free a t W\\-w .fl)ing-models .com/centerfold/. 

Mike painted the little model with floral 
acrylics in bright colors for his daughter 
Erika. but Erika. age six, did not show up 
to the e\·ent empty handed . With Mike's 
guidance. Erika built her own Embryo class 
model based on her father's design. Not only 
did Erika's plane fly, but also it finally flew 
out of si ht~ '\\n ile we were a ll impressed 

with Erika's performance and subsequen t 
offering to the god of Hung, she did not 
share our enthusiasm as she saw it as a 
model lost . However as time went on, she 
grew excited realizing that she would build 
another one. 

Erika was probably the youngest modeler 
at the Geneseo, but fortunately she was not 
the only one. Pete Azure brought along two 
young aspiring modelers, his grandsons, 15-
year-old Connor and 13-year-old Raven 
Azure. Remember that name Azure folks, 
you'll see it more often I'm sure. Both young 
men came to the event with models they 
built and covered. Thanks to gr andfather 

Frank Rowsome pauses in the judging wh ile Mathew Kinl 's Jumbo Scale Cu rtis 
Sparrowhawk awaits its turn for static judging (above left). FAC Scale is a feast 
for the eyes and features models of scale aircraft one does not see very often, 
as witnessed here (above right). Everything from the French Caudron S1moun 
of Lou Martin , to the Boeing 306B flying wing of Dallas Cornelius is seen here. 

Judging the models started on Wednesday at 2:00 and progressed well into the 
late afternoon. Don Srull and Frank Rowsome (below left) look over John 
Regalbutto's Douglas XTB2D-2 Sky Pirate. The crew of the C-47 (below right) 
power up the twin radial engines in this "Gooney Bird" of WWII era. Seeing these 
old aircraft in flying condition warms the heart of any modeler. 
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2011 FAC Non Nats 

Thursday and Friday were busy and the flight line was lined with awnings with 
pilots reading their aircraft (above left). The F6F Hellcat in the background is 
full -scale and now serves the field as a weathervane! The impressive B-24 
Liberator of Chris Starleaf banks over the field under a cloudless sky (above 
right) . Moments such as this are what the freeflight modeler lives for. Watch 

your six! The early era warbirds take to the calm New York sky in search of the 
perfect timed flight (below left). This year wou ld see many WWI "crates" get 
plenty of hang time in the calm July air. Tom Nallen ll 's Dorand AR.1 (below 
right) puts on a majestic flight during the WWI Mass Launch. The model would 
end up first in the WWI Mass Launch event. 

Pete's guidance, they a lso flew well. Connor 
built an Easy Built Models Dart and ex
pertly covered it in black and red tissue, 
while Raven, his younger brother, built a 
Baby Hornet. 

Both models benefited from the years of 
experience handed down from Grandfather 
Pete and the performance in finish and 
flights were beautiful. The afternoon gave 
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witness to many modelers putting in their 
official time. The sound of "Can some one 
time this?" could be heard over the sounds 
of winders and lighthearted conversation 
and laughter. FAC modelers are a relaxed 
bunch of guys, re\·eling in the pursuit of 
their fellow modelers· achievements. It is 
not uncommon to hear "Atta boy!" or "Nice 
flight , great job!" from these modelers. Un-

like other competitive events, everyone here 
is approachable and there are no secrets, the 
pursuit of that perfect flight is everyone's 
goal. 

Fellow competitors visiting in each oth
er's pits are also common and sometimes 
lead to modeling fun. This was no better il
lustrated than with the pairing of Don Srull 
and Tom Nallen II bringing Westland Ptero-

The times, they are a changing! Dave Mitchell (at left) calculates and tabu lates results with the benefit of an 
electronic tablet. A pair of Pterodactyls (above) is wi tnessed here, built by Tom Nallen II on the left and Don 
Srull on the right. Tom's model is based on the Mk. V and is rubber powered , while Den's is the later Mk. VII 
variant and is electric. Both models would place first in their respective classes. 
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Mike Escalante prepares the Born Loser by packing in the winds (above). The 
pink biplane was easy to see in the crystal skies. Mike releases the Embryo 
Born Loser, built from FLYING MoDELS plans, into a clear blue sky (at right) . The 
model is covered with Japanese tissue and painted with floral acrylics. 

dactyl models to the event. Rare aircraft to 
say the least, and having one at a meet is 
unusual, but two? Tom's Pterodactyl is the 
Mk. 5 and is rubber powered , entered into 
Jumbo Scale, while Don's is the later Mk. 7 
variant and was entered in Power class. 
Both models were masterfully built and fin
ished but were certainly not static models. 
Both went on to win first place in their re
spective classes! My day had been spent 
"'ith camera in hand and either walking or 
biking to each mass launch or witness an
other flight. Before I knew it, Thursday was 
done. 

F riday morning was different in name 
only as the conditions were much like 
Thursday. The winds did pick up briefly in 
the afternoon . but had subsided around 
3:00 . 'IYith fighte r planes from WWI and 
WWli out o the way the day before, it was 
time to see how racers would do in the mass 
launches. '1'1-i h 26 entries, the Greve was 
the most popular of the racing aircraft class, 
and the most popular model was the Cham
bermaid. It was a Chambermaid of Jerry 
Crawmer that would clinch first place, fol
lowed by Wally Farrell and h is Mr. Smooth-

ie in second and Jim Detar bringing in third 
with his Miss Los Angeles. 

Watching so many of these airplanes in the 
air at once can be dizzying, but fortunately 
the modeler 's spotter/timer helps keep eyes 
on the appropriate airplane. The Thompson 
Mass Launch had a total of 14 entries this 
year and had some great flights . Rich Weber 
gained first with his Simplex Racer, followed 
by Jim Detar and his Altair in second and 
Wally Farrell in third with his Mr. Mulligan . 

FAC volunteer s kept the events moving 
along at a s teady and organized pace and 
soon had the Goodyear Mass Launch ready 
to go. There were ten entries in this year's 
Goodyear mass launch but the competition 
was fierce. In the end, it would be Richard 
Zapf bringing home gold with his Hutchen
son WLH-1 followed by Richard Gorman in 
second flying a Sonerai and Dallas Cor
nelius in third with a Long LAl. 

With m ass la unch events done, I spent 
some time enjoying some of the old time and 
endurance models and speaking with the 
modelers. While talking to Dave Pishney, I 
learned of a new FAC event that both he and 
Gordon Roberts have been working on. The 

o .J '1 9 six-year-old Erika Escalante launches her Embryo model (above left) , which her father designed. 
::.- - .;· - ght have a future in freeflight as the model went out of sight! Proving that there are still some 

C:- ; ;.-; :~t the re , 13-year-old Raven Azure (above center) starts packing the winds into his newly 
- -"' :-: :=-=.= '-!o rne t. 15-year-old Connor Azure (at right) showed up with his Easy Built Models Dart. 
-r-- s s· s - :- ldmg and covering are evide nt here and the model went on to fly quite well. 

FL ..; --=-..:: 

event is the Half Wakefield and is literally 
what it sounds like. Models that are half size 
reductions of popular Wakefield models are 
used in the event. No changes to the plans 
can be made; however, eliminating every 
other rib in the wings is acceptable. You can 
read the complete rules on this new and ex
cit ing even t at h ttp ://www.flyingacesclub. 
com/halfwakefield. pdf. 

This year was t he fi rst time this event 
was h eld to my knowledge and should be
come popular quickly as flying fi elds ar e 
getting smaller. Dave expla ined the new 
event to me while he prepa red and subse
quently flew his 1951 designed Keith Horry 
ship. In all , this new event had seven con
t estants and proved popula r. Don Srull 
placed first with his Swedish Wake, Dave 
Pishney came in second with the a fo remen
tioned Keith Horry and Rich Weber came in 
third with a Half a Wake . 

Perhaps you might want to try this new 
event? David Niedzielski of Easy Built Mod
els was on hand and introduced his new 
Half a Wake, which is a laser-cut kit that fea
tures lightweight balsa, Easy Built Lite tis
sue, TissueCal and yes, it is eligible for this 
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A beautiful flight of a beautiful aircraft. Lou Martin 's Caudron Simoun (above 
left) , slips by the camera on just one of many perfect flights. Miss Canada 
(above right) sure looks pretty in her white and red dress and that clear blue 
sky adds the perfect backdrop to another perfect flight. Pete Azure built and flew 
this Miss Canada Cabin model. And they're off! The Goodyear Mass Launch 

event (below left) had ten entries. After the dust settled, Richard Zapf would win 
the gold with his Hutchenson WLH-1. Dave Pishney launches his magnificent 
Light Weight (below right) . The model, designed by Mike Furthon in 1942, 
continues to be a competitive endurance model. Scenes like this were a 
common occurrence as the weather this year was near perfect. 

new event! M ter seeing Dave's sample built 
up at his table, I declared to myself that r e
sistance was futile and promptly purchased 
one. Dave has these kits in stock if you want 
an easy way to try out this new event, so get 
building! 

Dave also brought enough kits and sup-

plies t o keep eYeryone happy. Once in a 
while he would sneak out, however, and get 
a flight in such as the one he got with his 
Aeronca Champ . On the way back to my 
pit , I bumped into Tom Arnold and his 
beautiful Fairey Firefly . Readers of FLYING 
MODELS know that Tom Arnold is no 

stranger to designing and the very model 
he was about to launch was the subject of a 
construction article featured in the July 
2010 issue (plan #CD399). This version is 
the training variant and has the twin bub
ble canopies. 

M ter release the model climbed up at a 

New this year was an unoffical event that's slated to be a new official event at 
the 2012 Nats. Dave Pishney is the main force behind this event, the V2 
Wakefield category. Here, David (above left) launches his 1951-designed Keith 
Horry ship. The half sized Wakefield went on to finish second in this new event. 
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Gordon Roberts and Dave have worked on rules for the Y2 Wakefield event o 
the Flying Aces. Easy Bui lt Models has introduced a model that is eligible for this 
new event, the Half aWake (above right). The kit includes contest weight, laser
cut balsa and is the perfect introduction into this new event. 
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Dave Niedzielski of Easy Built Models was on hand with his booth filled with 
kits, props and other freeflight essentials. Here Dave takes a break {above left) 
and launches an Easy Built Model Aeronca Champ. The model is laser-cut and 
makes for a great first scale model. In the moment just before release , Tom 
Arnold readies his Fairey Firefly Mk. 1 for flight (above ri ght). The model is 
based on Tom's own plans and was featured in the July 201 0 issue of FM. 
Plans for this model (CD399) are available through the FLYING MODELS Plans 

Service. Caught at the moment after release , Charlie Santer launches his P-51 B 
in preperation for the WWII Mass Launch (below left).The scratchbuilt model 
consistantly put in great flights all three days of the event. Even the big boys 
have a bad day {below right). This Beech Bonanza had stalled and crash 
landed on the active runway the weekend before. Fortunately the pilot and 
occupants were not seriously hurt in the incident; unfortunately the vintage 
Beechcraft Bonanza looks like a total write off. 

-s Co nelius shows off his new Jumbo Scale 
~=-= a• ==~anza. Fortunately, this Bonanza 
'a:-: :.;;-;;- - ;;.- - ~e fu ll scale that could be seen at 

:: ;--.: :- -.;; a: : ·unway. 

FL '::; 

steady clock\\ise pattern. I'm sure both of us 
stood there. heads up, eyes locked on the 
model, perhaps mouths open ever so slight
ly, as the model took on a translucent look 
as the sun passed through its tissue covered 
frame . "I love this stuff' said Tom. I couldn't 
agree more. 

I also caught up with Charlie Santer as he 
was just about to launch his P-51B. I was 
able to catch the model with a photo just as 
it left his hand in wh at has to be the favorite 
photo of any freeflight modeler. Throughout 
the weekend, Charlie put in flights with this 
model and it a lways looked good. Hard to 
beat a M ustang. Almost at cue, a full size 
Mustang did a high speed pass over the ac
tive runway, its Rolls Royce Merlin engine 
reverberating nicely off the hills of Geneseo. 
As stated earlier, HAG Field is an active full 
scale airport, so the occasional Piper Cub, 
Decathlon , Aeronca and even B-17 and C-4 7 
landing and taking off were all par for the 
course. 

Unfortunately, one full-size Beech Bonan
za was not so lucky. Turns out the previous 
weekend the aircraft was involved in a minor 
incident, which was caused by a stall on land
ing. At the time the officials were still look
ing into the case. Fortunately the pilot and 
the occupants were not seriously injured but 
the vintage Beech probably will not fly again. 

Dallas Cornelius had a bit more luck with 
his Jumbo Beech Bonanza , and like any
thing Dallas builds, it was a beauty. This 
was its first time out so he mainly spent 
time performing trim flights with it. 

All too soon, the day was coming to an end 
and the PA system announced that all offi
cial times had been turned in, calculated 
and awards were ready to be given out. Ross 
Mayo and the always entertaining Vance 
Gilbert announced and handed awards to 
the winning contestants. At the very end, 
Ross Mayo declared Richard Zapf as this 
year's Grand Champion of the 2011 FAC 
Non-Nats. With plenty of dayligh t and good 
weather left, many felt compelled to contin
ue flying, and who could blame them? In all, 
100 modelers signed up with a total of 96 
competing, had a great weekend of flying, 
fun and fellowship. 

It was 23 years ago when Craig and I 
read about that enchanted field tucked 
into the hills of Geneseo, New York. As my 
Jeep left a small dust cloud behind it leav
ing HAG Field , my head was filled with 
everything I had experienced the previous 
three days . Finely crafted models, out-of
sight flights, names of the pas t, future 
modelers, friendly people. While this was 
my first time at Geneseo, it won't be the 
last. a:: 
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Fan facts by greg moore 

You can reach Greg Moore v1a e-ma1l at jetflyr@comcast.net 

H
ello again! What a long, strange 
trip this month has been. It began 
with small electrics, evolved into 
flying .60 sized props because of 

our ferocious 90-degree crosswinds, mor
phed into e-mail conversations concerni ng 
120mm fan-sized scratchbuilt edfs, evolved 
into watching 42-pound world class air
planes (and wishing I was flying some of 
them) then transform ed into doing th e 
maiden flight on our club's newest turbine 
wavered pilot's DVSR (fun !) and finish ed 
with the only jet event less than 600 miles 
from home. I'm tired again just from writing 
this! 

PHOTOGRAPHY: GREG MOORE 

In my mind, the neat thing about our hob
by, and our little sub-set of jets (regardless 
of power source) is the passion, cama
raderie , a ttention to detail and fun tha t 
most seem to have . I am developing a fasci
nation with the Phase-3 Squall , and the F-
16 that one of my fellow PPRC members 
brings out to fly, change the battery and fly , 
change the battery and fly (you get the idea) 
regardless of the wind or t empera ture ... 
and all as "box-stock" with really nice per
formance! Don't get him started on the ca
pabilities of some of these smaller arfs un
less you have an hour or so! 

Brian O'Meara 's 105·inch span, Grummania Me· 262-C streaks over the trees headed for a strafing run at 
Jets Over Colorado. The single engine in the fuselage, exhausting th rough the ta il , provides simplicity to a 
very complex aircraft. Brian fl ies it a lot and doesn't baby it! 

Now go up in weight 30-or-so pounds to 
Brian O'Meara's Skymaster F-4, and ask 
him about the kick-in-the-pants fun it is, 
and you quickly forget that we are adults, 
not kids on the playground ... fun stuffl 

Elsewhere in this issue is my review of the 
ElectriFly F-20, but I need to put in a few 
more words about how much fun it is. An 
evening's work is all th at is required to get 
it in the air , good tough AeroCell foam takes 
abuse well (and I have cer t ainly given it the 
test !) and it looks and sits "just right" in the 
air . Even though you can 't taxi out , commit 
aviation and taxi back to the pits, it is an 

airplane that is well worth your time to look 
into (and yes, my Phase-3 flying com padre is 
doing just that). 

I mentioned that I attended J ets over Col
orado, which was a rescheduled event given 
the monsoon rains we had in May (and al
most zero rainfall since), and was a very 
low-key affair with only 25 pilots. We h ad 
several new airplanes there, and as I men
tioned, a waver was earned. Shazam Klan
pour brough t his new UltraBandit and it 
lived up to its name, it was ultra! In fact , he 
was h aving so much fun exploring its huge 
flight envelope that he ran it our of gas , but 
the airplane maintains energy wonderfully 
and the resulting landing was perfect-on 
the numbers and the center line. While not 

Brian O'Meara's Skymaster Phantom (above) touches down after another 
flight. To Greg's eyes, it seems to fly lighter and smoother than others he has 
seen. The weathering is done up to a very high level , and really has to be seen 
to be believed. Greg's ElectriFiy F-20 burning up the sky, yet again (above 
right). Even though it lacks wheels , it has becorne an every weekend flye r for 
him . Shazam Kianpour's new UltraBandit (at right) takes to the sky in Fort 
Collins, CO. Done up in a standard BVM color scheme it shows up ve ry well in 
the sky and flies even better than it looks. 
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a plane for any/everyone, it is a large and 
wonderful model. 

I had the opportunity to get my hands all 
over the new Modellbau-USA F-86D. Very 
nice glasswork, well built and covered wings 
and tail feathers and upgraded Spring Air 
landing gear at an attractive price. More as 
I get to see the plane come together! 

Brian O'Meara always seems to have sev
eral desirable planes, and one of the nicest 
F -4 Phantom's that I've seen. This rendition 
is from Skymaster , but th e weathering is 
fantastic, looking as if it has sat in th e hot 
sun and rain with dir t/oil marks flowing aft 
and subtle weathering downwards, even the 
bottom has been nicely dirtied. Oh yeah, it 
flew great too, spending as much time up-
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.1 i e Kranitz 's Chinese Styrofoam® ARF of the C-17 Globemaster Ill (above 
le ) <" es very well on its stock motors and fans with a 4S 4000 mAh battery 
::ac . a so being capable of dropping paratroopers out the rear cargo door. 
=- g mes with the stock setup average around five minutes. Bill Eustace was 

bit by the jet bug and decided to scratch it with this Troy Bui lt Models DVBR 
(above right) . Powered by a Jet Central Cheetah, it is a tremendous value as 
an entry-level sport jet, whose capabilities are very difficu lt to outgrow. For those 
looking to enter turbine power, this may be an excell ent model. 

;ide down as it did right side up. 
Brian also brought his large (105-inch 

span) Me-262-C, from a Grummania kit. A 
single turbine exhausting through the tail, 
rather than two in the wing's nacelles pow
ers it. The full-scale "C" version had a rock
et in the tail for faster take-offs, but it does 
provide a nice option for us modelers! Brian 
throws this plane around the sky like his big 
Boomerang-XL ... no babying this airplane; 
he brings it to fly it! 

In the past 10 months, it seems like we 

h aven't had a calm day, but we sure did at 
the event. Dan Brunson filled the smoke 
tanks on his CARF Flash and tried to tie a 
knot with the smoke. The smoke just hung 
and hung and hung, which provided some 
interesting visuals a bit later in the flight! 
I'm not a huge smoke fan, but seeing the fig
ures and trails just laying in the calm air 
makes me think about using the capability 
more often' 

Also attending the event was 1ike 
Kranitz. He not only brought along his beau-

Dan Brunson was burning up the smoke oil on a very calm day trying to tie knots with the smoke (above 
left}. His CARF Flash provides a stable platform. T.J . Rohyans has completed a mini photo album covering 
the 9th Jet World Masters that was held in Dayton, Ohio this past summer (above right}. Text has details . 

2011 Upcoming Events 

tiful turbine powered helicopter , but his Sty
rofoam ARF of the C-17 Globemaster Ill. 
Mike uses the stock setup with a 4S 4000 
mAh battery pack to give about five minutes 
of flight time, and like the full -scale version, 
he can drop paratroopers out the open rear 
doors . 

Bill Eustace took the plunge with a Troy 
Built Models arf of the DVBR. This plane is 
just fl at-out fun. It slows to a crawl, and 
with a good headwind , I wouldn't be sur
prised if it could land going backwards with 
full fl aps; yet give it the throttle and it gets 
up and scoots along nicely. For those looking 
for a larger airplane as a first turbine-pow
ered jet, this one certainly works as a nice 
trainer, and has the performance to keep 
boredom as only a distant fear. 

SKS productions will have a video out 
soon covering the Jet World Master. Scott 
Stauffer sat in the sun and drizzle from be
fore the opening ceremonies and in the dim 
lighting of the banquets up to the very end. 
As with all SKS videos, you can bet it is first 
rate and worthy of a closer look with gift-giv
ing season just around the corner! 

Finally, I'll close with a link to a mini-pho
to album covering the 9th Jet World Masters 
that was held at the National Museum of 
the United States Air Force in Dayton, OH 
this summer. T.J. Rohyans has captured the 
essence of the event and come up with an af
fordable book for the "jet-jockey" that you 
can never find the correct gift for. More in
formation can be found on his website at: 
www. blurb .comlbookstore/detaiV2408007. 

Until next time, fly safe and t rust in 
thrust! az: 

4th Annual Mid Georgia Jet Rally Oct. 28-29 Located at Hodges Hobbies, Andersonville, GA www.hodgeshobbies.com 

Sin City Jets Nov. 3-5 Las Vegas, NV. www.sincityjets.com 

Pensacola Jets 2011 Nov. 11 - 13 Holley Field ( Naval train ing), Navarre, FL 

Make's Jet Club Nov. 21-13 Miami, FL www. makosrcjetclub. com 

• s, Annual Markham Park Jet Rally Nov. 18-20 Sunrise, FL 

~c~a .. et Rally Nov. 18-20 Superstition Airpark; Mesa AZ www.azmodelaviators.com 
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Whether you're a seasoned pro at hunting thermals or riding the slope, or just a 
novice at really quiet flight, there's someth ing for you in one or all of these books. 

Beginners 

BUILDING & FLYING CONTROL LINE 

MODEL AIRCRAFT (C00058) Sarpolus. 

There are hundreds of photos , illustra

tions, how-tos, helpful tips and short cuts 

in this book for the control line enthusiast. 

64 pgs. ; Sftbd ................................ $7.95 

INTRODUCING R/C MODEL AIRCRAFT 

(A 11113) Burkinshaw. An informative 

guide, by the former editor of RCM&E 

magazine, to the areas of RIC model air

craft that most confuse most beginners . 

Illustrated. 108 pgs. ; Sftbd .............. $7.95 

Choppers 

FLYING MODEL HELICOPTERS 

(A11109) Day. A step-by-step guide, from 

preliminary exercises to advanced aero

batics and more. It also provides informa

tive comments on typical models , their 

requ irements, and set up. Illustrated. 191 

pgs; Sftbd ......... ....................... . .... $13.95 

RADIO CONTROL HELICOPTERS 

(A 111 05) Papillon. Everything you need to 

know about choosing, building, and flying 

a radio controlled helicopter. Illustrated. 

170 pgs; Sftbd ...................... ......... 520.95 

Electrics 

THE WORLD OF INDOOR/M ICRO RA

DIO CONTROLLED MODEL AIRCRAFT 

(A 1181 0) Aberle. A comprehensive guide 

for indoor and micro R/C aircraft. Written 

as a Microsoft Word file the disc can be 

read by either Windows or Mac OS. 118 

pgs , 138 color photos; CD ............. $15.00 

Free flight 

BUILDING AND FLYING INDOOR 

MODEL AIRPLANES (A11890) Williams. 

Ultra complete guide to indoor duration 

F/F. Complete with illustrations, pictures 

and a few full-size plans. 272 pgs.; 

Sftbd ......................................... $24.95 
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FLYING MODELS - RUBBER, C02. 
ELECTRIC & MICRO RADIO CONTROL 
(A 11530) Ross. The companion to Don 
Ross's popular Model Airplanes opens the 
world of electric power, C02 , micro RiC 
and compressed air to the beginner and 
expert. 240 pgs.; Sftbd... .. .... 519.95 

RUBBER POWERED MODEL AIR· 
PLANES (A11043) Ross. Everything you 
need to know for successfully building or 
flying almost any kind of rubber powered 
model airplane. One of the best boo s 
available. Well illustrated with appendix. 
168 pgs.; Sftbd ........................... $14.95 

SCALE AIRCRAFT FOR FREE FLIGHT 
(A 111 06) Coates/Smeed. An edited ver
sion of a series of articles, written by t e 
late Eric Coates, offering advice on the 
choice of model prototype, construct ion, 
covering, finishing , detailing, and more. 
Illustrated. 126 pgs.; Sftbd ............. 510.95 

Hannan's Runway 

GBs & GEE BEES (A11780) Hannan. 
This book is :Jedicated to racers, the Gor
Don Bennett races of the early 1900s and 
the ubiquitous Granville Gee Bees. Has 
Peanut plans and 3-views plus articles on 
the early races. 26 pgs. ; Sftbd ....... $11.95 

MODEL BUILDERS AND THEIR MOD
ELS (A 11782) Hannan. A compi lation of 
model aviation with the accent on the con
tributions of well-known modelers who have 
passed away. 34 pgs. ; Sftbd ........ 514.95 

MODELS & METHODS (A1 1781) Han
nan. Contains plans for a diverse select1on 
of models as well as articles that detail 
their construction. 26 pgs. ; Sftbd ... 511 .95 

MODELS & MODELERS, VOL. 1 
(A 11760) Hannan. This is the first salute to 
modelers and their mode ls around the 
world. Also has an assortment of plans and 
3-views. 26 pgs.; Sftbd.. .. .... 511.95 

MODELS & MODELERS, VOL. 2 
(A11761) Hannan. Here's the second 
salute to international modeling and 
the modelers. This one has quite a 
few plans, as well some 3-views. 
26 pgs.; Sftbd.. . ..... $11 .95 

PEANUTS & PISTACHIOS, VOL.6 
(A 11755) Hannan. Extra pages in #6 to fit 
all he articles , four model plans, and the 
usual 3-views. 26 pgs.; Sftbd ....... 511 .95 

PLANS & 3-VIEWS, VOL. 2 (A11771 ) 
Hannan. In the second of the series there 
are only two 3-views, plus four plans, two 
for autogyros including the sport Georgyro. 
26 pgs. ; Sftbd ................................ $10.95 

STICK AND TISSUE, VOL. 1 (A11783) 
Hannan. Besides a story about Charles 
Penaud and his Planophore, more stories 
about modeling history. Plans and photos 
26 pgs. ; Sftbd ..................... .......... $11.95 

STICK AND TISSUE, VOL. 3 (A11784) 
Hannan. Third in the series with a story 
about the Gee Bee Ascender plus Trim
ming a Peanut. 26 pgs.; Sftbd ....... $11.95 

Harry Higley Series 

ALL ABOUT ENGINES (A15808) Higley. 
An expanded book with an extreme 
amount of practical information of just 
about everything to do with model engines, 
be they four-stroke, two stroke, glow, or 
diesel. 124 pgs. ; Sftbd ................... 523.95 

ARFING •Limited Quantity" (A15811) 

Higley. If you love flying or want to learn 
how without alot of building this is the book 
for you. Easy to understand and well 
illustrated with plenty of photos. 113 pgs.; 
Sftbd. .. ..................................... $21.95 

ENTERING ELECTRICS (A15801) 
Higley. A comprehensive book on all as
pects of electric flight for models. Thirteen 
chapters go through all the basics. Over 
500 photos . 97 pgs.; Sftbd .......... $17.95 

FOAMING AROUND (A15814) Higley. 
Methods and tips for working with all the 
different foams currently being used in 
light electric models of all kinds , scale 
and/or aerobatic. 100 pgs.; Sftbd ... $25.95 

HARRY'S NOTEBOOK (A15813) Higley. 
Covering a wide variety of topics , instead 
of a single subject, this book is loaded with 
practical how-tos for all sorts of modeling 
needs. 113 pgs .; Sftbd ............ ....... $26.95 

RADIO PROGRAMMING FUTABA'S 
9CA (A 15815) Higley. An extremely in
depth and detailed guide to understanding 
the programming process of Futaba's pop
ular 9CA radio platform. Removes all of the 
mystery associated with computer radios. 
89 pgs.; Sftbd ........... ................... $26.95 

THERE ARE NO SECRETS (A15805) 
Higley. This is a comprehensive and easy 
to read book about model finishing tech
niques with tips on everything from paints 
to iron-on coverings. 313 photos help 
show the way. 90 pgs.; Sftbd ........ $17.95 

Powerplants 

PROP TALK (A 1171 0) Brooks. This book 

examines many of the factors affecting 
props, and provides the elementary math 
equations to solve some of the common 
problems. Includes a nomogragh calcula-
tor. 98 pgs.; Sftbd .......................... $19.95 

2-STROKE GLOW ENGINES FOR R/C 
AIRCRAFT (A 11 009) Gierke. An invalu
able guide to understanding the basic the
ory of engine operation. Illustrations. 175 
pgs.; Sftbd ..................................... $19.95 

2-STROKE GLOW ENGINES VOL. 2, 
POWER: BEYOND THE BASICS 
(A 11841 ) Gierke. Everything you ever 
wanted to know about running and main
taining 2-stroke glow engines , including 
their history. Full of color pictures. 145 
pgs.; Sftbd ..................................... $24.95 

Soaring 

BASICS OF RADIO CONTROL SAIL
PLANES (A11078) Gornick. This book is 
a good overview for those who want to get 
acquainted with R/C soaring. Deals with 
slope, thermal and aerobatics. Illustrated. 
76 pgs.; Sftbd ................................ 512.95 

GLIDING WITH RADIO CONTROL 
(A 11112) Simons. A simple guide to RIC 
glider flying that will help the beginner 
avoid those early frustrating errors. Learn 
all the baSICS, from choosing your first 
model to flying loops. Illustrated. 122 pgs.; 
Sftbd .................... .......................... $7.95 
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OLD BUZZARD'S SOARING BOOK 
(A 11560) Thornburg. The author passes 
on every flying tip that he has learned 
from RiC glider experts. on both sides of 
the Atlantic. Over 100 ideas to help 
you soar longer and higher.154 pgs. ; 
Sftbd ....... .. ...... .. .. ........................ $16.95 

RADIO CONTROL GLIDERS (A11114) 
Stringwell. This book expla ins the full 
scope of radio control soaring from unpow
dered scale models to competitive thermal 
soaring. An invaluable reference source 
for any glider enthusiast. Illustrated. 149 
pgs.; Sftbd ... ... .. .. ................. .. ... ...... $18.95 

SOARTECH #9 (A11 500) ed. Stokely. A 
collection of six papers on RiC soaring 
topics. Subjects include wind tunnels , 
longitudinal stability, flying wings , wing 
loading, paper airplanes, and sheeting. 
126 pgs.; Sftbd. . . .. .. ..... $10.00 

SOARTECH #1 0 (A 11502) ed. Stokely. 
Twelve soaring related topics are covered 
in this latest in the series. From all-molded 
fiberglass sailplane construction , to stabil
ity and control calculations, to computer 
programs for structural design of a wing, 
to wing load computation and more. 
226 pgs.; Sftbd . ......... .............. .. ... $16.00 

SUMMARY OF LOW-SPEED AIRFOIL 
DATA, VOL. #3 (A11507) Selig. With the 
soft cover book now out of print, there is a 
CD available that contains all the data from 
the original book. Requires at least Acrobat 
4 PDF reader. 41 7 pgs.; CD . ...... .. ... $34.95 

Tips & Techniques 

BUILDING WITH FOAM (A11815) 
Sparks. All the tools, the techniques, and 
the construction methods that will turn a 
block of foam into a gorgeous model, scale 
or sport. Thoroughly illustrated. 78 pgs. , 
Sftbd . ..... . .................. . .................. $16.95 

CUSTOMIZING Ri C AIRPLANES 
(A 11 002) Stilley. Not only novice model
ers , but advanced scratch-builders, will 
benefi t from the unique ideas and building 
methods presented in this unusual book. 
· :05 pgs· Sftbd . .... .. ....... . ............... $19.95 

:=:ss IND FLYING(A1 1870) Apostoli
-: ·' nd blows this book will of-

- -- ~-=s 'or dealing with adverse 
-; orecisely in them. 88 

........ .. .... .... $9.95 

GAS ENGINES GIANT PLANES (A 11872) 
Apostolico. For those lookmg for a practi
cal handbook about large models and their 
powerplants, this book has loads of great 
information. 128 pgs ., Sftbnd ......... $12.95 

GETTING STARTED IN RIC AIRPLANES 
(A 111 02) Ya rrish. Written spec1fically 
for the novice who wants o earn how 
to bu ild and fly model a~rp l a es quickly 
and successfully . ll lustra eo. · 20 pgs.; 
Sftbd . ... .. .. .......... .......... .................. 51 9.95 

MODEL AIRCR AFT AERODYN AMICS 
(A 11 007) Simons. The ou e<ll on has 
been almost completely re sea and re
designed, as well as new mace al added. 
344 pgs., Sftbd ............. .............. 519.95 

MODEL FLIGHT (A 111 07) Stmons. 
A simplif ied explanation of t e basic 
aerodynamic factors a ec , g radi o 
controlled fly ing models. II us rated. 
140 pgs.; Sftbd . .... .......... .............. 510.95 

PROFICIENT FLYING (A 11871 ) Apostoli
co. For those who are tired of JUS yan ing 
and banking around the sky. t os book wil l 
help them gain, new, higher leve s of pro-
ficiency.144 pgs ., Sftbnd . ............. 513.95 

RIC AIRPLANE FINISHING & DETAILING 
(A 11101 ) Lots of good, conctse tech
niques in a compendium o articles to 
make your model airplane lao tne best it 
can be. 146 pgs.; Sftbd ...... .......... 519.95 

Ri C PILOT'S HANDBOOK (A1 1004) 
Packed with careful ly dist illed flying tips 
and advice from a host of RiC flying 
pros, that includes the basic to most com
plex maneuvers. There is something here 
for every RiC flier, whatever your skill lev-
el may be. 193 pgs. ; Sftbd .. ........... 524.95 

RADIO FOAM MODELING (A11054) 
Thomas. This extensively revised edition 
quickly takes the foam building newcomer 
from novice to expert level in choosing ma
terials, tools, glues and much more . Illus-
trated. 190 pgs., Sftbd ............. ..... $11 .95 

RADIO CONTROL SPORTS AIRCRAFT 
(A11110) Weiss. A lifetime of rad io 
modeling experi ence in one straightfor
ward volume. The text covers everything 
from simple modifications to the creation 
of un ique designs. Illustrated. 176 pgs. ; 
Sftbd. .. ........ ..... .... .......... .. .. $12.95 

SCRATCH-BUILDING RiC AIRPLANES 
(A 11 093) Uravitch. To help those who 
want to build that unique plane for which 
there's no kit, the author details the 
process of how to build from just a set of 
plans . Geared for non-technical people. 
Illustrations. 66 pgs.; Sftbd . .......... $15.95 

TAKE OFF (A11111) Weiss. A complete 
and comprehensive guide to RiC model 
aircraft written fo r both the beginner 
and the experienced model ler. Full of 
useful information on materials and 
construction techniques. Il lustrated. 247 
pgs.; Sftbd .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. ... .. ........... $20.95 

Scale 

AERONCA'S GOLDEN AGE (A11025) 
Able, Able & Matt. From its beginning 
to its closure in 1951 , a history in 
photos , text and 3-views of its planes. 
146 pgs.; Sftbd .. ...... ................ .. .. .. $26.95 

A VIEW FROM HERE (018-8) Newman. 
A co llection of 45 civil and military air
craft detailed with witty text , a car
toon, and a 3-view of each . Sftbd, 96 
pgs.; Sftbd ........ .. ....... .............. $1 4.95 

BELLANCA'S GOLDEN AGE (A11026) 
Able, Able & Matt. Text, photos, and line 
drawings detail the history of this Italian 
planemaker and his elegant aircraft. 
126 pgs. ; Sftbd .. .... .. ...... .. .. .. .... .. .. . $24.95 

CESSNA'S GOLDEN AGE (A11023) 
Able, Able & Matt. Here's Cessna's story 
of its civil and military aircraft from its be
ginning up until the Cessna 170 in the 
1950s. 90 pgs.; Sftbd ........ .. .. ... $22.95 

FAIRCHILD 'S GOLDEN AGE (A11030) 
Alan Able. Th is documents the rise 
of Fairchild aircraft and some of their 
most well-known designs. 138 pgs.; 
Sftbd ........ .. .. .. .. .............. ... ........... $26.95 

HOWARD'S GOLDEN AGE (A11 020) 
Art Hall. Ben Howard dabled in both air 
racing and general aviation. This is his 
story. 161 pgs. ; Sftbd ....... $26.95 

LUSCOMBE'S GOLDEN AGE (A11027) 
Swick. Replete with text, photos , and 3-
views, this documents all the Luscombe 
aircraft models. 298 pgs.; Sftbd .... $29.95 

OF WINGS AND THINGS (A1 1029) 

Bowers. Snapshots in text and pictures of 

aircraft from all eras and categories of avi

ation. 372 pgs.; Sftbd. .. .......... $29.95 

PAUL MATT SCALE AIRPLANE DRAW· 

INGS, Vol I (A11 018) Matt. First of the two 

volumes that contains Matt's drawings 

from A to G. Over 100 Illustrations. 

80 pgs. ; Sftbd ....... .. .... .. .. .. ............ . $26.95 

PAUL MATT SCALE AIRPLANE 

DRAWINGS, Vol 2 (A11019) Mall. This 

second volume continues Matt's excellent 

3-views from H toW. Over 100 Illustra-

tions. 80 pgs. , Sftbd ... .. .. .. .. .. ... .... .. $26.95 

PIPER'S GOLDEN AGE (A11024) Able, 

Able & Matt. From the Taylor planes up to 

PA-18 Super Cruiser, the story in pictures 

and photos of these historic aircraft. 

94 pgs. ; Sftbd .. .. .... ...... .. ...... .. .. .. ... $22.95 

STINSON'S GOLDEN AGE, Volume 1 

(A 11 032) Swick. If you're a fan of the famed 

Stinson Voyager, this book relates its begin

ning in 1938 up until1947, replete with text 

and photos.175 pgs. ; Sftbd .. ........ .. $26.95 

STINSON'S GOLDEN AGE, Volume 2 

(A 11 035) Swick. This book continues the 

Voyager story from 1948 to its end in 1950. 

It contains loads of pictures , text, and 

tables that offer a detailed look at the 

history of the comapny and this aircraft. 

175 pgs.; Sftbd .... .... ............ .. .. 526.95 

TALKING TO THE WORLD FROM PAN 

AM 'S CLIPPERS (C00091) Walsworth. 

The heyday of Pan Am's clipper fleet and 

flying boats personally related by a Pan 

AM Flight Radio Officer who experienced 

it.127 pgs.: Sftbd ............... ............ $21 .95 

WORLD 'S GREAT MILITARY HELl

COPTERS (A15152) The development of 

the helicopter as an effective war machine 

has revolutionized land, sea, and air 

warfare. This book examines in detail 18 of 

th e most important, most capable , and 

most numerous choppers in service today. 

Il lust rations and photos , cutaway dia

grams, and important performance data in-

cluded . 223 pgs. ; Hdbd ................. $19.98 
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Indoor Motor OptiOns 
KRC ·g7 
February 1998 
Greater SouthWest Fan Fly '97 
An Expenmenttn M tL-Eng ne 
Flying 
Shrike 400 
ACE Hobbys' Smart Senes 

March 1998 
Tournament of Champions 
Spring RIC Digest 
Cermark.'s Islander ARF 
Midwest Products Giles G-202 

April1998 
Kyosho Aurum Sports 30 
Modeling and the Internet 
Piper PA-16 Clipper 
Kress Jets' Variable Pitch Prop 

May 1998 
Quonset Air Museum 
Ayobi's Multi-Purpose Power 
Tools 
JR XP642 
Ace Hobby Distributors' Sea 
Dancer 

June 1998 
Tanzer Sportwing 

~~~~~~ ~a~l~i~~~\rol 
Lanier RIC's Shrike 

August 1998 
1Oth Anniv. TOP GUN 
RIC Roamer 
Alan Walker's AVRO Vulcan 
Grumman F4-F Wildcat 

October 1998 
S.M.A.L.l. 's Biggest Fun-Fly 
Schizo 
Spirit of St. louis 
Cross Files 

November 1998 

~~:~~o: T~~ ~~~~~AC Nation-

als 
Hangar 9's Easy 2 
The Race is On 

December 1998 
laser 200 
Biggest little Air Show in the 
World 
leo Loudenslager Tribute 
The Beautiful Obsession 

~~g~u:R~ ~9F~~ Fly 
Bash a Robbe Gnat 
Breguet XIV A2 & 82 
Pioneer 

February 1999 
Hobby Club's Elf• 
Aero Cruiser 
Tournament of Champtons 
Grumman F8F·2 Bearcat 

March 1999 
Kyosho T-33 
Arizona Jet Rally '98 
Vader Down Under 
Superman Fan Fly 

April 1999 
Soar Utah '98 
Aeronca Champion 7BC 
Old Timer Topics 
Hobby Hangar's Extra 300S 

May 1999 
Super Chips 
Herr Engineering's Star Cruiser 
From Wet to Dry 
Hawker Hunt 

June 1999 
Using Plastic Paints for Scale 
Scaling 3-Views 

~;~YF~~e~;~~fd Edition Spitfire 
MkiX 

~~~ty1~;.~k s Schoolboy 
Airtronics AD6000 
Tanzer Speedwing 
Avia B35 

August 1999 
Planes of the WRAM and T aledo 
Shows 
Potez-Cams 161 
Kyosho Fenas 
StumGoat .09 

September 1999 
- OP Gun 1999 
TtSS.Je eo.. enng Pa n & Fancy 
OoiA :>ance• 
SgsKaoe: - -25 

October 1999 
Sroa.a-.F,- :"I 

An ;;roQ...c:tr:Y" A.r Srustung 
Scl...ea .. "Y Oo=_ar ::;~. 3() 
S~AA- = l..i(l F 1 

November 1999 
JR GOkl Guo 
MK1wests ..... e CA? 232 
Supermanne Sp--r 'e ,' Vb 
Futaba·s BUAPS &.ner E t 

December 1999 
Small Battenes for S""la E ectnc 
RIC 
RIC Micro Scaie PfOO<..JC".s 
Aeronca CA-65 Chis' 
lA Pusher 

January 2000 
Scale Nats 
SR Batteries X70 
TopFiite's Bonanza 
Half-A Magician 

~eAbd'~~~re ~~~~atics 
Staudacher GS300 
1999 Masters World Champi
onship 
Murphy Rebel 

March 2000 
OesignCAD 2000l T 
Elmira Aerotow '99 
Balsa USA's Citabria Pro 
deHavilland DH·84 Dragon 

April2000 
Tale of Two Jet Rallies 
Cermark's Signature Series Pitts 
S2B 
F9F Panther 
SECAT MDG LD 45 

May 2000 

g~s~~fn~ 8a0n~~~~~ 
Oavts Model Products' Jet-X Re
turns 
Douglas AD- 1 Skyraider 

June 2000 
Testmg Rubber Props 
Lan1er RC Staudacher S-300 
K1tbashing the Great Planes Ex
tra 300 
Repamng ARFs 

July 2000 
Duster A Ch o Off the Smaller 
Block 
Mtcrobe Ae ... 'lS:ed 
Mtrada 2000 
Norvat 1 2A - utor 

:~B~:~n~~50 
Dime Scale FB1rrotki 
Giant Junkers J.9 
Planes 2000 

September 2000 
MimCraft's Mtgnty 1-.A ;gh; 
little Larry 
Top Gun 2000 
Joe NaiL an RC Happerui"'Q 

October 2000 
SMALL 2000 
C~tapult for 1/2 A and up 
Htgh Altitude Wulf T A-152H 
Detai ls: Panel lines & Weatne•· 
1ng 

November 2000 
F AC Nats 2000 
Herr Engineering Acqua S~r 
Aerial Photography wtth Pnnce 
Kheldar 
Slope Training and Then Some 

December 2000 
Canadair Cl-415 Fire Fighter 
Norel Neofun Classic 
Durable Foam Covenng 
Brodak 2000 Fly-in 

~aEn~~'¥.~,?~Joo 
Shoestring Racer 
AMA Scale Championsh ips 
Homebuilt Spoke Wheels 

February 2001 
Soar Utah 2000 
Cart Goldberg Tiger 60 Deluxe 

~~~n~liit~ ~~~!!l~c~~nt 
March 2001 
Texas Hurricane 
Tournament of Champions XVII 
Electrified Aqua Star 
CR Aircraft Fun-1 

~,r~~' ~~~1rtoils 
Silky Wind 400 
Tale of Two Jet Rallies 
Slits Playboy 

May 2001 
Fun Tiger Extra ARC 
Curtiss R3C-1 Racer 
Puddle Jumper 
1946 Culver V 

June 2001 
The Sweet Patootie 
Flounder by Iva~ Munninghoff 

~~k~nev?n~~~~s~eDfr~~~~n~~~~~ 
July 2001 
RFB 600 Fantrainer 
Multiplex Cockpit MM 

~~~e~~n8o~~~~;~c ~~t~~c~~~~ps 

~~rt~~~t J~d~~ Aircraft's Nothin' 
Extra 
Flat Plate T echtonics 
Kit bashing 1/2A Engines 
Planes of the WRAM & Tole do 
Shows 

September 2001 
RIC Rascal 
The enemy of airframes ... Flutter 
Grumman F7F-3 Tigercat 
Gloster Gauntlet II 

October 2001 
Srodak Fly-In 2001 

Cloud Buster & The Eagle 
Hobby Zone Sky Surfer 
Years of Writing for FM by Dick 
Sarpolus 
SMALL Fun-Fly 2001 

November 2001 

¥~~nb~cfY~~~a~~~es Fifth Elec-
tric Fly 
Mosquito Twin 
Losses sometimes begin in the 
pit 
Firebird Kids 

December 2001 
Dave Patrick Models Ultimate 
Old Time Spark Ignition Engines 
Mosquito Twin 
Great Planes Slow Poke 40 
Frozen Combat the Russian Way 

January 2002 

~:~:~i~~ xi~~~ OH-2 
Hobby Lobby Nora 

~~~r;~~o0~~azy Sparrow 
Servo Systems For Small Planes 

February 2002 
M west's Extra 300XS 
Grumman F6F Hellcat 
Kyosho's F-86 Sabre 
Sma W1ngs Made Easy 
NEAT FaJr 2001 
SAM Champs 2001. a rousmg 
success 

March 2002 

M"P~~~~~~~~Jrect 
tbashlng EJFs Mtni A-10 

Free tghts Diamond NATS 
Infra Red Baron 
Model planes are fine art 

Apr il 2002 
Tale of Two Jet Rallies 
Aeronca K by Bob Benjamtn 
Renegade 
Tanks fer Nuttm' 
Those rudder servos can take a 
beating 
Old Timers are forever 

~~~l~~~nion 2001 
Understanding Electric Motor 

~i~t?~n F~:r:eguine 
Grumman Ag-Cat 
L-39 Albatros EDF 

June 2002 

6:?~elri2t~~~~n~-;~grtM~~~~eng 
Cyclone Fox Racer 
75 Years of Modeling Mags 
Here's to the Massive Mass 
launch 
SA Cutie 

July 2002 
Piper Pacer by Jim Hiller 
Helicopter Heritage 
lightning 2000 by Dave Cook 
Martin P5M-1G 
Vintage Stunt Championships 14 
FUBAR happens 

~u~~~r~~s 2A~g~ros D.ll 
Planes of the WAAM & T aledo 
Shows 
Aloha : flying Combat in paradise 
Gyroliner by Roy L. Clough Jr. 
The Oink 
Big Buzzy by Floyd Richards 

September 2002 
Fokker 100 
Similar Weedwacker 
Dare 's 1903 Wright Flyer 
Great Planes ReaiFiight G2 with 
USB Interlink 
TOPGUN 2002 
Privateer 

October 2002 

~i~a~!";~yF.;>'~~n le~l~r 
Brodak Fly-In 2002 
Great Planes Fokker Dr. I ARF 
Flite Line Caddy 

November 2002 
Scale Aircraft World Champi
onships 

On-Line at: www.fl in -models.com 

Redundancy in RIC Model Air
craft 
Speed 400 MiG-3 
Hangar 9 Aresti 40 ARF 
Mini GHQ Sportster 

December 2002 
FAC Nats 2002 
Piedmont Models FOCUS 
TopF!ite 's Douglas DC·3/C-47 
Quinn Cadet 
Frozen Lake Flying 

January 2003 
Oynaflite Chipmunk 
Roll-Around Airplane Rack 

~~~:~~~~-~ATS 2002 

N.E.A.T. Fair 2002 

February 2003 
18th Tournament of Champions 
Four-Stroke Findings for Stunt 
Midwest's AeroStar ARF 
Smart Eleck 
MonoCoupe 90Al by Bill Schmidt 

March 2003 
Little Guy by Dick Sarpolus 
Tale of Two Jet Rallies 
Using DesignCAO 
Pfalz-Dill 
Hangar 9 Sukhoi Su-31 
Sig Mfg.'s Demoiselle 

April2003 
Cessna 195 by Rich Uravitch 
Four Pi Inc. , Skyraider 
Buccaneer 746-P 
Flite-Metal by Vic Macaluso 
Evergreen Aviatton Museum 
Castle Creations Phoenix 25 

May 2003 
Hangar 9 Mustang ARF 
Star Cobra II by Dan Aetss 

~~~bSt;~~r'6~~~~tnpes 
Seat ·o· Pants 
Oshkosh Comet 

June 2003 
Sikorsky S-39 
North American P-51 8/C 
Here's My Plan 2 
Great Plane's U-Can-Oo 30 
ZTron for C/l Stunt 
Baby Buzzard Bombshell Electric 
Conversion 

~i~ ~~~~~0~ascal Forty ARF 
Akro Special 
Here's My Plan 3 
Vortech's Mini-Zero SP 400 
15th Vintage Stunt Champi
onships 
Fulton Airphibian 

~~w~~~~~r~~;ne 
Texas Hurricane ARF 
Birds of a Feather: Park and Stow 
Hawks 
Planes of WRAM & Weak Signals 
EOF Performance - Part One 
Thirty years of P.A.M.P.A. 

September 2003 
Testers Sophomore Stunt Tratners 
l ightweight Model Wheels 
The Zen of Baggage 

~~P£~!t!";ng;~ -D~1~~S-1 
October 2003 
Great Planes Old Timer .40 
las Vegas Moth 
Extra 400 No-Cal 
MAC/Pilot Models OJ-3 
SMALL Fun-Fly 2003 
Brodak Fly-In 2003 

November 2003 
Mttsub1shi ASM2 Claude 
Hangar 9 RTF Alpha Trainer 
Geezer Pleezer P-30 
PeeWee Pup and Pursuit Models 

~;~~~s~gcM~~R~tF~~~~; 
December 2003 
Carstens Aviation Tribute by Hal 
Carstens 
Wrights vs. Whitehead 
Sig Mfg. 1/5th Scale J-3 Cub 
Top Flite Flite Streak ARF 
White Knight 
Notes from the 2003 SAM Champs -VISA. -
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from here 
By Jim Newman 

Accomplished author, illus
trator, and cartoonist , Jim 
Newman, displays his ency
clopedic knowledge of avia
tion, his experience as a 
glider pilot and instructor as 
well as his inimitable artistic 
abilities, not to mention his 
excellent droll British humor 
in this new book. It is a com
pilation of articles written for 
FLYING MODELS with Jim 's 
unique insight into some 
very interesting aircraft that 
any aviation enthusiast will 
savor. 

New! 
..,. 

from Carstens Publication: 

ONLY $14.95 
plus shipping 

-----

To Order Call 1-888-526-5365 (M-F; 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. e.s.t.) Fax: 1·973·383·4064 

or order online at www.carstensbookstore.com 



Our high voltage, coreless, premium digital 
mini servos, the HS-7235MH and 

HS-7245MH, bring unbridled performance 
to you r model. With impresstve speed and 
powerful torque, these high ~end beauties 

utilize an ultra-efficient coreless motor 
and heavy-duty meta l gear train for 

optimal 7.4 volt operation . Exceptional 
quality in a compact package. 

Show off your might with our minis! 

Exceeding Your Expectations! 
·-'JJI··TEC 

2 15 Paine Street • Poway, CA 92064 • 858-748-6948 • www.hitecrcd.com 



ABSOLUTELY THE HIGHEST QUALITY BALSA 
AT THE LOWEST PRICES AVAILABLE 

ANYWHERE! WE USE ONLY TRIPLE AAA 
MODEL GRADE BALSA NOT THE 

CHEAPEST, BUT ALWAYS THE BEST! www.balsausa.com 
24" Sheets 6" Wide Sheets - 36" Length 36" Triangles 24" Basswood Sticks 24" Basswood Sheets 
960 1132 X 3 ........................... 0.64 185 1116 X 6 .. ..2.94 105 114 X 114 ....... .... ... 0.72 900 1132 X 118 . . ... ..... ... 0.14 860 1132 X 1 . . ............ 0.68 
961 1116 X 3 ..... ..... ................. 0.64 186 3132 X 6 .... . ... 3.22 106 318x 318 ......... ............... .. 0.79 901 1132 X 3116 . . ...... ... 0. 17 861 3132 X 1 . . ............ 0. 77 
962 3132 X 3 ........................... 0.75 187 118 X 6 .. . .................. ..... . 3.51 107 112x112 ....... .......... ... .. .... 1.00 902 1132 X 114 ................ .. .... 0. 18 862 118 X 1 ................. ............ . 0.64 
963 118 X 3 ... . . ................... 0.92 188 3116 X 6 ......................... .. 4.00 108 314 X 314 ...... ................. .. 1.36 903 1132 X 318 ..... ................... 0.24 863 3116 X 1 ................ ...... .... .. 1.07 
964 3116x3. . . ................ 1.12 189 114 X 6 ..... .... .. . .4 .94 109 1x1 ... .... 1.72 904 1132 X 112 ....................... 0.34 864 114x 1 . . ................... 1.22 
965 114 x 3 ............................. 1.41 190 318 X 6 ........ ... 6.72 11 0 1-112 X 1-112 .. .......... .. .. .... 3. 22 908 1116 X 1116. . ........ 0. 13 867 1132 X 2 ........................... 0.70 
966 5116x3 .. . ........ 1.64 191 112 X 6 ............. 8.94 111 2 X 2 . . ... 5.37 909 1116 X 3132 ........ 0. 14 868 1116 X 2 .. . ........ ...... ... . 0.79 

910 1116x118 . . ..... 0. 16 
91 1 1116 X 3116 ... .. ... ... ........... 0 .1 8 
912 1116 X 114 ........................ 0.23 
913 1116 X 318 ... .. ... ...... ..... ... 0.32 
914 1116 X 112 . . ........ 0.38 
918 3132 X 3132 . . . ....... 0. 16 
919 3132 X 114 . . ....... . 0.23 
920 3132 X 318 . . .. .......... ....... 0.37 
921 3132 X 112 . . ........ 0.46 
924 118 X 118 . . ... .... . 0. 17 
925 118 X 3116 . . ........ 0.21 

90 Degree Tapered Aileron & 926 118 x 114 . ..0.26 
36" Bals a Wing Skins Elevator Stoc . 36" Lengths 927 118 x 318 .... .... 0.40 

~~~ ~~~~~~t : ~ g~~ 224 114x 1 ..... ......... 143 ~~~ ~~~tx1 ~1 6 .. J~ 
291 118 X 10 ..... .. ....... ... ........ 14.59 ~~~ ~ ~: ~ ~:~ . < : ~ ~~ 932 3116 X 114 H ........... 0.30 

48" Balsa Wing Skins 227 114 x 2 ... ........ 2.00 ~~! ~~~ ~ ~ ~~~ ·· : : :g ~~ 
292 1116 X 10 .. · ....... 19. 10 ~~~ ~;~~ 1: ~ ~ ~~ 937 114 X 114 . . ... ............... 0.40 
293 3132 X 10 .................. ..... 22.84 938 114 318 Q 50 
294 118 X 10 ..... 26.90 229 5116 X 2 ... 2.08 939 114 ~ 112 : .. :::: Q 70 
36" Sticks ~~~ ~~~ ~ ~:;~ -- ·· _ : ~g~ 942 5116 x 5116 ......... ............. 0.50 
124 1116 X 111 6 .................... 0.21 231 318 X 2 ........ ....... 2.37 944 318 X 318 .......................... 0.67 
123 1116 X 118 .... ..... ... ............ 0.21 232 318 X 2·1 •2 .......... ........ 2.51 945 318 X 112 ..................... ..... 0.85 
831 1116x3116 .............. 0.28 213 112x · ......... ....... 1.43 947 112 x 112 ······ ······ ·············· 1·11 Prem ium Model GradeAAA 
125 1116 x 114 . . . ... 0.30 214 1/2 x 2.. . ................. 2.1 5 36" Basswood Sticks Poplar Light Plywood 
~~~ ~~~ ~ ~ ~~~ : g ~~ 48" Lengths 680 1116 X 118 .... ........... ......... 0.29 A327 118 X 6 X 24 ..................... 1.96 

833 1116 X 314 . . .. 0.48 236 114 X 1 ... 2.28 ~~~ ; ~~ ~ ~ ~;16 : : g~~ ~~~~ ~ ;~ ~ ~; }~4 · j~~ 
834 1116 X 1 Q 62 237 114 X 1· " ~ ......... ....... 2.53 
835 3132 X 313·2_· ·::::::::0:28 238 114 X 1·' .......... 2.85 683 3132 X 118 ........................ 0.36 A331 114 X 12 X 24 .. ..5.49 

836 3132 x 118 ... 0.28 239 114 x2 - -············· ······3.18 ~~~ ~~~~~~;16 : : :J~~ ~~~ ~~:~~~ !L j~~ 
837 3132 X 3116 Q 34 215 5116 X •• 4 ........... ...... 2.85 
127 3132 X 114 .. ···::::::::::::::::0:36 240 5116 X •• • ..... ...... 2.93 278 118 X 118 · .... ...... .. ....... 0. 29 330 .. 118 X 12 X 48 .. . .. 7.46 
128 3132 x318 ........... ............ 0.38 241 5116x ................ 3.34 ~i~ ~ ~~~ ~~16 . :g~~ 331 .. 114 x 12 x48 ...... 10.69 
838 3132 x 112 ... . ............... 0.42 ~!~ ~~~ ~ , :;~ ·: ::::: · J: ;~ 280 118 x 318 .. ... ... 0.46 12" Birc h Aircraft Plywood 
839 3132 X 314 . . ...... . 0.62 243 318 X ........ ....... 3.66 611 118 X 112 ........ .. .............. . 0.58 B333 1164 X 6 · 3 ply ................ 2.95 
840 3132 x 1 ............................ 0.69 244 318 x _. 2 ............ ... 3.99 612 118 x 314 .................. ... . ... a.64 B334 1132 x6 - 3ply ............ 1.96 
129 118 X 118 .......................... 0.28 217 112 X •. • ': •............... 3.25 281 3116 X 3116 . . ........ 0.41 B335 1116 X 6 · 3 ply .. ..... ...... ... 2.08 
841 118x3116 ........ .... ......... .. . 0.30 218 112 x 2 ............ ... .4 .15 613 3116 x 114 . . ......... 0.46 B336 3132x6-5ply . . .. 3.18 
130 118 X 114 . .. ..0.34 614 3116 X 318 . . ..... 0. 53 B337 118 X 6 · 5 ply ................ .. 3.30 
131 118 X 318 .. . .. 0.36 Blocks 61 5 3116 X 112 . . .... Q.64 B338 3116 X 6 · 4 ply ............... 1.96 
~!~ ; ~~ ~ ~~~ : . ::: g ~~ 196 2 X 2 X 2 - --ee " or} 2 07 282 114 X 114 . . ......... 0.66 B339 114 X 6 · 5 ply .......... ........ 2.37 

843 118 x 1 . . .............. 0.83 ~~~ ~~~ ~~ : 6~~ 283 114x318 . . ........ 0.69 ~~~ ~~~xx6 1}_PjYpiy :: ~ b~ 
133 3116 X 3116 . ..0.34 246 2 X 2 X E ......... 1.44 ~:~ ~;~ ~ ~~~ : :g ~~ B345 1132 X 12 · 3 ply ............. . 3.23 

~~ ~~~~ ~ ~;~ :.· : : : J::~ 247 314 
x 

3 
x 

0 
H · H 1·03 42" Basswood Sticks ~~!~ ~~~~ x g . ~ p:y 

3 
! 9

5 
248 1 X 3 X E ........ 1.38 X • p Y .............. 5. 

135 3116 X 112 · ..... .... 0.55 249 2 X 3 X c .......... 2.13 623 114 X 58 . 22 B348 118 X 12 · 5 ply. . ... ... ... 5.61 
845 3116 X 314 · .. 0.69 599 3 X 3 X e ........ 2.54 624 1,4 X 3 < 39 B349 3116 X 12 · 4 ply ............. 3.23 
846 3116 X 1 ....... 0.89 250 1 X d X e ........ 2.03 625 5 6 X 5 33 B350 114 X 12 · 5 ply . . ........ . 3.93 m ~ ~:~ ~~~ : :::: g~~ 251 2x4 xE .... 307 ~~ ~1~x3~4 - :~ B351 318x 12-7ply ......... .. .4 61 
138 114 X 112 0 69 252 3 X 

4 
X e ...... .4 .66 642 J, X • .60 24" Birc h Aircraft Plywood 

139 114 X 314 :. ·········:::::::::::::0:97 198 1 
X 

2 
X •: ·99 A333 1164 X 6 · 3 ply .... ....... .... . 5.43 

140 114x1 ............... ...... ... 1.17 ~~~ ~~:~ ~~;= ..... ~ ·~~ A334 1132x6 - 3 ply ..... ........... 3.41 
141 5116 X 5116 .................... .. 0.62 200 1 X 4 X·: 3.90 0.41 A335 1116 X 6 · 3 ply ............... . 3.64 
847 5116 X 318 ........................ 0.69 201 2 X 2 X •: ..••• 2 2 .. 0.43 A336 3132 X 6 · 5 ply. . ......... 5.89 
848 5116 X 112 ........................ 0.89 202 2 X 3 X ·: 4 27 3:!: > • ~ ... 0.53 A337 118 X 6 · 5 ply . . .. .... .. ... 6.01 
849 5116x314 ........................ 1.05 254 2 x 4 x· : -~ ··:o ..... 0.44 A338 3116x6-4 ply ................ 3.41 
850 5116x1 ............ ..... .... ..... 1.31 255 3 x 4 x· : 8 •;,:;.·~ ...... 0.46 A339 114x6-5 ply ... .............. .4 .16 
142 318 X 318 ........................ 0.83 112 1 X 2 X _;c 5 - • :;. ,. · ..< .. 0.48 A340 318 X 6 · 7 ply ... .... .......... .4 .91 
143 318 X 112 ........... ...... ..... .... 0.89 113 1 X 3 X 3C 8 , · ~ < 3:0 ...... . 0.64 A344 1164 X 12 · 3 ply .............. 9.70 
144 318 X 314 ........... ...... ....... . 1.24 11 4 1 X 4 X :X .. .26 ~, _ ........ .. 0.69 A345 1132 X 12 · 3 ply ...... .... ... 6.01 
851 318 X 1 . . .................... ... 1.58 11 5 2 X 2 X - 5'9 · 0 , 3~ .... 0.81 A346 1116 X 12 · 3 ply .............. 6.42 
145 112x 112 ......... ....... .... .. .. 1.10 11 6 2 x xlE _ . 2 9-! :;. · ~.:;- 0 ..... .. 0.46 A347 3132x 12-5ply .......... 10.51 
146 112x314 . . ..... 1.38 256 3 x 3 x •503 :;-~.- ! ....... ........ . 0.58 A348 118x 12 - 5ply .............. 10.74 
147 112 X 1 . . ... ... 1.72 257 3 X 4 X :X :;· _ : €z- :; -~, :;. 3 ..... ......... 0.69 A349 3116 X 12 · 4 ply .............. 5.95 
852 518 X 518. . ............ 1.31 E22 3 ·;o • • '2 ............ ..... ..... 0.87 A350 114 X 12 · 5 ply ................ 7.39 
853 518 x 1 ...... .... .... .... ........... 1.99 Birch Mo 0< Skx:1< • ~ , • ! . .......... ........... 0.76 A351 318 X 12 · 7 ply ........ . 8 .78 
854 314 x 314 · ..... 1.72 748 31 x::.~ ' "2 : :_· · - '3. 3 ......... .......... 0.92 48" Birch Aircraft Plywood 
855 314 X 1 ......... H .... .. . 2.20 i~~ ~-8 X~~ ::~ ~ ,_ : ~ ~ ~ 4 ... .......... .......... 1.10 333 1164 X 6 . 3 ply ... ........... 10.38 

967 318 X 3 ................. 1.80 
968 112 X 3 .. . ........... 2.23 
969 314 X 3 ............................. 3.36 
970 1132x 4 ................. 1.41 
971 1116x 4 .. . ..... 1.28 
972 3132 X 4 .. . .. 1.56 
973 118 X 4 . ............................ 1.76 
974 3116x4 ........................... 2.17 
975 114 X 4 .................... 2.52 
976 5116 X 4 ... 3.19 
977 318 X 4 ............................. 3.94 
978 112 X 4 ........................... .4.68 

30" Sheets 
062 1132 X 3 .. . .... ...... 0.89 
063 1116 X 3 ........................ . 0.89 
064 3132x3 ........................... 1.Q3 
065 118 X 3 ............................. 1.24 
066 3116 X 3 ........................... 1.52 
067 114 X 3. .. . .......... 1.86 
068 318 X 3 ............................ 2.34 
069 1132x4 ........................... 1.43 
070 1116x4 ........................... 1.43 
071 3132 X 4 .. . ... 1.66 
072 118 X 4 ............................. 2.Q3 
073 3116 X 4 ........ 2.40 
074 114 X 4 .. . . .. ... ...... ........ 2.70 
075 318 X 4 ........................... . .4.20 

36" Sheets 
001 1132 X 2 .. . ..................... 0.89 
002 1116 X 2 .. . ......... 0.89 
003 3132x2 ...... .................... 1.Q3 
004 118x2 ...... .... ................... 1.17 
005 3116 X 2 .................. . 1.38 
006 114 X 2 ........... .................. 1.65 
007 5116x2 .. . ......... 1.72 
008 318 X 2 ............................ 2.07 
009 112 X 2 ....................... 2.54 
012 1132 X 3 ........................... 1.03 
013 1116x3 ......................... 1.03 
014 3132 x3 ... ....... 1.17 
015 118 X 3. . . .... ........ 1.52 
016 3116x3 ... ....... .. ..... .... . 1.79 
017 114 X 3 .2.27 
018 5116 X 3 ................ .. ......... 2.62 
019 318 X 3 .. . ... ..... .. 2.68 
020 112 X 3 ................. ....... ..... 3.58 
021 314 X 3 ........ ..................... 5.29 
025 1132 X 4 ......... ..... ... ... ...... . 1.73 
026 1116x4 ..................... 1.73 
027 3132 X 4 ........................... 2.10 
028 118 X 4 .. . ..................... 2.40 
029 3116 X 4 ........................... 2.86 
030 114 X 4 ............................ 3.97 
031 5116 X 4 ................ ... ....... .4.66 
032 318 X 4 ................ ............ . 5.47 
033 112 X 4 .. . ...................... 7.36 

42" Sheets 
080 1132 X 3 ..................... . .... 1.17 
081 1116 X 3 ........................... 1.24 
082 3132 X 3 ........................... 1.44 
083 118 X 3 ....... .... ................. . 1.72 
084 3116 X 3 ........................... 2.07 
085 114 X 3 ............................. 2.62 
086 318 X 3 ....................... . .... 3.23 
087 1132 X 4 .......................... .2.Q3 
088 1116 X 4 ......... 2.Q3 
089 3132 X 4 .. . ...... . 2. 70 
090 118 X 4 ........................... . 2.77 
091 3116 X 4 ........................... 3.46 
092 114 X 4 .. . . .4.20 
093 318 X 4 .................. ........... 6.00 

869 3132 X 2 ......................... .. 0.85 
870 118 X 2 ............................. 0.99 
871 3116x2 .......................... 1.09 
872 114 X 2. . .. 1.28 
873 318 X 2 ............................. 1. 79 
874 112 X 2 ........ ... ................. . 2.59 
878 1132 X 3 ........ 0.82 
879 1116x 3 .................. 0.88 
880 3132 X 3 ........................ 1.01 
881 118x 3 .......... 1.1 8 
882 3116x3 .............. .... . ...... . 1.34 
883 114 X 3 ....... .. ........ ...... ...... 1.53 
884 318 x3 ........ . 2.1 7 
885 112 X 3 ............................. 3.49 
890 1132x4 .......................... . 1.39 
891 1116 X 4 .. . ..... ...... 1.42 
892 3132 X 4 .. . .. 1.48 
893 118 X 4 ........ 1.69 
894 3116x4 ............. .............. 1.95 
895 114 X 4 .. . .................. .. 2.36 

6" Wide Sheets • 48" Length 
265 1116 X 6 . . ......... .4.39 
266 3132 X 6 .. ....... .... 4.80 
267 118 X 6 .... ......... .. ............... 5.29 
268 3116 X 6 ............ 6.10 
269 114 X 6 .......... 7.40 

36" Trailing Edges 
100 3116 X 3•4 ............ .. ....... 0.79 
099 118 X 1 ............. ..... ... .. ... 0.72 
101 3116 X 112 .......... ....... ...... 0.72 
103 114 X 58 ............ .......... 0.79 
118 114 X 1 ............. .......... 0.94 
102 5116 X 3 4 ........... .... ...... 0.86 
119 5116 x1 -"4 ........ .... ....... 1.08 
120 318x 1- ... 1.36 
121 112 X 2 ......... ... ....... 2.15 

30" Balsa Wing Skins 
286 1116 X 10 ......................... 8.51 
287 3132 X 10 ....... . 10.37 
288 118 X 10 ......................... 12.09 

Birch Plywood Wing Skins 
352 1164 X 48 X 48 .. . ......... 69 .30 
A352 TWO FOR .................. 127.05 

48" Sticks 751 3 4 :;. ~ ~ '': _ _ - _ 3. ······· ·················· ; · ~g 334 1132 x 6 · 3 ply ..... ........... 6.35 
48" Sheets 856 118 X 118 ........ .. .............. 0.36 .:. ~ X ········ ······ ············ · 335 1116 X 6 · 3 ply ................ 6.76 

g~~ ~ ~~~~L : U~ ;~~ ~ ~~~~~~ g~~ ~~~~ing~~x 1 2 ~-e: -- - ~~8d Tri ang les 
076 

~~~ ~;~2/6~5sp~Y ··~~ ~ 
039 3132x3 ..... ..... .............. .. . 1.88 ............ . - ; ~ .>~X , ······ ···················. 338 3116 6 4 I . ········ 6.30 

162 118 X 112 ................. ........ . 0.70 208 1 . -- 3" S " X 112 ......... ................. 0.99 X • p Y ······· · 0
0
4
4
°
1 3

11
1
8
16

XX3
3
··························· ··2.35 163 3116 X 3116 ...................... 0.55 209 5'3 3• • 3, 4 X 314 ······ ················H••1.27 339 114 X 6 " 5 ply .................. 7.85 

.......................... . 2.81 164 3116 X 318 ........... 0.70 210 3l c" _ _ 340 318 X 6 · 7 ply .................. 9.36 

g:~ ~;;6xx33 :: ::::::.: ~ i! m ~~~~ ~~;~ H ··::: ~ ~~ ~;~dw~~ 6 s ;rxds?aa~s~·i·n~~~ru~.4 91 ~~=~ ;~~~g:~~:~ . , ;~ 6~ 
g~ ~~~~~ : ~~~ ;~~ ; ~: ~~;~ ...... ....... .... ..... g ~~ 356 31 "6 x:X - - '2x718. .. 734 ~:~::~;~~~g:~~:~ . nrs 
046 3/4 X 3 ............... ............. . 8.20 168 114 X 112 ......................... 1.01 357 4 X 3C :.::= 348 .. 118 X 12 · 5 ply .. .. .. ...... 20.21 
050 1132 x 4 .............. ..... ........ 3.91 169 114 x 314 ·················· ·······1·49 358 5 "6 x 3C _ ~ Printed Catalogs $4.00 349 .. 3116 x 12.4 ply···· ····· ··· ·10·97 
051 1116 x 4 ................ ........... 3.05 170 114 1 ······················· ·H1·95 359 3 8 x 3C . -= Catalogs on CD also available 350 .. 114 x 12 5 ply ············ 13·74 052 3132 X 4 ....... .......... 3.83 X ..................•...• ...... . 360 8 X~ : .::= 351- 318 X 12. 7 ply ...... ........ 16.40 
053 118 X 4 .. ......... . ..4.30 g~ ~~~%r~1 6 ·······~·~~ 361 31 · 5 x -- _ _ ORDERs ONLY! - ·············· · 
054 3116 x 4 .. . .... 5.16 · ·············· · 362 1 4 x ~ _ _ B us in ess Hours: 
055 114 x 4 ..... .... 6.01 

173 318 
x 

112 
··········· ···1.49 363 • 6 x' : .<C 0 Tech C all s Accepted ) 8:00 to 5:00 CST M-F 

056 5/16 x 4··:::: ·::::::.::::: ....... ... 7.74 ~~: ~~~ ~ ~~j : · ········:::::: ~ :~~ 364 318 x 48 .... : 5C 1-800-BALSA US Email Address: 
g~~ ~~~ ~! :: ... : . . :X~~ 176 112 x 314 H ... . .... 2.26 Miscellaneous Assorted Wood F 1-~0900~2856-732588778 ba lsau~a0@&a lsau64sa . com 

177 112 x 1 .................... .. ....... . 2.58 598 Bag-A-Ba sa Sheels & . s ....... 06 a X - - • . . OX 1 
Please visit your local hobby store for more of our fine products. If they 698 ~ag-A·B~s (when available) .... 9.13 Custom er Service & Tech Marinette , WI 54143 

are not a Balsa USA deaer. have them contact us to become one! 699 Seconds Wood Box Support: 1-906-863-6421 ~-~ 
(when available).. . ...... .. 39.95 or tech@bals ausa .com · =:.~ 

We accept Visa , MasterCard , D1scover a nd personal checks . Mich . residents add 6% sales tax. Handling charge is $10.95 for orders up to $100.00 , $12 .95 for orders $100.01 -$300 .00, actual fre ign: 
for orders $300.01 and up. Express shipment , APO , FPO, Canada & Foreign orders pay $4.00 per box handling fee plus actual freight. .. Orders including these sizes will pay actual shipp1 ; 
charges. We recommend credi1 card payment for any orders that are subject to special shipping te rms to avoid over or underpayment. Prices subject to change without notice. 15% Restoc .-.;; 
Fee on ALL returned items. 


